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mniSvnelovani RonisZmniSvnelovani RonisZmniSvnelovani RonisZmniSvnelovani RonisZiebaiebaiebaieba    
    

 

 
a.w. 31 oqtombers saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademiisa 

da ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universitetis 
paata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutis TaosnobiT saqarTvelos mec-
nierebaTa erovnul akademiaSi gamoCenili qarTveli mecnieris, ekonomi-
kis mecnierebaTa doqtoris, akademikos avTandil gunias dabadebidan me-
100 wlisTavisadmi miZRvnili saiubileo RonisZieba gaimarTa, sadac Ta-
vi moiyares mecnierebma, studentebma, Rvawlmosili profesoris kole-
gebma da axloblebma.  

sxdoma Sesavali sityviT gaxsna saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnu-
li akademiis prezidentma, akademikosma Tamaz gamyreliZem. mecnieris 
cxovrebasa da moRvaweobaze isaubra ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbi-
lisis saxelmwifo universitetis paata guguSvilis ekonomikis insti-
tutis direqtorma, profesorma ramaz abesaZem. 

gamoCenili mecnieris, saxelmwifo da sazogado moRvawis Sesaxeb 
isaubres Tsu srulma profesorma, saqarTvelos finansTa ministrma no-
dar xadurma, saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademiis wevr-kores-
pondentma, ekonomikur mecnierebaTa doqtorma vladimer papavam, Tsu 
srulma profesorma, ekonomikur mecnierebaTa doqtorma elguja meqvabi-
Svilma, paata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutis ganyofilebis gamgem, 
akademiurma doqtorma nanuli arevaZem da sxvebma.  

sxdomaze gamovida akademikos a. gunias Svili, medicinis akademiu-
ri doqtori naTela gunia. 
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**** **** **** 

akademikos avTandil gunias dabadebidan me-100 wlisTavs mieZRvna 
“Tsu paata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutis Sromebis krebulis” V 
tomi da broSura _ “akademikosi avTandil gunia” 

aq gTavazobT institutis mecnier-konsultantis, ekonomikur 
mecnierebaTa doqtoris, profesor rorororozeta asaTianiszeta asaTianiszeta asaTianiszeta asaTianis mogonebas, miZRv-
nils baton avTandil gunias xsovnisadmi.  

 
Rirseuli mamuliSviliRirseuli mamuliSviliRirseuli mamuliSviliRirseuli mamuliSvili    

    

mimdinare wlis 31 oqtombers saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnul 
akademiaSi aRiniSna akademikos avTandil gunias dabadebidan 100 wlis-
Tavi. 

did pativs mivageb batoni avTandilis xsovnas da Tavs uflebas 
mivcem es pativiscema am mokle werilSic gamovxato.  

rodesac sazogadoeba gafasebs, amaze didi bedniereba araferia, 
xolo rodesac ar gafaseben, ver xedaven imas, rogor giyvars Seni sam-
Soblo da ras akeTeb amisaTvis _ es ubedurebaa, Taviseburi tragediaa. 

batoni avTandil gunia dafasebuli iyo sicocxleSive (razec misi 
biografiac metyvelebs) da dafasebulia gardacvalebis Semdegac.  

Cven, qarTvel ekonomistebs, bevri Rirseuli mamuliSvili gvyavda 
da axlac gvyavs. piradad me es meamayeba. maT gverdiT SeiZleba Tamamad 
movixsenioT akad. avTandil gunia. 

rodesac Tvali gadavavle aw gardacvlil qarTvel mecnier-ekonomis-
tTa, samwuxarod, grZel sias, batoni avTandili Cveni saamayo profesore-
bis, Cveni maswavleblebis _ niko qoiavasa da irakli miqelaZis gverdiT 
davayene. igi gaxldaT rafinirebuli, maRali kulturisa da zneobis 
pirovneba, daxvewili inteligenti, rac TvalSisacemi iyo da pirvelsave 
Sexvedraze mokrZalebuli pativiscemiT ganimsWvalebodi mis mimarT. 
SesaniSnavi organizatori da didebuli leqtori. igi ara mxolod ga-
regnobiT gvxiblavda studentebs, aramed qceviTac, manerebiT, zomierebiT. 
SekiTxvaSic ki igrZnoboda misi maRali profesionalizmi da kultura. 
TviT iyo Zalze mokrZalebuli da Senc avtomaturad aTmagad mokrZa-
lebuli xdebodi mis mimarT. piradad me baton avTandilTan urTierToba 
mqonda ara mxolod rogorc studentsa da aspirants, aramed umcros kol-
egasac. bevri ramis swavla SeiZleboda misgan. igi samagaliTo, misabaZi 
pirovneba iyo. 

baton avTandils mecnierebaSi Taviseburi xelwera hqonda. igi erT-
erTi pirvelTagani iyo, vinc gamoexmaura qartexiliviT movardnil pro-
cesebs saqarTveloSi. 1991 wels gamovida misi naSromi `sabazro urTier-
TobaTa meqanizmis formirebis sakiTxebi~. es is periodia, rodesac sazo-
gadoebis erTi nawili, maT Soris, samwuxarod, ekonomistebis erTi jgu-
fi, dabneuli, gaognebuli da gulxeldakrefili iyo. am Temaze saubari 
mimZims, magram es imitom gavixsene, rom batonma avTandilma, sxvebisgan 
gansxvavebiT, swrafad moaxdina adaptireba da administraciuli sociali-
zmis ekonomikis kvlevidan swrafad gadaerTo sabazro ekonomikis sakiT-
xebis kvlevaze. zemoT aRniSnuli bolo naSromi preprinti iyo. avtori 
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fiqrobda mis gaSlas, mTlianobaSi warmodgenas, magram, samwuxarod, ar 
dascalda. Tumca, man rom erT-erTma pirvelma saqarTveloSi daiwyo sa-
bazro ekonomikis problematikaze muSaoba, es amtkicebda mis progresul 
azrovnebas, ganwyobas, SemarTebasa da moqalaqeobriv pasuxismgeblobas, 
diax, moqalaqeobriv pasuxismgeblobas, romelSic aisaxeba pirovnebis da-
mokidebuleba samSoblosadmi, koleqtivisadmi, axalgazrda Taobisadmi 
da, Tu gnebavT, sakuTari Svilebis mimarTac.  

RmerTma naTelSi amyofos misi lamazi suli. 
    
    

rozeta asaTianirozeta asaTianirozeta asaTianirozeta asaTiani  
emd, profesori 
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saerTaSoriso urTierTobebisaerTaSoriso urTierTobebisaerTaSoriso urTierTobebisaerTaSoriso urTierTobebi    

revaz javaxiSvilirevaz javaxiSvilirevaz javaxiSvilirevaz javaxiSvili    
ekonomikis akademiuri doqtori 

 
saqarTvelos sagareo savaWro uriTierTobebis srulyofasaqarTvelos sagareo savaWro uriTierTobebis srulyofasaqarTvelos sagareo savaWro uriTierTobebis srulyofasaqarTvelos sagareo savaWro uriTierTobebis srulyofa    

globalizaciis pirobebSiglobalizaciis pirobebSiglobalizaciis pirobebSiglobalizaciis pirobebSi    
 
globalizaciis pirobebSi sagareo savaWro kavSirebis srulyofa 

nebismieri qveynis socialur-ekonomikuri aRorZinebis mniSvnelovan eko-
nomikur faqtors warmoadgens. sabWouri sistemis pirobebSi qveyanas, 
faqtobrivad, dakarguli hqonda sagareo savaWro funqcia, damoukideb-
lobis mopovebis Semdeg ki saqarTvelos xelisuflebam Tavis Tavze 
aiRo am funqciis ganxorcieleba. qveyanaSi daiwyo sagareo savaWro kav-
Sirebis ganviTarebis RonisZiebebis gatareba, magram arsebuli Rrma eko-
nomikuri da politikuri krizisis gamo, pirvel xanebSi, man sasurveli 
Sedegi ver gamoiRo. SemdgomSi ki, saerTaSoriso safinanso-ekonomikuri 
organizaciebis daxmarebiT, qveyanam SeZlo sagareo vaWrobis liberali-
zaciis mimarTebiT mniSvnelovani nabijebis gadadgma, ris Sedegadac 
2000 wels saqarTvelo miiRes msoflio savaWro organizaciaSi. 

gasuli saukunis 90-iani wlebis meore naxevridan qveynis ekonomi-
kuri gamococxlebis, sagareo savaWro kavSirebisa da savaWro politi-
kis srulyofis mimarTulebiT gatarebuli RonisZiebebis Sedegad, mniSv-
nelovnad gaizarda sagareo vaWrobis saqonelbrunva, razec naTlad 
metyvelebs cxrilis monacemebi. 

 
saqarTvelos sagareo vaWrobis ganviTarebis ZiriTadi maCveneblebisaqarTvelos sagareo vaWrobis ganviTarebis ZiriTadi maCveneblebisaqarTvelos sagareo vaWrobis ganviTarebis ZiriTadi maCveneblebisaqarTvelos sagareo vaWrobis ganviTarebis ZiriTadi maCveneblebi    

2000200020002000----2011w.w. [ 6 ]2011w.w. [ 6 ]2011w.w. [ 6 ]2011w.w. [ 6 ]    
                                                       /man aSS dol./ 
 wlebi 

 
maCveneblebi 

2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

saqonelbrun-
va sul 

m.S.eqsporti 
% 

 
1032,2 
322,8 
31,3 

 
3355,5 
865,5 
25,8 

 
4614,0 
936,2 
20,3 

 
6447,2 
1232,4 
19,1 

 
7800,6 
1496,4 
19,2 

 
5500,1 
1130,6 
20,5 

 
6934,6 
1677,5 
24,2 

 
9246,9 
2189,1 
23,7 

importi 
% 

709,4 
68,7 

2490,0 
74,2 

3677,8 
79,7 

5214,8 
79,9 

6304,5 
80,8 

4369,5 
79,5 

5257,1 
75,8 

7057,8 
76,3 

saldo± 
 

-386,6 -1625,5 -2741,6 -3982,4 -4809,1 -3238,9 -3579,6 -4868,7 

eqsportiT 
importis 
gadafarvis 

% 

 
45,5 

 
34,8 

 
25,5 

 
23,6 

 
23,7 

 
25,8 

 
31,9 
 

 
31,0 

 
rogorc vxedavT, bolo periodSi qveynis sagareo vaWrobis brunva 

zrdis tendenciiT xasiaTdeba. gamonaklisia 2009 weli, roca wina wel-
Tan igi TiTqmis 30%-iT Semcirda, rac, uwinares yovlisa, 2008 wlis 
agvistos ruseT-saqarTvelos omiTa da saqarTvelos ekonomikaze globa-
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luri ekonomikuri krizisis gavleniT unda aixsnas. 2006 wels ki aRiniS-
na umniSvnelo (13%) zrda, rac ruseTis mier saqarTvelosTvis calm-
xrivi savaWro embargoTi iyo gamowveuli. 

amasTan, qveynis eqsportis da importis dinamikis maCveneblebi mkve-
Trad gansxvavebulia. miuxedavad eqsportis sistematuri zrdisa, zrdis 
dabali tempis gamo, misi xvedriwili mTlian brunvaSi aRniSnul peri-
odSi 31,3-dan 23,7%-mde Semcirda, xolo importis analogiuri maCvenebe-
li 68,7-dan 76,3%-mde amaRlda. es tendencia gansakuTrebiT mkveTrad iyo 
gamoxatuli 2000-2007 ww, bolo wlebSi ki, Tumca umniSvnelod, mainc 
SeimCneva eqsportis gamococxleba da qveynis eqsport-importis Tanafar-
dobis gaumjobeseba. miuxedavad amisa, sadReisod qveynis importi eqs-
ports 3-jer da metad  aRemateba, ris gamoc sistematurad mcirdeba eqs-
portiT importis gadafarvis maCvenebeli. qveyanas aqvs didi uaryofiTi 
savaWro saldo, romelic, agreTve, zrdis tendenciiT xasiaTdeba. 2000-
2011 ww igi 12,6-jer gadidda  da 2011 wels  4.868 mln dolars gadaaWar-
ba. aman, cxadia, uaryofiTi gavlena iqonia qveynis savaluto resursebi-
sa da biujetis formirebaze, sagareo valis Semcirebasa da mosaxleo-
bis keTildReobis donis gaumjobesebaze. 

bolo periodSi gatarebuli RonisZiebebis Sedegad, moxda sagareo 
vaWrobis diversifikacia, misi arealis gafarToeba. Tu 1995 wels saqar-
Tvelos savaWro urTierToba hqonda mxolod 68 qveyanasTan, 2000w _ 114, 
2011w maTma ricxvma 147-s miaRwia. qveyanam sagrZnoblad gaafarTova sa-
vaWro urTierToba dsT-s, Savi zRvis auzis, evrokavSirisa da msoflios 
bevri sxva regionis qveyanasTan. amJamad  eqsportis mixedviT saqarTve-
los yvelaze didi savaWro partniorebia _ azerbaijani, TurqeTi, somxe-
Ti, yazaxeTi, aSS da kanada, romelTa wilad modis qarTuli eqsportis 
59%. importis mxriv ki kvlav pirvel adgilzea TurqeTi, Semdeg modian 
ukraina, azerbaijani, CineTi, germania da ruseTi, romelTa wilad modis 
saqarTveloSi importirebuli produqciis Rirebulebis 56%-ze meti. 

arsebiTi cvlilebebiT xasiaTdeba sagareo vaWrobis sasaqonlo 
struqturac. amJamad qveynis mTlian eqsportSi pirvel adgilzea msubu-
qi avtomobilebi (reeqsporti) 20,6%. Semdeg modis feroSenadnobebi, azo-
tovani sasuqebi, Txili da kakali, Savi liTonebis jarTi, oqro (55%). 
umsxvilesi saeqsporto produqciis aTeulidan yvelaze didi zrda da-
fiqsirda Txilis, azotovani sasuqisa da msubuqi avtomobilis sasaqon-
lo jgufebis eqsportSi. mniSvnelovani TaviseburebebiT xasiaTdeba im-
portis struqturac, sadac gadamwyveti adgili ukavia navTobsa da navT-
produqtebs, samkurnalo saSualebebs, xorbalsa da satelefono apa-
ratebs, romelTa wilad modis mTliani eqsportis 31%. umsxvilesi saim-
porto saqonlis aTeulidan 2011 wels yvelaze metad gaizarda Savi 
liTonebis metalokonstruqciebis, gamomTvleli manqanebisa da navTobis 
airebis sasaqonlo jgufis importi. 

bolo periodSi saqarTvelom sagareo vaWrobis gafarToebis kursi 
dasavleTis (pirvel rigSi evrokavSiris) qveynebze aiRo, rac udaod 
sworia da igi momavalSi unda gaRrmavdes. Tumca, es srulebiTac ar 
niSnavs dsT-s (maT Soris ruseTis) bazarze uaris Tqmas. „qarTuli 
ocnebis“ xelisuflebaSi mosvlisTanave am mimarTulebiT pirveli 
nabijebi ukve gadaidga, dainiSna ruseTSi saqarTvlos warmomadgeneli, 
romelmac unda awarmoos molaparakeba saqarTvelo-ruseT Soris 
savaWro, kulturuli da sxva urTierTobebis damyarebis sferoSi. 
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saqarTvelos dabali saeqsporto maCvenebeli imiTaa ganpirobebu-
li, rom mrewvelobisa da soflis meurneobis bevri dargi, romlebic 
adre gansazRvravda qveynis ekonomikuri ganviTarebisa da saeqsporto 
potencialis dones, amJamad faqtobrivad aRar (an Zalze dabal doneze) 
funqcionirebs. amis mTavari mizezia ekonomikis reformirebisa da marT-
vis procesSi daSvebuli Secdomebi, ramac mniSvnelovnad Seaferxa qvey-
nis ekonomikuri zrda. soflis meurneobis ganviTarebis dabali donis 
gamo, wlidan wlamde am dargis produqtebze qveynis moTxovnis daba-
lanseba ZiriTadad importis xarjze xdeba. maSin, roca qveyanas Tavi-
suflad SeuZlia bevri maTganis adgilobrivi warmoebis produqciiT 
Canacvleba, Tu srulad iqneba gamoyenebuli unikalur bunebriv-klima-
tur faqtorebze dayrdnobiT maTi warmoebis gafarToebis  SesaZleblo-
bebi. am gziT marto evrokavSirTan eqsporti momdevno xuTi wlis man-
Zilze SeiZleba 13,3%- iT gaizardos, rac SeiZleba miRweul iqnas arasa-
tarifo barierebis gauqmebisa da eqsportze orientirebul dargebSi 
ucxouri investiciebis gadidebis gziT [1, gv. 158].   

qveynis ekonomikuri ganviTarebisa da saeqsporto potencialis ama-
Rlebis strategia unda efuZnebodes, bunebriv-ekonomikuri faqtorebis 
gaTvaliswinebiT, ekonomikis dargobrivi struqturis swor gansazRvras, 
maRali saeqsporto potencialis mqone dargebis _ mevenaxeobis, meCaieo-
bis, mecitruseobis, mexileoba-mebostneobis, mefutkreobis, meabreSumeo-
bisa da, Sesabamisad, maTi produqciis gadamamuSavebeli mrewvelobis 
dargebis prioritetul ganviTarebasa da maRalkonkurentunariani pro-
duqciiT msoflio bazrebze gasvlis did SesaZleblobebs. saxelmwifom 
unda uzrunvelyos am mimarTulebiT saTanado ekonomikuri da administ-
raciuli berketebis amoqmedeba, qarTuli saeqsporto produqciis Rirse-
bisa da ekologiuri sisufTavis propaganda.    

qveynis sagareo savaWro urTierTobis srulyofasa da am gziT 
uaryofiTi savaWro saldos aRmofxvras gadamwyveti mniSvneloba eniWeba 
sagareo valis problemis daZlevaSi. sadReisod qveynis sagareo valis 
ZiriTad TanxasTan erTad, Zalze didia misi saprocento gadasaxadebis 
xarjebic. 2003-2014 ww am Tanxam 1564,8 mln dolari Seadgina. am mxriv 
Zalze mZime iqneba 2013 weli, roca mxolod evroobligaciebis (1500 mln 
dolari) valis gadaxdas 606 mln dolari dasWirdeba, amitom, savsebiT 
sworia daskvna, rom saxelmwifo davalianebis zrda uaxloves perspeq-
tivaSi negatiurad imoqmedebs qveynis socialur - ekonomikur ganviTare-
basa da erovnuli ekonomikuri usafrTxoebis SenarCuneba – ganmtkice-
baze [2, gv. 71 ].  

qveynis sagareo vaWrobis ganviTarebasa da srulyofaSi didi ad-
gili ekuTvnis swori savaWro politikis formirebasa da mis praqtikul 
realizacias. amJamad saqarTvelos sakmaod liberaluri sagareo savaW-
ro politika aqvs, qveynis kanonmdebloba ar iTvaliswinebs sagareo vaW-
robaSi raime raodenobriv SezRudvebsa da administraciul barierebs, 
mas aqvs sakmaod dabali saimporto tarifebi da liberaluri savaWro 
reJimi, dRg da saaqcizo gadasaxadi Tanabaria importsa da adgilobriv 
produqciaze, licenzirebas eqvemdebareba mxolod zogierTi qimiuri da 
samedicino daniSnulebis produqcia, iaraRis, feTqebadi da radiaqtiu-
ri nivTierebebis importi. garda amisa, 2005 wels ZiriTadi sasaqonlo 
jgufebi, romelTa eqsporti da importi nebarTvas saWiroebs 14-dan 8-
mde Semcirda, ganxorcielda sabaJo samsaxuris reorganizacia misi ga-
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martivebis mimarTulebiT, amuSavda erTi sarkmlis principi, sagrZnob-
lad Seikveca sabaJo wmendisa da tvirTis  moZraobisTvis  saWiro  sat-
ransporto dokumentebis raodenoba. specialuri samTavrobo dokumen-
tiT saqarTvelos savaWro politikis ZiriTad miznad aRiarebulia Ta-
visufali vaWroba, satarifo da arasatarifo barierebis gamouyeneblo-
ba sxva qveynebTan vaWrobaSi, rac srulad Seesabameba evropis samezob-
lo politikis samoqmedo gegmis ZiriTad debulebebs. es praqtikulad 
gulisxmobs Ria da aradiskriminaciuli vaWrobis, eqsport-importis ga-
martivebuli procedurebis aRiarebas. 

saeqsporto produqciis warmoebis gadidebaSi, eqsportis xelSew-
yobasa da stimulirebaSi mniSvnelovani roli misi dakreditebis siste-
mis gaumjobesebas ekuTvnis. am saqmeSi jer kidev bevri gadauWreli 
problemaa, romelTagan aRsaniSnavia sakredito resursebis didi defi-
citi, maRali saprocento ganakveTebi, SeRavaTiani kreditebis simcire 
da maTi xelmisawvdomoba. swored am problemis mogvarebazea gamaxvile-
buli yuradReba „qarTuli ocnebis“ saarCevno programaSi [6, gv. 36, 37].   

msoflios bevri qveynis analogiurad, Cvens qveyanaSic didia saWi-
roeba sabanko-sakredito dawesebulebaTa qselis Seqmnisa, romlebic 
gascemen rogorc moklevadian, ise grZelvadian SeRavaTian kreditebs 
saeqsporto produqciis warmoebis, eqsportis xelSewyobisa da stimuli-
rebisaTvis. saxelmwifom unda izrunos am mizniT sakredito resursebis 
mozidvis, maTi xelmisawvdomobisa da efeqtiani gamoyenebis sistemis 
Seqmnazec. man unda uzrunvelyos, agreTve, rogorc saerTod mewarmeo-
bis, ise gansakuTrebiT eqsportze orientirebuli dargebis SeRavaTiani 
dabegvris sistemis formireba, rac didad daastimulirebda aseT 
dargebSi dasaqmebul eqsportiorebs.  
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TO IMPROVE GEORGIA FOREIGN TRADE RELATIONS IN THE P ROCESS OF 

GLOBALIZATION 
 

Summary 
 
After independence of Georgia, as a result of the measures taken in the field of trade 

liberalization, country has significantly expanded its Foreign Trade Relations and joined World 
Trade Organization. In the conditions of foreign trade turnover growth, country’s import 
increases more rapidly and now it is 3 times and more exceeding export value. Negative trade 
balance is growing systematically that is directly linked to the Country’s External Debt 
increase. Government should take active and effective measures to tackle the problem to 
increase the production quality, its environmental purity and competitiveness that will create 
the right condition for the successful diversification of Georgian Products on the world market. 
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FUNCTIONING OF STATE AUTHORITIES OF CONTROL IN THE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM OF EXTERNAL ECONOMIC PROCESSES 

 
Аnnotation 
Problems of organization and implementation of the state financial control of external 

economic activities to enhance its effectiveness are investigated. The role in improving fiscal 
relationships between the state and subjects of external economic activity is detected. 

Keywords: рublic administration, external economic activity, integration of national 
economy, customs control, financial control. 

Машков А.А. Функционирование государственных органов контроля в системе 
управления внешними экономическими процессами. 

Аннотация 
Исследованы проблемы организации и осуществления государственного контроля 

внешнеэкономической деятельности с целью повышения его эффективности. Опреде-
лена роль в совершенствовании налоговых взаимоотношений между государством и 
субъектами внешнеэкономической деятельности. 

Ключевые слова: государственное управление, внешнеэкономическая деятель-
ность, интеграция национальной экономики, таможенный контроль, финансовый 
контроль. 

Introduction 
The current state of economic development of Ukraine, its translational motion to the 

global economy needs a clear regulation of processes of integration of national economies to 
international economic unions and organizations, and their handling from the side of public 
administration bodies. These issues are very important in modern conditions, which are 
characterized by, on the one hand, intensification of foreign economic activity and increase of 
its volumes and, on the other hand, disbalance of the national economy, growth of shadow 
capital in all spheres, inefficient and irresponsible expenditures of budgets of all levels. Under 
these conditions, economic and financial control of the bodies of state authorities and public 
administration in all spheres of economic activity, including in the field of foreign economic 
activities, is essential. 

Analysis of recent research 
Peculiarities of formation and development of foreign economic activities and 

international relations of Ukraine during the transformational changes are highlighted in the 
works of Ukrainian scientists V. Bodrov, I. Burakovskiy, O. Vlasyuk, V. Heyts, I. Hrytsyak, Y. 
Kozak, V. Kovalevskiy, V. Kozyk, L. Pankova, Y. Pakhomov, A. Rumyantsev, F. Rut, S. 
S’omin, A. Filipenko, O. Shnyrkov. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to examine the problems of organization and implementation of the state 

financial control of foreign economic activities to enhance its effectiveness; 
-  to define the role in improving fiscal relations between the state and 

subjects of external economic activity. 
Results 
Ukraine is facing the problem that lies in some contradiction between the need to 

integrate into the global economy, on the one hand, and to ensure internal economic 
integration, protection of its internal market, own producers and national interests, on the other 
hand. It should be borne in mind that the world economy continues to be the scene of a 
collision of interests of different countries. Therefore, only the development of own highly 
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effective system of public administration, in the foundation of which the mechanisms of 
economic and financial control are put, would enable: to achieve a sufficient level of economic 
security; to avoid possible destructive effects of the rapid opening of national economy; to 
ensure its competitiveness; to protect domestic producers; to interact effectively with 
international financial and economic institutions. 

In this sense, publications of S. Syreno are interesting, which state that according to the 
World Bank estimations the size of shadow economy in Ukraine has reached more than 70% of 
official GDP, that is a threat not only to Ukraine's economic security, but also for the world 
economy. Ukrainian government agreeing that the size of shadow economy in Ukraine is "too 
big" does not agree with disclosed figure and states that the level of this indicator is at 44-35% 
and tends to decrease. 

According to researches of scientists foreign economic operations are included in the 
most risky operations, where "gray" or "shadow" operations are possible, in particular: 

- export operations connected with the return of VAT - through overstatement of 
volume or the customs value of goods or in general "fictitious" export operations without 
commodities [2]; 

-  operations of tolling raw materials - by hiding the actual volumes of expended 
materials or products from the production and their release into the shadow rotation [5]; 

- import operations on consignment agreements (through customs licensed 
warehouses) [3, p. 113]; 

-  foreign investment and charitable operations [5]. 
At the same time the most dangerous and ambitious for the economy, according to the 

state chief expert of the Center for Social and Economic Research CASE Ukraine V. 
Dubrovskiy, is not evasion from taxes of representatives of small and medium business, but the 
size of "... shadow operations performed by a small circle of companies that have informal 
"privileges" in the form of selective enforcement of laws. From political and economic point of 
view they are not much different from privileges granted officially. Besides, often over 
incomes received by official subsidies and benefits are converted into shadow incomes". [1, p. 
26] It is worthy to note the author's conclusion that "... until certain business entities are 
allowed playing without rules, all state methods of persecution of non-payers that have 
selective character will be primarily used by these same businesses to: firstly, clearance of 
relevant markets from competitors, and secondly, fixing position of administrative authority as 
a cover for business" [1, p. 27]. 

It is also indicative that along with the growth of volumes of "shadowing" to dangerous 
limits the effectiveness of state regulatory bodies decreases, despite the increase in their 
number. For instance, V. M. Popovych gives interesting facts in his monograph that if "... in 
the service of combating economic crimes Ukraine in 1986 there were only three thousand 
employees and they found 11,954 cases of embezzlement, 1895 facts of bribery, 6542 - 
speculation and so on, then ... in 1993 the number of employees of the civil service to combat 
economic crimes has doubled ... next to it service to combat organized crime and tax police 
were created with the same number of employees ... but identification of theft decreased in 
24.9%, bribery – in 22.9%, etc. ... ". [4, p. 236] 

Presented above examples show that problems of organization and implementation of 
state financial control of foreign economic activities to enhance its effectiveness are located in 
the plane of state problems and require urgent solutions through improvement of the entire 
system of state financial control and its separate components, namely: set of subjects and 
objects of control types, forms, ways and methods of its implementation aimed at achieving the 
goal. 

Thus, now more than ever very important issue of realization of full and objective 
control over foreign economic activities is actual that is one of the most important national 
priorities and requires enhanced attention of public authorities, political parties, academics, and 
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general public. Ensuring economic security is a guarantee of state independence of Ukraine, 
condition of its progressive economic development and welfare of its citizens. 

The role of customs authorities, whose main task is to protect the economic interests of 
Ukraine in execution of the external economic activities, is extremely high. Major burden of 
both filling state coffers and ensuring economic security of the country, including by 
improving the system customs controls, is imposed on them.  

Theoretical aspects of organizing and carrying out customs control using advanced 
methods to improve its efficiency were investigated by the representatives of domestic and 
foreign economic science: P. Pashko, S. Tereschenko, V. Shlemko, I. Binko, S. Naumenko, O. 
Doronin, I. Rushaylo, R. Ronin and others. 

However, despite the fact that in the opinion of many experts the scale of the shadow 
economy is 30 - 70% of GDP, and not the last role in this proportion is played by "gray" and 
"shadow" schemes connected with export-import operations, issue of control over the subjects 
of foreign economic activity from the customs authorities is not fully addressed in the scientific 
literature. 

The need for research work in this area is determined by the fact that in modern 
conditions of social development the question of reducing "shadow" transactions is becoming 
increasingly important especially in the context of the implementation of such control over the 
activities of the subjects of foreign economic activity from the customs authorities.  

Therefore, let us define the main directions of improving inspections of the subjects of 
foreign economic activity from the customs authorities and ways of increasing effectiveness of 
financial control of the subjects of foreign economic activity. For this purpose, we will focus 
on such key issues: 

- outline the range of threats in the field of foreign trade activity, which requires 
organization of especially careful monitoring by the state to protect its interests; 

- consider the types of state financial control, which may be held by customs 
authorities and the problems of its implementation; 

- conduct analysis of the organization and carrying out the inspections of 
business entities by the representatives of customs authorities; 

- define the directions of improvement of state financial control to improve the 
efficiency of foreign economic activity. 

Obviously, the state financial control affects various aspects of activity of the state, 
particularly its foreign economic activity and is on its status the system of a higher level in 
comparison with the systems of customs and tax control. However, the answer to the question 
of what place these types of control are in the system of state financial control seems far from 
ambiguous. In our opinion, two approaches can be considered. The first is based on 
consideration of both customs and tax control as a review system of a set of complex issues 
related to the implementation of customs and tax state policy carried out by special government 
agencies established in system of state financial control. The second approach involves the 
division of tasks faced by each individual authority of control on verification of foreign trade 
activity, including by customs and tax authorities, not selecting these types of control in an 
independent direction. 

Today in Ukraine the second approach to the organization and implementation of 
customs and tax control of foreign economic activity is used, which, as confirmed by the 
results of research, is not effective. 

It is our deep conviction that the second approach in an environment where the success 
of integration reforms largely depends on the successful reform of customs and tax policy 
system of state customs and tax authorities is a false one and leads to underestimation of 
significance of customs and tax control in the process of improving efficiency of market 
mechanisms of economic development. 
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At the same time, once again we emphasize that the official concept of state financial 
control is still not explicitly formulated and, consequently, public policy concerning customs 
and tax systems of control, which is its integral part, is not precisely defined. Today there are 
only the beginnings of some reorganization of the existing system of economic control in 
Ukraine to the appropriate level, through creation of a system of state financial control of a 
new model. So, anyway, improvement of organizational and legal structure of the system of tax 
and customs control of foreign economic activity is closely connected to the improvement of 
the entire system of state financial control, which requires special attention and will be 
considered further. 

In the conditions of development of integration processes determining strategy and 
tactics of customs and tax policies and monitoring their implementation have become the most 
important functions of the state. In this situation, the creation of an adequate system of customs 
and tax control is one of the indispensable conditions of success of economic reforms. 
Integration processes taking place in the global economy, European Union enlargement to the 
east cause the change of foreign economic policy of Ukraine. Currently, the state makes steps 
to create a favorable investment climate for foreign capital, providing additional guarantees of 
property rights protection, facilitation of customs clearance and so on. In addition, negotiations 
are conducted on the possibility of establishing a free trade with the countries of the European 
Union. In this context, the need for research on adaptation techniques, procedures and methods 
of customs and tax control to the changing conditions of implementation of foreign economic 
activity of economic entities becomes evident. 

Building an effective system of customs and tax control requires a comprehensive study 
of its characteristics, opportunities, weaknesses, organizational and structural support. These 
studies are necessary to form strategy and tactics for controlling structures and improvement of 
forms and technologies of carrying out state control. 

One of the main directions of development of organizational and technical provisions of 
the customs and tax control is the development of specific methods of carrying out control 
measures against a relatively new in domestic practice objects of taxation. Reform of the tax 
system in Ukraine requires significant changes in the scientific and methodological apparatus 
of customs and tax monitoring. Theoretical and methodological principles of customs and tax 
control as an integral part of the system of state financial control in fact have not been 
investigated. The nature and content of customs and tax control are not sufficiently defined; its 
conceptual apparatus is poorly systematized; significant relationships of this structural element 
with other modules of state financial control are not conclusively identified.  

In this regard, one could argue that there is an objective need in in-depth study of such 
fundamental issues of theory and methods of customs and tax control in Ukraine as:  

- formation of theoretical and methodological approaches to the determination of the 
system of customs and tax control, taking into account patterns of development of integration 
processes in the economy of Ukraine; 

- determining the location of customs and tax control in the system of state financial 
control; 

- development of private and complex methods of carrying out customs and tax control 
of the participants of foreign economic activity based on the system (accounting) information 
using the methods of auditing. 

Main directions of foreign economic state policy are defined in the Customs Code of 
Ukraine, which provides a number of measures that promote the creation of a stable system of 
customs regulation and control. In the conditions of gradual integration of Ukraine into the 
world economy the improvement of customs tariff legislation in the direction of its adaptation 
to the international standards is observed. 

The Tax Code of Ukraine, which reduced the total number and amount of taxes, 
established preferences for certain subjects of foreign economic relations of the total foreign 
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trade regime of taxation, plays an important role in improving the fiscal relationship between 
the state and subjects of foreign economic activity. 

Obviously, reducing levied customs payments and taxes involves raising the level of 
their payment. That is why the successful reform of customs and tax system is not possible 
without adequate improvement of the system of state customs and tax control. The need to 
develop organizational and legal issues of customs and tax control suggests the relevance and 
practical significance of research problems of as theoretical and methodological aspects of the 
scientific definition of the term "customs and tax control," that is derived from the category of 
"financial control", as well as organizational and legal aspects of the activities of state customs 
and tax control in the structure of the system of state financial control. 

Unfortunately, rather cumbersome and inefficient system of state economic control is 
today in Ukraine. About the inefficiency of activities of the numerous bodies of state economic 
control, list and purpose of which are widely described in the special educational and scientific 
literature and in existing laws and legal documents, show facts and figures published in 
scientific and popular publications. 

Conclusions  
To solve this problem we suggest the reorganization of the state system of economic 

control in the following areas: 
1. Reducing the number of state control bodies (and especially fiscal) by combining the 

functions of control of financial flows from all without an exception activities under the 
guidance of the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine. The dispersal of powers between different 
organs of the system of state economic control (STA, SCSU, STU, SCRS, IFI, the NBU, etc.) 
led to the creation of cumbersome, overly bureaucratized system, which is not able to respond 
quickly to changes in the economic sphere, detect and prevent economic offenses. 

2. Viewing and bringing in conformity legislative and normative acts that regulate the 
economic and financial activity of enterprises. Simplification of the system of tax, customs and 
economic legislation will make it more transparent and understandable for both subjects of 
entrepreneurial activity and other users, and for representatives of state regulatory agencies. 
The presence of clear and unequivocal legislation would eliminate the possibility of its 
interpretation for the benefit or detriment of those or other businesses. 

3. In the near future to develop and implement a system of full control not only and not 
so much of incomes of legal and physical persons, but real expenditures of all without 
exclusion physical persons - citizens of Ukraine and compliance of their living levels with the 
declared and taxable profits. Any shady schemes, any economic crimes are carried out with one 
aim of tax avoidance and enrichment of certain physical persons rather legal persons. Today 
Ukraine has developed a functioning system of control of incomes of firms, companies and 
enterprises, but the end-consumer of benefits – a physical person is a subject to the control 
system only occasionally - in the part of revenues. The control of exactly expenditures of 
physical persons will allow exposing and bringing out of the "shadow" a significant portion of 
the funds. 

4. Make a series of measures to promote financial and social protection of officials of 
state regulatory agencies. Effectively protect the state rather than private interests can only the 
person whose material and social interests are reliably protected by the state. At the same time 
high social status of civil servant will allow demanding from employee's integrity and 
accountability in coarse of duty and will provide reducing the level of corruption in state 
bodies, including in those engaged in financial and customs and tax control. 

Improvement of the system of state control in these areas will allow making it really 
effective and enhancing the role and effectiveness of the public administration system. 
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ДИНАМИКА, ТЕНДЕНЦИИ И СОЦИАЛЬНО-ДЕМОГРАФИЧЕСКИЕ АСПЕКТЫ 
МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЙ МИГРАЦИИ В СТРАНАХ ЕВРОПЕЙСКОГО СОЮЗА 

 
Рассмотрены тенденции и динамика миграционных процессов в странах ЕС, 

определено их социально-демографическую значимость.  
Ключевые слова: международная миграция, сальдо миграции, демографические 

показатели, приобретение гражданства. 
The trends and dynamics of migration process in EU countries are analyzed and their 

social and demographic importance is determined.  
Key words: international migration, net migration, demographic determinants, 

acquisition of citizenship.  
 
Тема международной миграции имеет высокую политическую значимость для 

стран Европейского Союза. Статистические показатели международной миграции ис-
пользуются не только для мониторинга и гармонизации собственно миграционной поли-
тики, но и для принятия решений в других социальных сферах, поэтому анализ дина-
мики и тенденций международной миграции в странах ЕС всегда является достаточно 
актуальным.  

Вопросу международной миграции, в частности в Европе, посвящено научные 
работы украинских, русских и других исследователей, среди которых можем выделить 
Э. Либанову, А. Малиновскую, И. Прибыткову, В. Ионцева, Ж. Зайончковскую, И. Мо-
лодикову, Л. Рыбаковского, В. Переведнцева, Е. Щербакову, а также Клауса Ф. Зиммер-
манна, Деметриоса Пападимитриу и др. Тем не менее, международная миграция отли-
чается своей динамичностью и трансформациями в составе миграционных потоков, поэ-
тому нуждается в постоянных и глубоких исследованиях.  

Таким образом, целю статьи является комплексная оценка миграционных процес-
сов в странах Евросоюза, которые определяют существенное влияние на демографи-
ческие и социально-экономические параметры развития ЕС.  

Во многих европейских странах миграционный прирост стал основным фактором 
изменения численности населения. За 1960-2005 годы чистая миграция (включая коррек-
тировки численности населения по данным переписей, регистров населения и т.п.) 
обеспечила прирост населения Европы-25 более чем на 21 миллион человек [5]. С начала 
нового тысячелетия миграция обеспечивает более 3/4 общего прироста населения 
Евросоюза [6, c. 171].  

Анализ динамики естественного прироста свидетельствует о том, что она 
неуклонно снижалась, начиная с середины 1960-х годов, сократившись к 2003 году до 
106 тысяч человек. Затем она вновь стала возрастать, достигнув в 2008 году 595 тысяч 
человек. В 2004-2010 годах величина естественного прироста в 4-5 раз превышала 
значение 2003 года, хотя на фоне резко увеличившегося миграционного прироста этот 
рост не выглядел столь существенным [5]. Несмотря на некоторые колебания, тенденция 
снижения естественного прироста устойчива и долговременна. В этих условиях 
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миграция, безусловно, играет решающую роль в изменении численности населения 
Европейского Cоюза (рис. 1.) 

 
Рис. 1. Компоненты прироста (убыли) численности населения Европейского 

Союза (ЕС-27), 1960-2010 г. тыс. человек [5; 6, c. 173]. 
 
Таким образом, начиная с 90-х годов прошлого века миграционный прирост стал 

решающим фактором роста населения (ЕС-27), обеспечивая не менее половины, а в 
отдельные годы и свыше 80% общего прироста численности его совокупного населения 
[6, c. 171-172].  

В ближайшие годы роль международной миграции в изменении численности и 
состава населения ЕС-27 еще больше возрастет. Согласно недавним прогнозным 
расчетам Евростата, численность населения ЕС-27 без миграционного прироста (при 
нулевом сальдо миграции) начнет сокращаться уже в ближайшие годы, а при 
сохранении миграционного прироста – через несколько десятилетий. За исходную точку 
прогноза была взята численность населения в разбивке по полу и возрасту на начало 
2010 года. В качестве гипотезы, как и в предшествующем цикле расчетов 2008 года, 
использовался «сценарий конвергенции», по которому характеристики рождаемости, 
смертности и миграционного прироста в странах ЕС-27 будут постепенно сближаться в 
долгосрочной перспективе [4; 8; 6, c. 162-164].  

В частности, если значение коэффициента суммарной рождаемости в 2010 году 
варьировалось по странам ЕС-27 от 1,31 до 2,07 ребенка на женщину, то для 
последующих лет предусматривалось постепенное снижение размаха вариации за счет 
некоторого роста рождаемости в странах с самой низкой рождаемостью и 
незначительного снижения ее в странах с относительно высоким уровнем – с 0,76  в 2010 
году до 0,48 в 2060 году (от 1,51 до 1,99 ребенка на женщину) [4].  

Относительно миграционного прироста предполагалось, что в странах со 
значительным приростом он несколько сократится, а в странах с преобладающим в 
настоящее время миграционным оттоком он постепенно сменится миграционным 
притоком. В итоге получалось, что величина чистой миграции по ЕС-27 в целом вначале 
будет немного возрастать – от 1 миллиона человек в 2010 году до 1,3 миллиона человек 
в 2020 году, а потом постепенно снижаться – до 945 тысяч человек в 2060 году. Это 
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вполне умеренный прирост - в относительном выражении его величина не превысит 
0,3% в год (от 2,1 в расчете на 1000 человек в 2010 году он поднимется до 2,6 в 2020 
году, а затем снизится до 1,8 к 2060 году) [4; 8]. 

В базе данных Евростата представлены результаты расчетов предположительной 
численности населения ЕС-27 по двум вариантам: с учетом миграционного прироста и 
при его отсутствии (нулевом сальдо миграции по всем возрастно-половым группам). В 
первом случае при реализации описанных выше предположений относительно 
рождаемости и смертности численность населения ЕC-27 продолжит устойчиво 
возрастать до 2040 года, но затем, не превысив уровня 526 миллионов человек, начнет 
постепенно сокращаться и снизится до 517 миллионов человек в 2060 году (рис. 2).  

 
Рис. 2. Фактическая и предположительная численность населения 

Европейского Союза (ЕС-27) по двум вариантам прогноза, 1960-2060 годы, млн. 
человек [4]. 

 
Если же ЕС прекратил бы увеличивать свое население в результате мигра-

ционного обмена с другими странами мира уже начиная с 2010 года, его численность, 
достигнув наибольшего значения уже в ближайшие годы – 502 миллиона человек в 2015 
году, – стала бы быстро сокращаться, опустившись к концу прогнозного периода до 
уровня конца 1960-х годов – 431 миллиона человек [4; 8]. Различия в численности 
населения по двум вариантам прогнозных расчетов будут ежегодно увеличиваться - до 
86 миллионов человек в 2060 году, что составляет почти 17% от численности населения 
по варианту прогноза с учетом сохранения миграционного прироста [4]. 

Среди родившихся за рубежом также можно выделить две группы – уроженцев 
других стран ЕС-27 и уроженцев стран, не входящих в ЕС. В целом по ЕС-27 доля 
родившихся за пределами Союза на начало 2010 года составляла 6,3% населения (31,4 
миллиона человек), а по странам Союза варьировалась от 0,7% в Польше до 15,0% в 
Эстонии. Доля родившихся в других странах ЕС-27 составляла в среднем по Союзу 3,2% 
населения (около 16 миллионов человек), варьируясь от 0,4% в Польше до 26,9% в 
Люксембурге [4; 6]. 

Таким образом, треть людей, родившихся за рубежом, из числа постоянно 
проживающих на территории ЕС-27, представлена уроженцами других стран Союза, 
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отличных от страны их проживания, а две трети – уроженцами стран, не входящих в ЕС-
27. Наиболее высокая доля уроженцев других стран ЕС-27 среди родившихся за 
рубежом отмечается в Люксембурге (83%), Ирландии (77%) и Венгрии (67%), в 
остальных странах Союза она ниже 50% [4; 6]. 

Предоставление гражданства стран ЕС – один из наиболее надежных способов 
влиять на социально-демографические показатели населения посредничеством 
миграционной политики. Учитывая некоторое падение миграционного сальдо в 2010 
году по сравнению с 2009 годом, динамика приобретения гражданства наоборот 
возросла на 4% [9, c. 1]. Следует отметить, что почти 90% получивших гражданство 
стран ЕС – уроженцы стран не входящих в ЕС, что подтверждает наши предположения о 
важности роли миграции в демографической политике Евросоюза [9, c. 1]. Фактически, в 
2010 году показатели количества приобретения гражданства стран-членов ЕС достигла 
максимума – 810 тыс. человек (рис. 3).  
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Рис. 3. Динами предоставления гражданства в Европейском Союзе (ЕС-27), 1998-
2010 годы, тыс. человек [9, c. 2]. 

 
 
Среди стран происхождения мигрантов, получивших гражданство ЕС лидируют 

Марокко (67 тыс.), Турция (49,9 тыс.), Эквадор (45,2), Индия (34,7 тыс.), Колумбия (27,5 
тыс.) [9 ,c. 5]. В тройку стран ЕС лидеров по предоставлению гражданства вошли 
Великобритания (195 тыс.), Франция (143 тыс.) и Испания (124 тыс.), которая впервые 
опередила Германию по этому показателю [9, c. 1]. Следует обратить внимание, что 
больше половина лиц, получивших гражданство стран ЕС, находились в возрасте до 32 
лет (рис. 4). 
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Рис. 4. Распределение лиц, получивших гражданство стран ЕС, по 

возрастным категориям, 2010 год [9, c. 6]. 
 
Таким образом, сохранение миграционного прироста не только обеспечит 

устойчивый рост населения в ближайшие десятилетия, но и будет способствовать 
торможению старения населения и сглаживанию возрастной структуры населения, что 
становится более важным при оценке влияния старения населения на устойчивость 
систем социального обеспечения и здравоохранения в будущем.  

Прогнозные расчеты Евростат свидетельствуют о том, что уже через 20 лет 
возрастно-половая структура населения, рассчитанная по двум вариантам прогноза, 
будет заметно различаться. При отсутствии миграционного прироста в населении будет 
заметно меньше доля детей в возрасте до 10 лет и населения в наиболее активных 
рабочих возрастах от 25 до 40 лет, доля подростков в возрасте от 10 до 20 лет будет 
примерно такой же, а доля населения предпенсионного и пенсионного возраста будет 
выше, чем при реализации сценария с сохранением миграционного прироста [4; 8]. При 
сохранении миграционного прироста форма возрастной пирамиды будет более 
сглаженной – с чуть более широким основанием (то есть большим числом детей 
младших возрастов) и с менее выраженным сужением в возрастах 25-34 лет 
(родившихся в период наиболее низкой рождаемости 1995-2004 годов) [4]. 

Данный подход поможет разрешить проблему старения населения Евросоюза и 
связанных с ней ряда негативных социально-экономических факторов. Для эффективной 
реализации такого механизма регулирования социально-демографических проблем ЕС, 
на наш взгляд, очень важно учитывать этно-культурные особенности стран-доноров 
мигрантов и правильно разработать программы интеграции иностранцев в страну 
иммиграции. Подводя общий итог, можем отметить, что миграция сегодня играет очень 
значимую роль для социально-демографического развития стран ЕС. 
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Introduction 
Nowadays it is a time when active formation of comfortable and efficient 

accommodation spaces for the population in Ukraine becomes one of the most important 
objectives of public policy. This problem is being solved within the framework of housing 
policy at the expense of housing development, changes in its structure; increasing the funding 
and increasing the volumes of reconstruction and repair works of existing housing stock as well 
as protection of rights of housing stock users and owners. 

Analysis of recent research 
The importance and significance of the theme attracts the attention of many scientists, 

among which we can distinguish such as: A. Asaul, I. Brizhan’, V. Babaev, S. Bushuev, P. 
Bubenko, V. Buzyrev, P. Borschevsky, V. Bolshakov, V. Heyets, N. Gura, E. Datsiy, V. 
Dorofiyenko, I. Dragan, B. Danylyshyn, V. Dubischev, J. Geller, E. Egorov, M. Yermoshenko, 
T. Zavora, I. Zapatrina, D. Zhukova, A. Karlova, T. Kachala, M. Koretskiy, V. Kirnos, 
E. Klyushnychenko, I. Korkun, I. Kucherenko, V. Kravchenko, Y. Lega, R. Larina, V. 
Lyubarov, V. Mamutov, Y. Mantsevych and others. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to identify ways of further development of housing sphere that 

requires improvement of normative and legal regulation of investment and 
construction activity; 

- to justify the principles of the process of drafting regulations on 
construction. 

Results 
During the last decade in the construction complex of Ukraine there have been 

considerable structural and technological changes associated with the overall reform of 
economic and social policy in the state and the implementation of international norms and 
standards, both in design and in construction of housing for civil and industrial purposes. 

Public administration body governing building complex in Ukraine is the State 
Construction Committee of Ukraine, whose core competencies include: 
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- development and implementation of national policy in the field of construction, 
architecture, urban planning, housing and communal services; the development of system 
adequate to current economic conditions and forms of state regulation of these areas; 

- contribution to the formation of market relations, social partnership, system of state 
guarantees for the workers in investment, construction and housing and communal spheres; 

- coordination of management bodies’ work in Ukraine on matters within the 
competence of the State Committee on Construction, Architecture and Housing Policy of 
Ukraine; 

- conducting scientific and technological policies, development of normative 
documents’ system on construction, urban planning, engineering searches, design and 
operation, capital repairs and reconstruction of housing and communal spheres of economy; 

- development of state housing policy and participation in its implementation; 
preparation of proposals for the formation of development programs of social sector and 
communal infrastructure [1]; 

- policymaking of structural adjustment of the base of construction industry and 
industrial building materials and the promotion of its implementation; 

- taking practical measures to improve urban planning and system of settlement, 
improving the quality of architectural planning and architectural art-based solutions of 
buildings, structures and enterprises during building the cities and other settlements in order to 
create valuable habitat for population [2].  

Legal and institutional arrangements of any activity in the field are regulated by a 
number of laws and regulations, including: Laws of Ukraine “On investment activity” (1992), 
“On the basis of urban planning” (1992), “On Architectural activity” (1999), “On the territory 
planning and building” (2000), “On licensing of certain business activities” (2000), resolutions 
of the Cabinet Ministers and orders of the State Committee on Construction, Architecture and 
Housing Policy of Ukraine, state building codes of Ukraine and standards. 

Currently 1300 normative documents of the state level (state building codes, standards, 
etc.) are valid in Ukraine, including about half of the normative documents of the former 
Soviet Union, of which 10 percent are state building norms. 

Much of the normative materials in construction legislation occupy legal and technical 
documents. Normative documents in the construction industry include design standards, 
technical requirements for building materials and structures, rules of organization and 
technologies of building production. State Construction Norms (SCN) contains general 
requirements for different types of construction activity. They are developed for products, 
processes and services in urban planning and building (research, design, construction, 
reconstruction, planning and building of settlements and territories) and in the field of 
organization, technology, management and construction economics. These rules are approved 
by State Construction Committee of Ukraine. 

Institutional building codes (IBC) are developed by relevant state agencies under the 
approval of the State Construction Committee of Ukraine in case of State Construction Norms’ 
absence, and, if necessary, the establishment of requirements exceeding or supplementing the 
requirements of SCN, taking into account specific character of activity of organizations and 
enterprises of these state agencies. 

The regional building codes (RBC) contain regional rules development of human 
settlements and territories. They are developed by local state administrations with the approval 
of State Construction Committee of Ukraine. 

State Standards (SS) establish organizational, methodical and general technical 
requirements for objects of investment, including construction and industrial production of 
construction supplies, ensuring their development, production (manufacturing) and exploitation 
(use). They are approved by the relevant economic ministries, departments, and in building 
sphere by the State Committee for Construction, Architecture and Housing Policy of Ukraine. 
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Technical Specification (TS) establishes requirements for specific types of industrial 
production of construction and other purposes, its use, packaging, labeling, acceptance, control 
and testing, transportation and storage. They are approved by the concerned organizations with 
the agreement of the State Construction Committee of Ukraine or other agencies, which belong 
to the sphere of production organization of relevant products. The generalized document in the 
construction is the Building Norms and Rules (the BNR). It should be noted that a large 
number of currently existing building codes was adopted in Soviet times, which therefore 
require urgent adjustment of their content in accordance with the present level of technological 
development. For example, in Ukraine there are no regulatory requirements for the design and 
construction of buildings up more than 73.5 meters. Therefore, all high-rise objects are 
considered experimental and their projects must be agreed in the Ministry of Construction. 
Thus, the development and approval of technical requirements for the construction of tall 
buildings is a priority of building regulations. The BNR contain not only technical but also 
legal norms. 

To ensure the development of innovative construction industry there is a need to 
constantly update and improve the normative base in this sphere. Development in Ukraine of 
the normative base on construction, adapted to the international requirements, solving the 
problem of raising the technical level, quality and reliability of domestic products and ensuring 
its competitiveness are possible only with identifying key directions of the normative base’s 
development of construction in Ukraine in the years ahead. 

In this regard “The Concept of implementation of public policy on the normative base 
of construction in Ukraine till 2015” (Order of July 14, 2010 № 1436-r) was developed and 
approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. Its purpose is to establish principles and 
mechanisms of public policy implementation on the normative base of construction. 

This Concept implies that in the process of developing the normative base on 
construction the following principles should be observed: 

- transparency and accessibility for all participants in the construction market 
(investors, customers, designers, contractors, government agencies, consumers); 

- consistency, coherence and unification of terminology normative legal and 
acts, regulations of technical documentation; 

- priority of mechanisms of technical regulations’ application in the process of 
implementing unified public policy in the construction sphere; 

- use of international experience and taking into account the specific features of 
the construction industry; 

- ensuring planned manner and gradual process of development of new, revision 
and updating of existing regulations of a technical nature and normative documents [5]. 

Given the proposed goal the basic principles of the development of the construction’s 
normative base are: 

- ensuring the safety and security of buildings and structures; 
- providing an innovative model of industry development; 
- promoting development of domestic production; 
- creating conditions for fair competition in the market of construction products 

and works; 
- ensuring proper identification and compliance of construction, building 

materials and products according to their purpose; 
- achieving the rational use of national resources; 
-  removing unnecessary restrictions and technical barriers in the construction 

market [3, 4]. 
Developing the effective normative base for the construction sphere, which should 

include normative and legal acts of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the President of Ukraine 
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and the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, normative acts of a technical nature (state building 
codes, industry construction standards) and regulations (standards, specifications) requires : 

- formation of professional space for drafting the norms and standards in the 
construction sphere; 

- cooperation with international and regional organizations on the matters of 
drafting norms and standardization in the field of construction; 

- providing feedback of developers of normative base on construction with the 
consumers and regulatory authorities. 

As result of implementation of this concept the following can be achieved: 
- development of normative base on the construction matters with defining the 

mandatory requirements for buildings, structures, production of construction supplies and 
taking into account new technologies and efficient development; 

-  dissemination of normative base on construction for the period of the life cycle 
of buildings; 

-  development of mechanisms for monitoring compliance with safety 
requirements; 

- improvement of mechanisms for the accelerated introduction of innovative 
products; 

- preservation in the normative base for building national architectural, technical 
and technological features, traditional approaches to development of human settlements; 

- development of normative base on construction for the two consumer groups - 
designers and developers of software design; 

- harmonization of normative base on construction and conformity assessment 
procedures of construction products with regulatory framework and procedures that 
operate in the technically advanced countries (regions); 

- revision of state standards, building codes and regulations of the former Soviet 
Union; 

- adapting state building norms to the normative base of the European Union and 
harmonizing national normative documents in the construction with the referred basis [5]. 

In order to improve state regulation of construction the Law of Ukraine “On amending 
certain legislative acts of Ukraine to improve state regulation in the field of housing 
construction” was adopted in 2010. 

It introduces certain changes in the Housing Code of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, the Civil Code of Ukraine, the Law of Ukraine “On investment activity”, “On local 
self-government in Ukraine”, “On the planning and building of the territories", “On financial 
and credit mechanisms and property management in construction of housing and real estate 
operations”, “On the prevention of the effects of the global financial crisis on the construction 
industry and housing construction” and others. 

In 2011 the Ministry of Regional Development, Construction and Housing and 
Communal Services of Ukraine completed the preparation of regulatory acts of the 
Government needed to implement the Law of Ukraine “On regulation of city planning", which 
entered into force in March 12th, 2011. In accordance with the requirements of the mentioned 
Law, the central executive authorities drafted the resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine, which settled a number of issues related to reform of city planning, including the 
following: 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 13.04.2011 № 461 “The 
question for the commissioning of completed construction projects”; 

-  Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 13.04.2011 № 466 
«Some questions of implementing the preparatory and construction activities”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 23.05.2011 № 547 “On 
the approval procedure the application of construction standards, developed on the basis of 
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national technological traditions, and construction standards, harmonized with the 
regulations of the European Union”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 25.05.2011 № 548 “On 
approval procedure of the examination of urban planning documentation”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 23.05.2011 № 549 “On 
the formation of territorial bodies of the state archive of house inspections”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 23.05.2011 № 551 “On 
amendments to the resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine dated from December 
5th, 2007 № 1396” (On Licensing Certain Types of Business Activities in Construction); 

-  Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 23.05.2011 № 553 “On 
approval of the exercise of state architectural and construction control”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 23.05.2011 № 554 “Some 
aspects of professional certification of responsible contractors in certain types of works 
(services) related to the creation of architectural objects”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 25.05.2011 № 555 “On 
approval of procedure for public hearings for consideration of public interest during the 
drafting of urban planning documentations at the local level”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 25.05.2011 № 556 “On 
procedure for exchange of information between the town-planning and state land 
cadastre”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 11.05.2011 № 557 “On 
approval of procedure of the placement the construction objects to the IV and V degrees of 
complexity”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 25.05.2011 № 558 “On 
the approval procedure for maintenance of activity of state architectural and construction 
inspectorate of Ukraine and its territorial bodies with the necessary resources”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 25.05.2011 № 559 “On 
the urban planning cadastre”; 

- Resolution of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine from 11.05.2011 № 560 “On 
the approval procedure of construction projects and their expert examination”. 

Analysis of housing provision in Ukraine suggests that lack of support and control of 
housing construction by the state, lack of financial and credit system, the lack of stimulating 
factors in resolving issues of construction, greatly exacerbated problem of creating new 
housing in the country. High uncertainty of political and economic environment leads to a 
reduction in residential real estate construction, to increasing of the prices’ level for existing 
housing, and, therefore, to dissatisfaction of the population’s demand for housing. 

 
Conclusions 
 
It should be noted that this negative situation in the area of housing construction 

deepened since the beginning of financial and economic crisis. Namely there was a decline in 
the construction production as it has been demonstrated in previous sections of this work. 
Therefore, the questions of taking the construction industry out of the crisis, increasing the 
volumes of construction become of a very important character for the country today. 

So, nowadays the domestic construction industry is in recession. The causes of this 
negative situation for the construction industry are the lack of funding under the 
antirecessionary laws passed by the state to support the construction market, and that 
procedures, provided by anti-crisis laws, were not developed or are in various stages of 
development. 
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Аnnotation 
The main goals of modern innovation policy of the country and its regions are defined. 

The model of innovation development, which includes levers and mechanisms for accelerating 
scientific and technological progress, is formed. Priority directions of innovation development 
are identified. 

Keywords: globalization, innovation policy, tool of activation, mechanism, priority 
areas. 

Вылгин Е.А. Средства активизации ресурсов и инновационной деятельности 
государства 

Аннотация 
Определены цели современной инновационной политики страны и ее регионов. 

Сформирована модель инновационного развития, которая включает рычаги и 
механизмы ускорения научно-технического прогресса. Определены приоритетные 
направления инновационного развития. 

Ключевые слова: глобализация, инновационная политика, инструмент активи-
зации, механизм. 

Introduction 
The economic feasibility of an innovative model of economic development is based on 

a combination of qualitatively new progressive changes, which in the conditions of limited 
resources and high production costs positively affect economic development taking into 
account global changes in the international market. 

The implementation of strategy of regional development on the basis of innovative 
activity is an integral part of an integrated socio-economic system of market economy and is 
considered in the context of its overall reform in the direction of formation of investment and 
innovative model of management. 

Analysis of recent research 
Research of innovation issue is reflected in many sciences. For example, linguists see in 

the concept of "innovation" change, renewal, novelty, innovation; philosophers focus on 
obtaining new knowledge and resolving contradictions; psychological interpretation focuses on 
conflict, ways of conflict resolution, synergies, which are reached by the innovators. At the 
same time technical understanding is presented by the technological problem of change of 
fundamentally new technologies. 

As the economic category innovations are systematized and presented: as a process (B. 
Twist, T. Bratan, B. Rapoport, B. Santo, S. V. Valdaytsev et al.); as a system (N. I. Lapin, J. 
Schumpeter) as a change (F. Valenta, J. Yakovets et al.); as a result (A. Levinson, S. D. 
Beshelyev, F. G. Gurevich, R. A. Fatkhutdinov, E. O. Utkin et al.) 

 
 
Statement of research objectives 

- to identify the main goals of modern innovation policy of the country 
and its regions;  

- to form a model of innovative development, which includes levers and 
mechanisms for accelerating scientific and technological progress; 

- to identify priority directions of innovation development. 
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Results 
The main advantage of innovative activity is a focus on creative abilities of people, their 

intellect; investment of capital in improving the creative potential of the individual. 
Name of the famous Ukrainian scientist M. I. Tugan-Baranovsky, who linked the phases 

of cycles with the need to upgrade production facilities, is rightfully among scholars who 
enriched the theory of innovation. In particular, it is his assertion that the initial phase of the 
capitalist cycle is characterized by increased demand for capital goods, and the downward 
phase - the weakening of demand for them [6, p. 3]. Fundamental concepts of innovation 
economic theory have been developed by foreign scientists. In particular, J. Schumpeter, V. 
Zombar, V. Micherlih argued that the entrepreneur – the innovator – is the main vehicle of 
scientific and technological progress, used innovation as a means of obtaining a higher profit. 

The development of the modern theory of innovative activity is accepted to distribute 
into five stages: classical theory of innovation; theory of long waves by M. Kondratyev; 
Neoclassical (the "post Schumpeter") theories; acceleration theory, socio-psychological theory. 
The theory of long waves by M. Kondratyev proves the existence of stages of economic growth 
and decline (crisis) with an interval of 40-60 years connected with significant inventions, 
change of technological paradigm. Representatives of the “post Schumpeter” theory in 
accordance with it divide innovations for such that provide creation of new branches of 
industry and aimed at improving the production of apparatus of operating productions [2, p. 
51]. Socio-psychological theory is interesting in view of the priority of human relations in the 
management of innovative activities. Its strength is in determining the degree of the first 
priority of a personality, behavior, and education level, analysis of social and psychological, 
organizational and sociological factors. 

It is impossible to disagree with the thought of E. V. Mekhanik that "innovations are a 
special phenomenon in the form of the final result of research works, implemented in social 
practice. As a result of the combination, integration, merge of some of its parts into a single 
system of management, due to systemic effect and their rational use, it contributes to the 
emergence of new properties that each separate element does not have. But separate elements 
all together combine the unique features of the synergetic effect. As a consequence it ensures 
obtaining over profits at the micro - and macro levels and achieving the appropriate level of 
economic and social growth of the national economy of any country". [5, p. 8] 

Legislation of Ukraine in the field of innovation is based on the Constitution of Ukraine 
and consists of the Laws of Ukraine "On investment activity", "On innovation activity", "On 
science and scientific and technical activity", "On special regime of innovation activity of 
technological parks", "On the priority directions of development of science and technology", 
"On priority directions of innovative activity in Ukraine" and other legislative acts regulating 
social relations in this area. 

Domestic methodology of disclosure of nature of innovation in the conditions of open 
economic system is based on international practice, which defines innovative activity through 
the lens of technological innovation, creation of new or improved existing product, perceptible 
by market demand. 

Financial supports, implementation of favorable credit, tax and customs policy in the 
sphere of innovative activity are among the fundamental principles of state innovation policy 
according to the Law of Ukraine "On innovation activity" [4]. 

The need for state regulation of innovation processes is determined by the growth of 
competition in the global world space as well as the state of the national economy, which 
requires: positive structural changes in its sectoral structure; intensification of the use of 
existing scientific and technical potential; reduce of the material consumption and energy-
intensive production; ecologization of production and rational use of natural resources;  
further growth human capital. 
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A characteristic feature of the present Ukraine's transition is the fact that the world 
economic system demonstrates further increase of contradictions between increasing 
globalization on the one hand, and updating the regional aspect - on the other. 

It is known that globalization processes are connected with the expansion and the 
deepening of integration connections, internationalization of all spheres of social life, and 
regionalization on the contrary includes search of competitive advantages of the development 
of national economic systems. At the same, the level of economic development of each country 
is directly determined by the development of science and technology and the extent of their use 
that is the level of innovative activity, which affects almost all aspects of national development 
and also defines the country's place in the world economy. 

Directives economic model, which had been dominating the post-Soviet space for a 
long time, left its mark on the present state of innovation management. 

It is evident in the fact that most managers tend to sectoral approach in this area, do not 
use the possibilities of national fundamental and applied science, and do not consider the 
mechanisms that are characteristic of highly developed countries. 

The main goals of modern innovation policy of the country and its regions are in the 
formation of a new model of innovative development, which includes levers and mechanisms 
of accelerating scientific and technological progress, determination of its priorities, increase of 
the investment activity of economic entities, industries, regions and state in general.  

Organizational-economic mechanism of innovative development must be based on an 
innovative strategy that can have such a character in relation to innovation: use of the available 
foreign scientific and technological potential through the purchase of licenses on highly 
effective technologies for the development of production of new generations’ products; adopt 
and develop the production of high technology products, which were previously produced by 
the industrially developed countries, based on the usage of the national production potential 
and cheap labor force; increase own scientific and technical potential, use the results of 
fundamental and applied science to create new products and technologies, build a new model 
of innovation development of the state. 

Foundations for innovative development, which are based on activities that are 
characterized by a set of technological, industrial and commercial measures leading to the 
launch of new production processes and equipment, are formed in Ukraine [1, p. 383]. 

It is characteristic that these measures should be implemented comprehensively 
considering the fact that innovations can be produced only under conditions when there is a 
demand for them in the economy, but at the same the scientific sphere needs adequate 
attention. 

This relationship is most fully manifested in the transition period, which in Ukraine was 
characterized by stagnation, stabilization phenomena, and economic growth; and now it is in a 
state of recession in the conditions of global financial crisis. 

Fundamental science is a constant for the functioning of society with socially oriented 
economy. The concept of competitive economic system, need to overcome the innovation’s 
depression are interdependent. 

When the national economy through fair competition and the use of new technologies 
based on the results of fundamental science will reach the appropriate productivity, it may be 
socially oriented, which corresponds to the social needs. This means that the economy will 
offer innovations that can meet new social needs. And under other circumstances society will 
reveal interest in meeting its own needs at the expense of foreign goods, not the domestic 
economy.  

Innovative development should cover all stages of social reproduction that are adequate 
to the life cycle of innovative product. After all every reproduction, which is based on steady-
state level of equipment and technology, is characterized in the economy as a static one. And, 
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conversely, only innovative development produces so-called “emerdzhentnist” (development) 
and creativity. 

The experience of the leading European Union countries, USA, Japan shows that to 
succeed in the innovation development there is a need to focus resources on the 
implementation of national priorities, which sectorally cover the most important vectors of 
economic development. This is because an innovative model of development of the economy 
and regions is the determining factor of society progress and the improvement of the welfare of 
its citizens. That is why the state, on the one hand, must mobilize available national resources 
to support innovation sphere and, on the other hand, strengthen state regulation of processes of 
innovation development. 

The current economic situation in Ukraine, especially given the financial crisis, needs to 
enhance innovation activities, which can be achieved through: 

- financial support of innovation based on a system of tax preferences; 
- extensive introduction of accelerated depreciation of fixed assets; 
- guarantees for investment loans granted to small and medium enterprises; 
- risk insurance of innovative entrepreneurship; 
- creation of innovative funds. 
Complex innovation and investment program of the development of the region can be 

an effective mechanism of this model functioning for meso level, which allows examining the 
existing problems from technological, environmental, economic, social, demographic, cultural, 
educational and other points of view by monitoring the current situation in the region, and also 
balancing the resource and production potential in the direction of the complex development of 
the territories. The introduction of such a program as a management mechanism for 
development of the region will help to focus resources from all sources and to direct them for 
implementation of priority projects with a given level of liquidity. 

It should be noted that throughout the period of statehood in Ukraine there was an 
attempt to define and build an optimal model of management of the processes of innovative 
development. This applied to the creation of central executive authorities on functional 
grounds, centralized formation of the innovation fund at the expense of target contributions 
from all economic agents, and also coherent organizational structure and the management 
system of this fund’s money. 

Nevertheless, it looked none other than an attempt to establish manual management of 
the processes of innovation development in conditions of market transformations. So the 
desired effect was achieved, although it was a search to get the matter up, and some positive 
changes it has brought. In the context of the current vector of national policy on European and 
Euro-Atlantic integration, the state of the Ukrainian economy is characterized by almost 
complete absence of technologies of the 6th structure, share of the 5th does not exceed 10%, 
and the most common are 4th and especially 3rd technological structures. 

The share of finished products in merchandise exports is 30-35%, raw materials and 
semi-finished products - 65-70%, while in world exports it is respectively 77.5 and 12.5%. 

All this suggests that inherited technological imbalance and low current level of 
technological development of most branches of the Ukrainian economy cause its low 
efficiency, decrease of competitiveness in foreign markets and growth of the deficit of own 
products in the internal market, leads to waste of natural resources and intellectual resources, 
reduction of living standards of the population. 

Equally important is also the decision of the National Security and Defense Council of 
Ukraine from the 6th of April, 2006 "On the state of scientific and technological sphere and 
measures to ensure the innovative development of Ukraine". It defines priority objectives of 
the bodies of executive power to ensure national security in scientific and technological sphere, 
including: 
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• development of the national innovation system as a set of institutions that provide 
realization of the effective state policy; 

• ensuring the integration of education, scientific and technological sphere and industry 
as a precondition for innovation development of economy; 

• comprehensive support of fundamental research aimed at ensuring the technological 
development of Ukraine; 

• development of production of high technology products and services on an innovative 
manner; 

• priority implementation of innovative projects aimed at significantly improving the 
energy supply and energy efficiency, reducing the energy consumption and resource costs of 
production. 

Thus, in Ukraine goals, objectives, strategic directions of the systemic work to enhance 
innovation development and management of these processes at the state level were practically 
determined. But at the same, link between businesses, industries, and regions is completely 
absent. That is integral structure of management of innovation and investment development at 
all levels is not arranged. 

Expectations to ensure that work through local state administrations will not bring the 
desired result, since the latter do not have in their structure nor the relevant departments or 
personnel with appropriate expertise. 

In our view, a comprehensive program should become the main instrument for 
promotion of innovative activities at the regional level. For coordination of works on formation 
of such programs, analysis of a course of their execution, informing the local authorities about 
the state of innovation development and to provide concrete assistance to business entities, 
working bodies are required to have in this work at the local level. These could be regional, 
district (inter) urban and of associative type regional development agencies established by 
municipal, district and regional councils independently as pure communal enterprises, or with 
the participation of business structures of innovative types (consulting, engineering companies, 
innovation centers, business incubators). 

We are more inclined to mixed schemes of co-foundation, because here it is possible to 
equip the agency with highly skilled specialists, and the mechanism of motivations of their 
work and financial independence and accountability of the legal entity is laid. 

Given that local councils are the co-founders of agencies logical is primarily the legal 
side of the case, and future transfer to them the powers of the hosts of the territory in the 
context of constitutional reform in Ukraine. 

The newly created structures under the guidance of the departments of the economy of 
regional state administrations and with the assistance of potential regional universities could in 
the short term conduct monitoring of innovation and investment activity of all existing 
economic entities; give them concrete support in the justification of prospective innovations; 
develop business proposals and business plans; together with other participants and with the 
participation of academic institutions the NAS of Ukraine, applied science develop and 
mutually tie all components of regional integrated program of innovation and investment 
development. 

During the execution of programs, regional development agencies could 
centrally make their information support on business forums of national and international 
levels, work with investors, especially on projects that are replicated in nature or affect the 
interests of forming clusters. 

Conclusions 
Thus, given the realities of modernity, innovative development of the region is a 

complicated mechanism that is constantly evolving and, therefore, requires a systematic 
managerial approach. Factors, as well as infrastructural support exert, on the one hand, a great 
influence on the formation of innovative development of the region. On the other hand, 
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investment, labor and natural resources potential of the region that acts as a certain regional 
aggregate, which may be aimed at implementing innovations under positive internal and 
external circumstances. An innovative model of development of Ukraine has to take into 
account European integration course of economic development and maintain strategic 
partnerships with the CIS countries, especially with Russia. The effectiveness of management 
decisions at the level of economic entities of regions or states in general is in finding economic 
benefits in both the short and in the longer term. 
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Аnnotation 
The environmental factors in the system of priorities of the state economic policy are 

substantiated. The economic evaluation of the natural resources in the system of indicators for 
the development of the country is determined. 
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Гиндес Е.Г. Экологический фактор в системе приоритетов экономической 
политики государства 

Аннотация 
Обоснованно экологические факторы в системе приоритетов государственной 

экономической политики. Определена экономическая оценка природных ресурсов в 
системе показателей развития страны. 

Ключевые слова: государственная политика, экологический менеджмент, 
природный ресурс, природоохранные мероприятия, система приоритетов. 

Introduction 
Measures which are aimed at the sustainable use of the natural resources and the 

stabilization and improvement of the environment, do not give the desired effect. The main 
reasons are: the lack of a single integrated approach and coordination in addressing these 
problems, insufficient funding for environmental activities, the lack of really existing economic 
mechanism of the nature use, poor organizational structure of the management in this area. 
Over-exploitation of certain types of natural resources, inadequate forms and methods of their 
involvement in the reproductive process need require for the priorities of their use to be revised 
while making the target orientation in the strategies of the nature use clear and applying the 
scientific justification of the actions and mechanisms in order to successfully achieve them. 

Analysis of recent research 
The significant contribution to the theory and practice of evaluating the effectiveness 

of the use of natural resources and economic activities had made such scientists 
A.Ahanbehyan, L.Abalkin, B.Burkynskyy, V.Mischenko, O.Tsarenko, L.Melnyk, M.Hvesyk, 
S.Harichkov, B . Stepanov, A.Aksenenko, O. Amosha, T.Ben’, I.Bulyeyev, O.Vasylyk, N. 
Konischeva, A.Turylo, L.Chervova, M. Chumachenko, A.Sheremet and others. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to justify the environmental factors in the system of priorities of the state economic 

policy; 
- to identify the economic evaluation of the natural resources in the system of 

indicators of the country’s development. 
Results 
The feasibility of development and implementation of the strategy of rational use and 

protection of natural resources at the regional level requires significant adaptation of the 
existing in our country rules and regulations to the European standards of environmental 
management. The legitimization of the targeted program approach will enable the effect of 
various opportunistic interests in regards to the use of natural resources, will guarantee the 
transparency and predictability of the regional policy in this area [3, p. 326]. 
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Applying the environmental factor into the priorities of the state economic policy is 
caused by a number of objective and subjective factors. Among them the most crucial are: 

- the need to ensure the energy security, socio-economic development due to the lack 
of own energy resources; 

- the reduction of the anthropogenic impact of the industrial complexes on the 
environment due to the wear of the certain objects of the logistic and material base and the 
undeveloped state of the infrastructural provision; 

- to prevent the appearance of natural disasters (floods, landslides) due to the 
irrational use of some components of natural resources; 

- to strengthen the  budget-filling function of the nature use and the social orientation 
of the commercialization through involving natural resources into the reproductive process; 

- to implement the priorities of the ecological use of natural resources and other 
elements of the environment into the dominants of acceleration of the socio-economic 
rehabilitation of territorial units; 

 -the formation of the financial base for the upgrade and modernization of the 
environmental infrastructure and expansion of the territorial boundaries of protected areas; 

- the legalization of the business sector in the specific areas of natural and gradual 
formation of the competitive environment and market infrastructure in the development of 
natural resources; 

- the  improvement of the fiscal control of the nature use through the introduction of 
promising forms and methods of assessment (administration) of the resource payments and 
environmental charges; 

- increasing the rental target taxation for the use of certain types of natural resources 
through differentiation and diversification of the rates and fees for exploitation and the 
introduction of a mobile system of fines and recoveries; 

 -the development of the methodological and methodical basis for the economic 
evaluation of natural resources as part of the national wealth and justification of the efficiency 
indicators of natural resources in social reproduction; 

- the development of the financial, credit and banking systems that would have the 
natural resource and environmental focus and accelerate the innovation of the means of 
production in the natural resource sector; 

- the implementation of the principle of equality of ownership and the natural 
resource component of the national wealth under the condition of presence of the strong 
municipal sector as the base for filling in the budgets of local communities and preserving the 
state ownership of those natural benefits, which are performing the strategic function in 
preservation of the favorable living conditions and increaseament of the assimilation of 
potential areas; 

- the transformation of the environmental management through the concentration of 
the basic regulatory instruments and management tools in a single center; 

- the large-scale implementation into the practice of business activity of the elements 
of environmental management with the aim of the domestic enterprises of nature use entering 
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into the  system of environmental standards, which operates in the countries of the developed 
capitalism; 

- the elimination of the distortions in the water supply of some regions because of 
the gradual improvement of the river basin management and the equalization of the standards 
board at the regional basis as well as taking into account the sectoral characteristics of water; 

- increasing of the wood resource potential through the transformation of economic 
relations, which includes the implementation of the system of stimulation of forestation and 
reforestation incentives, the deep processment of timber and forest complexity, the 
revitalization of business in the recreational forest and non-wood raw materials during 
processing and the use of the non-wood qualities of the wood [5, p. 231]. 

To the elements of the protection of  the environment can be included all kinds of 
activities of different nature related to the prevention of negative consequences of the process 
of production and consumption, meaning the treatment facilities, waste-and low-waste 
technologies, the closed process of water consumption and the formation of reserves that 
preserve and stabilize specific biogeocenoses. 

Although Ukraine is marked with the downward trend in emissions of substances that 
pollute the atmosphere it is not a insignificant one. Thus, according to data of the state 
statistical reporting, the proportion of samples of air, which found contaminants in 
concentrations exceeding the bounding (hereinafter - MAC), was: in 2006 - 9.5, 2007 - 9.3 
2008 - 9 1, 2009 - 9.2, in 2010 - 8.8. 

The main pollutants of the air are suspended solids (about 27% of non-standard 
samples), oxides of nitrogen (about 23%), carbon monoxide (about 14%), and sulfur dioxide 
(about 9%). These substances are the main components of the emissions of the fuel and energy, 
manufacturing and extractive industries, transportation and agriculture. 

During the period of year 2010 by the specialists of the state epidemiologic service of 
Ukraine had been selected for laboratory studies some 256,452 samples of the air in urban 
areas and 39,626 samples - in rural areas. The results of the 22,461 samples in ambient air in 
urban and 732 rural air samples were found exceeding the MCL contaminants. The above 
statistics shows that the number of samples of air containing contaminants in concentrations 
that exceed the MCL, in the cities is about 9% in rural areas - about 2%. 

The assessment of the air pollution in the cities of Ukraine was accomplished 
according to the observations made in 53 cities, 162 fixed routes and two observation points of 
the hydrometereological monitoring system. Thus, the air content was determined to include 32 
contaminants, including benzo (a) pyrene and heavy metals. 

The average annual concentration of the formaldehyde in the cities of Ukraine, where 
observations were carried out, was at 2.7 MAC, nitrogen dioxide - 1.3 MPC, dust - 1.1 MPC, 
ammonia, hydrogen fluoride and phenol - 1.0 MAC. 

In 2006, the annual average concentration exceeded the MCL for formaldehyde in 36 
cities, nitrogen dioxide - 30, dust - 25, phenol - 11, carbon monoxide - 10, ammonia and benzo 
(a) pyrene - 7, hydrogen fluoride - 6, sulfur dioxide - in 2 cities, hydrogen chloride and carbon 
black - in 1. 

The maximum concentrations of pollutants exceeded 5 MAC (high pollution level) in 
three cities: Kyiv with nitrogen dioxide in 4 cases (in the past year - 10), in Kharkov with the 
dust in 2 cases (1 respectively), in Krasnoperekopsk with hydrogen chloride in 23 cases (of 
which 2 cases were above 10 MPC (12)), with ammonia - 5 and nitrogen dioxide – 2 cases (in 
the past year - 4 cases). Altogether there were 36 cases of high air pollution to the maximum 
concentration level against 33 cases detected last year. 

In 2010 in 22 cities of Ukraine the level of air pollution (with the complex air 
pollution index - KIZA) was higher than the average for the country. The highest level of 
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contamination had been detected in the cities of Odessa, Dneprodzerzhinsk, Krasnoperekopsk, 
Armyansk, Horlivka, Slavic, Dzershinsk, Makeyevka, Mariupol, Yenakiyevo, Lisichansk, 
Donetsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Kramatorsk, Lutsk, Uzhgorod, Severodonetsk, Odessa, Krivoy Rog, 
Rubezhnoye, Yalta, which is associated with the significant concentrations of formaldehyde, 
nitrogen dioxide, benzo (a) pyrene. In some cities there was the high average content of 
hydrogen fluoride, phenol, dust and other substances inspected. 

The main reasons that cause the poor and often dangerous condition of the air in the 
settlements are non usage from the side of technological enterprise of the air pollution 
abatement equipment, failure to comply with the timely measures in order to reduce emissions 
to the required level, slow pace of the modern technology for cleaning emissions, the lack of 
the effective treatment of emission from the side of gaseous impurities enterprises, the lack of 
safety zones between industrial and residential areas. 

The high level of the air pollution is caused mainly by the emissions made by the 
enterprises of coke, metallurgical and chemical industries. The subject of the most adverse 
effects of harmful factors becomes the population living within the sanitary protection zones of 
industrial enterprises, which is the violation of the requirements under degree "On the public 
health rules of planning and development of human capacity." 

The problem of climate change is recognized today as one of the most pressing 
problems that the mankind should solve in the XXI century. As the evidence of the awareness 
of the international community with the threats caused by the global climate change is the fact 
that 189 countries became the parties of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, 
and 164 countries are parties to the Kyoto Protocol. 

In the conclusions of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change it is stated that, 
according to the third report, prepared by this group, in order to stabilize the greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere  the global greenhouse gas emissions should be reduced considerably - more 
than in 2 times compared to 2000. 

The European Union on the 12th Conference of the Parties of the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, in which Ukraine also took part (November 2006), released its 
long-term strategy for reducing the emissions by 30% by 2020 and by 50% by 2050 compared 
to the level of 1990’s. Ukraine's commitments as the party to the Kyoto Protocol during the 
commitment period of 2008-2012 years, meaning five years, are not to exceed the fivefold of 
the amount of greenhouse gases of the 1990’s. 

The Kyoto Protocol does not only pose certain challenges for Ukraine, but also allows 
it to get more investments into the economy. Kyoto’s Protocol flexible mechanisms, namely: 
trading greenhouse gas emissions and joint implementation of the projects in order to reduce 
such emissions can and should become a significant source of financial income into the 
economy. 

According to a recent inventory of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases of 
the year 2004, excluding the removals by sinks, there were some 413.4 million of tons of CO2 
thrown out into the atmosphere. In the 1990 the base emissions of Ukraine totaled 925.4 
million tones of CO2 [2]. 

The reproduction of natural resources is directly related to the reproduction of 
renewable resources, meaning the formation of artificial biocenosis, the sewage treatment for 
their multiple effective and efficient uses, the expansion of forests and crops and so on. Here 
the important and necessary problem is the restoration of the natural resources associated with 
land reclamation, cleaning of rivers, lakes, reservoirs and other water systems as well as 
scientifically sound conduct and implementation of soil and water protection measures. 

Under the modern conditions the problem of the rational use of natural resources and 
the level of its development reached the critical level. According to the international 
environmental organizations over the last hundred years the mining  of coal in the world 
increased by 48 times, oil - in 145 times, natural gas - to 831 times, pig iron - 18 times, steel - 
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23 times, wood - 10 times. Every two decades around the globe the mining of natural resources 
is being increased in two times [1]. This situation indicates the negative impact on the 
environment, the transformation of its structure and the essence of the balance of forces. 

The high level of the development and utilization of natural resources in the economy 
led to the situation that nowadays the humanity moves and transforms about 18 km ³ of rock 
from which more than 185 different types and components of various minerals are being 
removed. These data points out on the intense movement of the individual components of 
natural resources of the world and alarms about the relative completeness of natural resources 
of the planet and unwanted negative phenomena and processes. 

To the natural and resource potential of the state the national scientists include: land, 
forest reserves, water resources intended for the commercial use, stocks of mineral resources. It 
should be noted that along with the concept of natural and resource potential the term of 
ecological and economic potential is being used, which is close in meaning. Ecological and 
economic potential comprises of the resources theoretically available for use and properties of 
the natural systems throughout the world and its regions. The operation and maintenance of 
them is being particularly emphasized [4, p. 20]. 

Natural resources should be considered as the integrated resources and they need the 
comprehensive evaluation conducted upon them, which should include three levels: natural-
historical, natural-resource and environmental- socio-economic ones [1, p. 8]. 

Natural resources are considered from two perspectives: as the natural formation and 
social basis. This causes the existence of the evaluation of their natural and socio-economic 
characteristics. 

On the economic evaluation of natural resources their dual nature has an influence. 
The assessments undergo the qualitative properties - using value and the quantity ones - the 
spending costs of the society connected with entering the natural resources into the national 
turnover. As part of the economic assessments of natural resources, macroeconomic 
assessment impacts directly the ecological and socio-economic level of the assessment of 
natural resources. In turn, the evaluation of natural resources is carried out at every level of 
social production. 

Macroeconomic assessment determines that the effort of the society lies upon the 
exploration of natural resources, bringing them into operation, bringing resources to their best 
use and recovery, the elimination of violations of the use of natural resources and the results of 
the natural resource disasters. 

 
Conclusions 
 
The above stated efforts of the society, as they take part in social production, are 

called the costs of labor which are allocated for the accumulation of the value of natural 
resources. The economic essence of accumulation is to create the reproduction of the national 
wealth. This figure, along with the economic development potential characterizes the 
development of the national economy. 

As the world reserves of natural resources are very large, the probability of near 
physical exhaustion of the most of them due to the irrational use is fairly insignificant. In the 
period of difficult economic development and weak implementation of new scientific and 
technological achievements into the economic practices it can be concluded about the 
exhaustion of industrial stocks of biological material, given the current technology of 
production. As the example, we can talk about the geological deposits of coal, oil, uranium, 
and other important minerals of the world in the crust. 
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PRIORITY AREAS OF IMPROVING THE SYSTEM OF STATE REG ULATION OF 

BUSINESS IN THE MARKETS OF FOOD PRODUCTS 
 
Annotation 
In this article the priorities for the improvement of state regulation of business in the 

markets of food products are identified; the macro-and microeconomic factors that influence 
the development of food markets are revealed; the priority objectives of state regulation of 
business in the food markets in the medium term are determined. 

Keywords: state regulation, food safety, food markets, management. 
Туболец Е.Г. Приоритетные направления совершенствования системы 

государственного регулирования бизнеса на рынках продуктов питания 
Аннотация 
В статье определены приоритетные направления совершенствования системы 

государственного регулирования предпринимательства на рынках продовольственных 
товаров, изложены макро- и микроэкономические факторы, влияющие на развитие 
продовольственных рынков; обоснованы приоритетные цели государственного 
регулирования предпринимательства на продовольственных рынках на среднесрочный 
период. 

Ключевые слова: государственное регулирование, продовольственная 
безопасность, продовольственные рынки, управление. 

Introduction 
The current state of food markets and food security reaffirms the fact that the market 

self-regulation does not provide a way out of crisis as well as the increase of production of 
food products. The sharp reduction of government intervention has led to a disruption of inter-
branch relations, disparity in prices for agricultural and industrial production, decline in 
agricultural production, and reducement of the tax base. At each stage of development of food 
markets there are the set priorities, material and financial support for their implementation 
required. These priorities are: improving the efficiency of agricultural production, quality 
status and level of productive capacity, the use of scientific and technological progress and 
marketing [5, p 6]. 

The main purpose of this article is to identify the priorities for the improvement of 
state regulation of business activity in the markets of food products. 

Analysis of recent research  
The problem of ensuring food security is the focus of a large number of scientists, 

including L. Abalkin, E. Borisenko, A. Varchenko, V. Geyts, O. Hoychuk, S. Demyanenko, A. 
Kochetkov, R. Markov, P. Sabluk, I. Svidersky, O. Shebanina and others. However, some 
related issues are still not fully explored. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to identify priorities for the improvement of state regulation of business in the 

markets of food products; 
- to determine macro-and microeconomic factors that influence the development of 

food markets; 
- to justify the priority objectives of state regulation of business activity for the food 

markets in the medium term.  
A necessary condition of ensuring the safety of the food markets is the legally docked 

food policy. 
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Results 
For the accomplishment of purposes and principles of food policy, the following 

methods of state regulation are being applied: 
- special tax regimes applicable to the subjects of agro business market; 
- procurement, storage, processing and marketing of agricultural products and food 

products for the public use; 
- setting of the minimum and maximum threshold (guaranteed) intervention prices for 

agricultural products and food; 
- customs regulation, taking into account the specifics of the food sector; 
- tariff and non-tariff regulation of imports and exports of agricultural products and 

food, support of the exports of agricultural products and food; 
- providing subsidies, subventions, guarantees and compensations to agricultural 

producers and other actors in the food market and other forms of budget financing; 
- state investments; 
- technical regulations, licenses and other types of restrictions; 
- risk management in agriculture, related to the specifics of food sector. 
Encouraging the development of institutions and infrastructure on the food market, 

including the system of cooperative crediting through land mortgage, leasing of the equipment, 
insurance; 

- antitrust regulation, measures to address the administrative, regional and technical 
barriers in the agricultural sector; 

- programs for the sustainable rural development and conservation of natural 
resources and natural landscape; 

- informational support and advisory services provided to the subjects of the food 
markets; 

- measures targeted at financial recovery of agricultural producers, including the 
restructuring of their debts. 

- promoting the scientific and technological progress and innovation in the industrial 
complex; 

- other instruments of state control as provided by the current legislation of Ukraine. 
It should be noted that the economic security of food markets is a macroeconomic 

problem. It is related to the efficiency of social production, the level of differentiation and 
income, unemployment. Consumption growth is possible only with macroeconomic 
stabilization and growth in real incomes, and not through redistribution of land, as it is 
recommended by international organizations regarding developing countries. 

It should also be underlined that the development of food markets affect macro-and 
microeconomic factors. The macroeconomic ones include: budget, tax, monetary, sectoral, 
foreign trade and also the problems of economic and food security of the state. 
 The microeconomic factors include problems of insolvency and financial recovery 
in agricultural sector [4, p. 64]. 
All these problems are closely interconnected with each other. Let us consider the macro-
economic factors and problems of the food markets. 
 1. The budget problem is to determine the optimal level and structure of budgetary 
support for agriculture and other agricultural enterprises. 
 2. To the tax problems should be counted in the significant tax burden (even setting a 
fixed agricultural tax, calculated per unit of land is not sufficient to restore financial stability of 
agricultural enterprises). 
   3. Monetary problems during the period of adjustment negatively affected the food 
markets. The replacement of the normal cash payment by the natural "barter" was not in favor 
of the food market and, in fact, excluded the development of the market mechanism. After the 
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1998’s default situation slowly began to get corrected, but the credit, especially the long-term 
one, continued to be unavailable for farms. 
     4. Intersectoral cooperation. Currently, there are so called "price scissors" for the 
agricultural and industrial products and services. Since 2000, the ratio of prices relative to 
agricultural products constantly deteriorated, primarily due to accelerated growth of prices for 
electricity and petroleum products. As the result, the share of agricultural raw materials in the 
final price of products is constantly decreasing. 
 5.  Foreign economic relations affect the food markets of Ukraine very much due to 
their unreasonable openness to imported goods produced in a better climatic conditions, with 
the help of higher technical equipment and high level of economic support. 
 6.  Microeconomic problems arise at the level of interaction between farmers as the 
producers of the food products and the food market. One difficult problem is the insolvency of 
agricultural enterprises that incurred during the years of reforms. Currently, the market of food 
products became the object of high attention from the side of investors who buy or lease the 
enterprises of food industry and apply modern technology in their activity. Such formations, 
mainly in the form of holdings, are already operating successfully in the regions with the most 
favorable climatic conditions. 

7. The problem of manpower in the market of food products is becoming more acute. 
It should be ideally solved in conjunction of the state, regional bodies of government and the 
businesses enterprises themselves. 

8. Environmental issues. Today there is the problem of maintaining and increasing the 
soil fertility, conservation of water and forests. 

An independent problem is the legal framework for the formation and operation of the 
information about the state of the food market, because its specifics is that it must be accurate 
and provided to the participants of the market process for free. 

Currently there is no legal basis to restrict the release of economic entities in the 
information space. This allows large operators to go into media and pursue their own corporate 
goals while misleading the public about the real situation on the market. This results in the 
excessive demand for products and the higher prices. Similar actions in a civilized market are 
not allowed. 

With the adoption of the relative law the set of measures aimed at creating a 
competitive environment and equal access to information for all agents of food markets would 
be fixed. 

The system of state information support of the food sector is based on the principle of 
equal access to the revenues of this information to the subjects of the food market. In order to 
implement this principle the rules about posting the information on the website of the 
authorized body of executive power and its dissemination through the media without 
restrictions and for free are being introduced. 

The stability of food supply is determined by the well-being of the country. In terms 
of political autonomy and economic instability due to the reduction of agricultural production, 
raw materials and food, their role becomes a priority. Despite to the diversity of ways and 
mechanisms to solve the food problem, the most important trend is achieving the stability of 
production through the sustainable development of national agriculture. 

Thus, the strategic goal of the food security is to secure the population with sufficient 
agricultural products and food. The guarantee for its achievement is the stability of domestic 
production and the availability of the necessary provisions and reserves. 

The main objectives of food security, regardless of the changes in external and 
internal conditions are the following: 

- timely prediction, detection and prevention of internal and external threats to the 
food security, minimizing their negative effects through the constant readiness of citizens to 
ensure food and the formation of strategic stocks of food; 
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- sustainable development of domestic production of food and raw materials which is 
sufficient in order to ensure the food independence of a state; 

- achieving and maintaining physical and economic access of every citizen of the 
country' to the safe food in the volume and range, corresponding to the rational norms of 
consumption of food needed for an active and healthy lifestyle; 

- ensuring food safety through certification of food products [2, p. 22]. 
 Given the risks and threats to food security of Ukraine, we would like to offer the 
following priority areas in improving the system of state regulation of business. 
 1. In the area of economic access to the food products for all categories of the 
population the special attention should be given to solving problems by the means of reducing 
poverty and providing priority support to the most vulnerable population, as well as healthy 
nutrition for pregnant and lactating women, infants, children of preschool and school age, in 
schools and in other establishments of the social sphere. 
 2. In the part of physical accessibility of food: to develop inter-regional integration 
in the sphere of food markets and food security, to use the mechanisms  of support of the 
regions that are located in areas of low food production or caught in the extreme situations 
more efficient, to improve the transport accessibility in remote areas for the uniform and steady 
food supply to the population, to create conditions for increasing the number of objects of trade 
infrastructure and catering of various types. 
 3. In the part of the formation of the state material reserve the range of the relevant 
material values and norms of the problem should be determined. 
 4. In order to ensure the food safety the control in this area should be organized 
and carried out in accordance with the legislation which exists in the spheres of agricultural, 
fishery products and food, including imported, at all stages of production, storage, transport, 
processing and sale. 
 5. To exclude the uncontrolled proliferation of food products derived from the 
genetically modified plants using dietary modified microorganisms and organisms that are 
genetically modified counterparts. 
 6. To continue harmonization with the international requirements of food safety 
indicators based on the fundamental research in the field of scientific study. 
         b7. To improve the control of food safety by the means of certification of food 
products, including the establishment of modern technical and methodological basis for it. 
  In the field of producing agricultural and fishery products, raw materials and food 
products the state support should concentrate on these areas: 

 
- the increaseament of soil fertility and productivity, the expansion of the agricultural 

crop due to the unused arable land, the reconstruction and building of the reclamation systems; 
- the accelerated development of the livestock; 
- the expansion and more intensive use of the aquatic biological resources and new 

technologies of industrial growth; 
- the creation of the new technology of deep and complex processing of food raw 

materials, the methods of storage and transportation of agricultural and fishery products, the 
development of scientific potential of agricultural and fishery facilities, the support of the new 
research directions in the sphere of adjacent fields of science and implementation of measures 
aimed at preventing the outflow of highly qualified scientific personnel; 
  - the increase of the pace of structural and technological modernization of the 
agricultural and fishery facilities, the reconstruction of the nature-ecological potential; 
  - the development of the system of training and re-qualification of the staff which is 
able to implement the objectives of the innovative model of the development of agricultural 
and fishery facilities taking into account the requirements of food security; 
  - the improvement of the mechanisms of regulation of the market of agricultural and 
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fishery products, raw materials and food products in terms of increasing the efficiency and 
eliminating the price distortions in the markets of agricultural and fish products and material-
technical resources; 
  - the improvement of the efficiency of the state aid into the branch by paying special 
attention to creating conditions for financial stability and solvency of the producers. 

In the sphere of foreign economic policy the following must be provided: 
- operational measures of customs and tariff regulation for the purposes of 

rationalizing the ratio of exports and imports of agricultural and fishery products, raw materials 
and food; 

- active use of safeguard measures during imports of agricultural and fishery products, 
raw materials and food, and in cases of dumping and the use of subsidies during their export to 
foreign countries; 

- effective operation of the sanitary, veterinary and phytosanitary control taking into 
account the international rules and standards; 

- gradual reduction of the dependence of domestic agricultural and fishery complexes 
from the import of technology, machinery, equipment and other resources. 

The formation of the foreign economic policy must be in compliance with the criteria 
set out in the Law of Ukraine "On food security of Ukraine." 

The actions of the state and society in connection with ensuring food security should 
be based on comprehensive objective analysis and forecasting of food situation in the country. 

The mechanisms of food security are being developed and implemented as the most 
important part of the state’s forecast of the programs of socio-economic development of 
Ukraine, as well as special programs of agricultural development of the country. 

The results of the proposed priorities for the improvement of the system of state 
regulation are necessary to be analyzed according to the following complexes (indicators) that 
were built into four categories: food, agriculture, agricultural, trade. 

The food unit includes such factors as: 
-p norms of consumption per capita; 
- the structure of consumption, calculated on the basis of effective demand, given the 

actual consumption of own and imported goods; 
- an indicator of consumption, calculated as the ratio of the structure of consumption 

of own and imported goods to the total physiological needs of the population; 
- food self-sufficiency rate, calculated as the ratio of consumption of own products to 

the physiological needs of the population [1, p. 4]. 
The agricultural unit  includes: 
-i of the potential that can be defined or based on actual achieved output, or by using 

the method of analogues - the rate of potential increase in production under the condition of the 
use of modern technology; 

- the rates of performance of agriculture (gross output of 1 hectare, gross output per 1 
employee, cereal yields of 1 hectare, productivity per unit of livestock feed; capital return, the 
number of people that the farmer can feed, etc.); 

- consumer basket of the manufacturer - an indicator that shows the costs of a 
particular kind; 

- profitability of production (calculated on the basis of the previous figure as it is the 
indicator of the need of this particular type of production for the state support; 
- the level of subsidies into agriculture; 
- the ratio of wages of agricultural producers and the average wage in the country as the 
reflection of the potential labor force activity of agriculture. 
Within the agricultural unit should be distinguished: 
- the structure of production costs (material, labor costs, depreciation and other costs) and its 
comparison with the developed standards; 
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- the balance of production and marketability factors, the use of products for different purposes, 
losses. Based on the evaluation of losses inherent in the entire APC, the measures of the 
structural policy aimed at reducing the costs of food producing can be developed and justified; 
- price ratio: factor - the product, product - product, factor - factor; 
- definition of the agricultural wholesale and retail prices (due to the structure of the retail 
price). 
The foreign economic trade block includes the following indicators: 
 - the share of imports in the consumption of food (food import dependency); 
 - the balance of import and export of agricultural products; 
 - the ratio of domestic and world agricultural and wholesale prices; 
 - the assessment of the possible damage caused from trade liberalization of agricultural 
products and food not only to farmers but also for the end users due to the measures related to 
import restrictions; 
 - a group of indicators related to the annual fluctuations in the production of crops by the 
region, country and around the world; the production of livestock products by the region, 
country and worldwide; providing animal feed industries in regions, countries and around the 
world, providing food products by the region, country and around the world; prices for 
different types of agricultural products and food. 
 Based on the current conditions prevailing in the market of food products, today’s 
problems of the functioning of this market, its vitality, that requires the resolution at the 
regional and state level, the following priority objectives in the medium term are highlighted: 
 1. The stabilization of the fiscal, monetary and pricing policies of food markets. 
 2. Enhancing market and other institutional changes in the field of food markets. 
 3. Scientific study and innovation projects for the creation and implementation of 
the resource technology, environmentally friendly product. 
 4. The creation of organizational and economic conditions for investment and 
innovation in agriculture. 
 5. Programs and mechanisms for the modernization of production, restructuring of 
the agricultural enterprises. 
 6. The programs of the sustainable development of the regions according to the 
food security indexes.  

 
Conclusions 
 
The governmental regulation of business in the sphere of food markets under the 

modern conditions of the existence of society is an objective necessity. But creating an 
effective system of this regulation is an extremely complex issue, as it is evidenced by the 
years of experience. 

Therefore, the objective of the state regulation is the development of an optimal 
combination of market and state intervention in achieving the main goal - a comprehensive 
account of the interests of the society as a whole. 

It should be noted that in areas such as development of rural infrastructure, 
agricultural research and education, information provision, crediting, the regulation of the 
market of foreign trade, the undisputed leading role lies on the government regulations. At the 
same time, maintaining the state of prices and incomes requires a differentiated approach. 

Major difficulties in developing the effective system of state regulations creates a 
subjective approach of the legislative bodies in the process of formation of the food policy that 
is inherently presented in Ukraine, where many politicians decide upon the issues affecting the 
fate of millions of people and the entire state. 
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It is very important, as the experience of foreign countries shows, to maintain the 
principle of voluntariness while developing the mechanism for regulating the food market. The 
freedom of choice of the manufacturer cannot be restricted. 

Compliance with the strategic goals is very important during the process of forming a 
system of effective state regulation. This choice of the right strategy, given the macroeconomic 
situation not only in the country, but in the world, could be decisive. 

The policy of state regulation of the market of food products must be integrated. All 
its programs and mechanisms should focus on achieving the overall goal, not contradict each 
other, unlike other sectors of the economy of Ukraine, the food market is not just a market. It is 
the production, social and cultural sphere, the basis for the substantial part of the population 
that historically formed over the large areas of Ukraine. 
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WHY MEN AND WOMEN MAY DIFFER IN AN EMPLOYMENT SPHER E: 

GENERAL THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS 
 
Gender disparity in employment is most significant and widespread aspect of labour 

market around the world. The investigation of gender-specific functioning of labour market 
and employment sphere transcends national boundaries and took on global character.  

There is no common opinion on the reasons of the employment gender disparity in the 
economic literature. It is not clear what has caused those differences. After decades of research 
most of investigators would agree that there can be no single-factor explanation for gender 
inequality in the labour market and there are many potential reasons why men and women may 
differ in the employment sphere.  

A conventional explanations of gender differences in employment sphere include 
discrimination, biological differences, differences in a human capital and abilities , differences 
due to historical and socio-cultural influences, preconception, preferences for work field and 
working hours  because child rearing and family caring (work-effort theory) etc. 

This paper is focused on the discussion of different explanations of gender disparity 
existence. 
1. Gender Differences and Discrimination 

Discrimination is the most abundant explanation of gender differences in all fields of 
life and first of all in the labour market. 

What is the gender discrimination? How the researchers define the gender 
discrimination? How the gender discrimination manifests itself and why it exists?  

Discrimination means any distinctions in norms of remuneration and promotion 
possibilities at identical personal characteristics when “people may be included or discouraged 
from even aspiring to a job because of their race, sex or religion” (Spence 1993, p.18). Coming 
from comprehension about gender discrimination at work the official reports distinguish 
various types of discrimination, in particular, discrimination at entry to the labour market, 
career opportunities, etc. Any kinds of discrimination “not only on the basis of gender, but on 
any grounds, is synonymous with ignoring qualifications and merit and is therefore inimical to 
advancing employer’s business interests” (Wetchler, 2007, p.7). 

The gender discrimination is viewed as a product of a culture and oppressive gender 
ideology. It’s defined as “the systematic, unfavourable treatment of individuals on the basis of 
their gender, which denies them rights, opportunities or resources” (Reif, Newstrom, 1997, 
p.7). Gender discrimination is connected with relative difficulties of females to access to power 
and control of resources. Gender discrimination can also be defined in terms of opportunities, 
employment obtaining, promoting, achieving, etc (Eaye et. al., 2007; Glick et. al., 2007; 
Beijing Declaration; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against 
Women, 1979; Declaration of Mexico, 1975 etc).   

Gender discrimination takes place when “a person is or people are treated unfairly in the 
work context because gender. Unfair treatment can concern levels of compensation, as for 
example, when a woman receives less than an equivalent man” (Eaye et. al., p.3). 

The gender discrimination study, used by economists and sociologists, is complemented 
by psychologists.  

The psychological approach proceeds from an assumption that “discriminatory acts are 
ultimately carried out by individuals who both accommodate themselves to and shape the 
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culture and practices of a workplace” (Glick et. al., 2007, p.155). Psychologists define 
discrimination as a behavior and try to understand how discrimination influences on 
individuals’ perceptions, beliefs, thinking, and feelings. 

Why the gender discrimination exists if constitutional and other national legal 
provisions uphold gender equality principles? The most usual explanation proceeds from 
religious or other customary laws and cultural norms that encouraged men’s privileges and 
dominance and reduced women’s possibilities and rights (Eaye et. al., 2007; Glick et. al., 2007; 
Segal, 2004).   
2. Biological-Based Explanations of Gender Differences 

Human’s division on men and women defines the perception about differences of 
persons. According to some opinion, in particular to a theory of biological determinism, human 
genetics and anatomy, nature and biology predetermines the differences of men and women in 
all kinds of activities and in all spheres of life. Biodeterminism (biological determinism) 
proceeds from an assumption that “biology is destiny” (Freud) and such context is directed not 
only to human’s physiology and reproductive functions but to persons’ psychology and 
behaviour. 

In general, the theory of biodeterminism originates from the common idea of 
determinism or study about nature-based inter-determination and inter-connection of real life 
phenomenon. 

Biodeterminism or “a form of reductionism that explains individual behavior and 
characteristics of societies in terms of biological functions” (Hubbard p.141), proceeds from 
the belief that the essential differences between men and women includes not only physiology  
and reproductive functions but  men’s and women’s brain structures, their learning styles, 
behavior, fillings, motivation, and interests, etc.  Biodeterminism theory comes from opinion 
that human biology and genetics given in terms of genes, DNA, hormones etc is an essential 
cause of differences between men and women in all fields of the life, their psychological 
features, spheres of employment, effects human behavior and strictly prescribes various social 
roles of men and women, etc.  

One of the most spreading biodeterminist theories is sociobiology or "the systematic 
study of the biological basis of all social behavior" (Williams et. al., 1990). According to the 
sociobiology theory, “fundamental elements of human nature can be identified in traits that 
characterize all people (and selected animals as well) irrespective of their cultural or historical 
differences” (Hude 1991, p.141). 

Biodeterminist theory and theory of sociobiology are sharply criticized by feminists for 
reductionistic interpretations of human behaviour and defiance of the many other factors 
impacted human characteristics and acting. Biodeterminism disregards many important causes 
influenced human behavior such as socialization, life environment, person’s experiences etc. 
So, Freud's notorious statement "Biology is destiny" was seriously challenged by a numerous 
of studies (Goodman et. al., 1985). 
3. Historical and Socio-Cultural Context of Gender Differences  

According to other viewpoints, the differences between men and women in a crucial 
level are shaped by the social, cultural and historical aspects. Such approach toward the gender 
differences identifies how the social, cultural and historical alterations influence on life style of 
men and women.  

Culture predetermines values, beliefs and behavior models of a different group of 
people including gender groups. In the historical context culture is transmitted from one 
generation to the next by leaders of community or/and religious, teachers, parents, and etc. In 
the modern society the mass-media communications also promotes the transmitting of culture.  
The “process of transmitting culture across generations is known as socialization” (Peplau, et. 
al., 2002, p. 27). By other words the socialization is a process by which the new generations 
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adapt the norms, customs, social norms of behavior, environment laws etc (Basow, 1986)  
through public perceptions, mass media, literature, education etc. 

During the process of socialization the social norms, social roles, perception of statuses, 
social identity and ideology, including gender identity and gender-stereotypically shaped 
comprehension of gender social roles, are transmitted too. Gender socialization process begins 
from the moment of born from the question “is it a boy or a girl?” (Gleitman, et. al., 2000) and 
continues during all life of person through adaption/assumption of stereotypical apprehensions 
about person’s gender role. Gender-based socio-cultural norms “define such things as the 
names considered appropriate for male versus female babies and the ways men and women 
dress or wear their hair” (Peplau, et. al., 2002, p. 27).  

The theory of Gender Socialization (Gender Socialization Theory) is based on the belief 
that humans adopt the masculine and feminine models of behavior (or their sex roles) in a 
passive way through sponge-like absorption of existing perceptions (Parsons et. al., 1955). It 
means that according to Gender Socialization Theory humans perceive and assimilate existing 
reality as absolute givenness and passively adopt the reality through socialization but doesn’t 
produce it. 

Gender Socialization Theory is based on the Social Roles Theory which was developed 
by Talcott Parsons within Structural Functionalism Theory (Parsons et. al., 1955). Gender role 
are one of the types of social roles expressed the certain expectations in a behavioural 
manifestations of men and women (Malykhina-Pykh, 2006, p. 145).  The gender-based social 
roles theory prescribes different statuses, rights, duties and responsibilities, distinctive types of 
activities and behavior models to men and women (Eagly, 1992; Eaye et. al., 2007; 
Encyclopedia of sex, 2003, p.19; Peplau et. al., 2002, p.28). Despite that in the real life men’s 
and women’s characteristics tend to overlap, the gender social roles theory and usual 
stereotypical thinking often create artificial gender polarization and essential gap between 
women and men and their gender roles. The women are expected to play family role while men 
– the occupational roles. The main and most significant sources of such differences are the 
social norms, prescribed men and women different kinds of behaviour in accordance with their 
sex. According to social role theory various gender roles lead to develop different skills, 
knowledge and therefore experiences to men and women (Eagly, 1992). 

Researchers find considerable cross-cultural and cross-historical variation in gender-role 
beliefs (Segal, 2004). “Gender role is the overt behavior one displays in society, the role which 
he plays, especially with other people, to establish his position with them insofar as his and 
their identity, and gender roles are almost synonymous in the usual person, in certain abnormal 
cases they are at variance” (Stoller, 1968, p.10). 

Therefore, the social role theory allows integrating the social, anthropological and 
psychological characteristics of men and women under common system and concludes that 
gender differences are not the result of biological, genetical, hormones differences. Proceeding 
from socio-cultural context the gender behavior models, gender social norms, social roles, 
statuses, and etc. might be perceived as adequate and positive or as negative and illegitimate 
for the certain cultural, social and historical conditions and can be changed through historical 
development process. 
4. Human Capital Theory 

One of explanation of gender gap in various fields of the life proceeds from "nature - 
nurture" or ability and education factors (Bekcer, 1964, p.63; Dequech, 2002; Narcy et. al., 
2009) or, by other words, from differences in a human capital and abilities. 

According to Human capital theory, more productive workers should be paid higher 
wage.  Human capital theory suggests that as higher is individual’s human capital as higher is 
his/her productivity and as higher should be his/her earnings. The level of human capital is 
directly connected with individual’s formal education level, individual’s trainings, and work 
experience. As Gary Becker argued “An emphasis on human capital not only helps explain 
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differences in earnings over time and among areas but also among persons or families within 
an area” (Becker, 1993, p. 97). 

The common perception comes from opinion that the occupational and sectoral gender 
differences as well as wage gender gap exists due to the fact that women have lower levels of 
human capital or have less of formal schooling, less vocational training and work experience 
and therefore, less qualification (Narcy, 2009). The stereotypical comprehension judge by 
preconception that women have less investments in education, trainings etc. and, therefore, 
they are less worth-full employee (Meece et. al., 1984; Nieva et. al., 1981; Ruble et. al., 1984). 

By the other hand, proceeding from physical differences between men and women, 
some authors argued the differences of male-female abilities.  Studies of the brainwave 
revealed that females’ and males’ brains are stronger in the different hemisphere: the women 
have stronger the left hemisphere and therefore they are better in languages while men have 
stronger the right hemisphere and thereby they are better in math, science, etc. (Diamont, 
2002).  

Proceeding from such approach, men and women are prescribed for various types of 
activities and therefore – to employ in various sectors of economy and different occupational 
levels. 

5. Work-effort theory  
On the basis of the rational choice theory, G. Becker argued that family behavior builds 

on maximizing behavior (Becker, 1964, p.10). Having a different human capital and 
proceeding from biological differences between men and women when female have an “innate 
capacities to bear and rear children” (Becker, 1964, p.12), “a married couple could gain much 
from a sharp division of labor” (Becker, 1964, p.13). They reproduced “the traditional division 
of labor in marriages” (Becker, 1964, p.12), when husband and wife are specialized in different 
types of activities. The family responsibilities prescribe females household activities. Thereby 
woman cannot deliver full efforts at labour market participation, she is limited in her career 
development, in choice of work field and working hours because of child rearing and family 
caring necessity and even holding the equal with man human capital, woman often earned less. 
Such situation is more manifested in case of working mothers. Some authors see direct 
interdependence between labour market gender inequality and motherhood (Becker, 1981; 
Becker, 1985). Researchers also find “large differences in the effects of children on women’s 
hourly wages even after controlling for differences between women with children and women 
without children in characteristics such as age and education” (Harkness et. al., 1999). 

According to the work-effort theory, women are assumed to select occupations that are 
potentially family-friendly. Women choose the public and nonprofit sector in order to avoid 
excessive wage penalties for having children (Nielsen et. al., 2004). On the other hand, 
“family-friendly” fields of employment means for women the possibilities to have part-time 
job and combine work and family carrying (Narcy et. al., 2009).    

All of these explanations in a greater or lesser degree are subject to influence of gender 
stereotypes and differences between terms “sex” and “gender” are a backbone for all of this 
conceptions. 
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WHY MEN AND WOMEN MAY DIFFER IN AN EMPLOYMENT SPHER E: 

GENERAL THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTALS 
 

Summary 
 

Gender disparity in employment sphere is widespread aspect of labour market around 
the world. There is no common opinion on the reasons of the employment gender disparity in 
the economic literature. It is not clear what has caused those differences.  

Given paper considers some theoretical approaches toward gender disparity explanation, 
in particular discrimination, biological differences, differences in a human capital and abilities, 
differences due to historical and socio-cultural influences, preferences for work field and 
working hours  because child rearing and family caring (work-effort theory). 
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Определены направления инновационного управления в сфере коммунального 
хозяйства. Определены основные задачи управления коммунальным имуществом в 
государстве. 
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механизм, реформирования. 

Introduction 
Unitility’s sector of economy holds a special place among the industries that make up 

areas of economic systems. In the works of most scientists unitility’s sector of economy is 
being studied as part of those industries, which are providing renumerated services or in 
conjunction with housing branch of ecomomy [1, 2]. This approach is traditional and it is based 
on common features, which are common for both housing and communal services. However, in 
our opinion, it is somewhat misleading, because the municipal economy has features that allow 
it to separated from housing and other industries and to be considered as one particular branch 
of territorial economic complex. 

Analysis of recent research 
The problems of ways to reform housing and communal services were studied by well-

known domestic and foreign scientists: A. G. Alshevskyh, A. I. Bezlyudov, A. Blohnin, B. V. 
Burkynskyy, A. Butenko, J. Galbraith, T. Thunderbird, N. Kostecki, L. K. Polezhayev, A. 
Raykov, V. S. Romeyko, E. E. Rumyantsev, A. N. Ryahovska, F. G. Tahi-Zade, L. Shalabay. 
However, many issues still remain vague at the present stage. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to identify areas of innovation in management of the field of public utilities sector of 

economy; 
- to identify key issues in managementof municipal property of the state. 
Results 
The problems of innovative management in housing units are becoming more relevant 

in connection with the implementation of a state policy regarding an  introduction of innovative 
mechanisms in the development and promotion of scientific and technical progress in this 
sector, which found its reflection in such laws : the law of Ukraine "About the management of 
the objects of state property" [3], "On financial leasing" [4], "On agreements of production 
sharing" [5], "On the wholestate reform program  in the sphere of the development of utilities 
sector of economy in 2009-2014 years" [6], the resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers from 
17.10.2008 "On approving the regulations on purchase of goods and services by the means of 
public funds". According to these and other laws, innovative approach in the development of 
utilities sector of economy is of a high priority and an important task. This process is 
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accompanied by further transformations in the system of regional and local authorities, which 
are aimed at solving the problem of their efficiency in operation. Also market mechanisms are 
being implemented in the process of running the municipal (communal) formations, which 
justify the specific features of budget services.  

An effective management in communal area consists of managerial innovations from 
the perspective of the effectiveness of resource management from a side of companies which 
are a part of state or municipal property for the matter of providing high efficiency of their 
activities. It assumes a high level of education of state and municipal (public) employees, 
developed legislative regulations, methodological and methodical accomplishments, the 
transparentcy of  technologies being used in their activities, a variety of forms for registration 
of public opinioin, a positive image of government and enterprises, etc. The role of a resource 
management in this sense will solve many problems in the organizational and economic 
development of local public entities. 

If state and regional levels of management currently have theoretical and legal 
framework of functioning, the municipal management is being under development, both in 
theoretical and practical matters. Moreover, scientific and theoretical process of conceptual and 
methodological foundations of the effectiveness of municipal  management significantly lags 
behind the practical process. 

Today the theory of municipal management is based on known basics of the general 
managemenet theory, the theory of state governance, and at the stage of formation.   

Problems of an effective functioning of the utilities sector of economics are set before 
all by administrative and budgetary reforms, as well as the reform of local self-government. 
The practical absence of methodological, legal, informational, methodological and other types 
of ensuring of the process of  municipal (communal) management in the terms of reforms led 
to the novelty and complexity of the problems, shown in this paper. 

In the works of scholars practically there are no questions, which are devoted to the 
complex study of the nature and the prospects for innovation in the management of public 
services in the region. Existing studies tend to consider some separate problems of the 
formation of the budgetary resources and operation of public utilities. Almost raw in evaluation 
remains the problem of the judgment of the resultativity in management  of public utilities, 
because its solution requires the specification of theoretical and methodological bases of 
research of the results in the  management of these resources , the analyzis of the strategic 
conditions of improving the quality of housing of local population and the actual dynamics 
performance of the level dynamics, organizational development and economic mechanism for 
solving these problems. 

Currently in unsuccessful attempts to reform municipal sphere of ecomony lies a 
resultless application of the basics of classical and neoclassical theory, which involves the 
analysis and implementation of reforms and development of programs with isolation from 
social, political, psychological and other factors develelopment. Rethinking approaches, 
methods and principles for the reformation and development of public utilities should go next 
to the fundamental study in this area. Thus, one of most prominent approaches is the use of an 
institutional concept, which will give us a possibility to provide a more objective assessment of 
the socio-economic and production processes that occur in public services. These limitations  
began to emerge in the analysis of individual behavior and interaction between people at 
different levels, inaccurate forecasts, which reflected an increase in dissatisfaction with the 
result. The use of institutional analysis allows more accurate assessment of the economic 
processes taking place in the society by not only economic but also social, political, 
psychological and other factors of development. 

An application of the institutional approach for the solving of problems gives a 
possibility to identify special features of the communal forms of management as an 
independent object of study in the management area, is particular residential units in the region. 
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Features of utilities as socio-economic systems are resulting from the specificity and mode of 
public management, since they are objects of this management. The main feature is that the 
population acts simultaneously as the target, object and the subject of management, therefore, a 
person is the main local resource that is tied to a particular place, that’s why the local 
community and elected by it organs of state power ( municipality) is an organization primarily 
of a social nature, which pursues non-profit purposes and managing it is far more difficult 
because of the global dependence of the municipal (local) power on the will and interests of the 
population and a big quantity of simultaneously solved problems. This area of management, 
unlike public management,is using mainly methods of partnership and corporative participation 
leaving the methods of coercion aside. 

Today an effective management of any system should be used and based on the 
knowledge of the basic laws of functioning and development of an organization. These laws 
include the law of composition, the law of proportionality, the law of the least, the law of 
synergy, the law of the conregularity, the law of the unity of analysis and synthesis, the law of 
self-preservation. 

Principles and approaches for an objective regulation of natural monopolies such as 
enterprises of water and drainage, gas and heating supply are derived from the essence of the 
functioning of these enterprises. Complete absence of market mechanisms in their activities 
with an objective necessity requires the presence of the relevant regulators from the side of the 
state in the areas such as normalization (establishment and compliance with standards and 
regulations), pricing, the policy of the antimonopoly and competitive development. Low levels 
of state and municipal management, unacknowledgement with the laws and mechanisms of 
strategic management have led to a systemic crisis in public services. 

Thus, the failure of the principle of composition have led to the chaotic operation of 
public utilities, which is expressed in disagreement and disunity of the goals, objectives, 
executives and managers at all levels in accordance with a management hierarchy. Failure to 
comply with the principle of compositionality is manifested in the duplication of functions and 
processes (jobs) in the system of municipal utilities. Thus, housing complexes of the oblast’ 
and regional entities are controlled directly as state departments of regional, district 
administrations and executive committees of village, town, city, district and regional councils 
headed by the mayor. Overlapping of the functions,decision-making and implementation 
processes have led to the disunity in most municipal systems. 

In these circumstances as urgent become problems of management of  the subsystem in 
resource ensuring of collective utilities (legal, methodological, resourcive, informational) and 
the effective functioning  of the managing subsystem, which components include personnel 
management, developedment of managerial decision , coordination of the development of 
projects in the sphere of public utilities. All this requires the development of new approaches 
and mechanisms for the administration of territorial resources in order to support the 
innovative development  in the sphere of public utilities. According to a systematic approach, 
the process can not be competitive if the subsystem of resource supply is ineffective. First of 
all, the problem of the management of resource development affects competitive relations in 
this sphere, meaning that the process of municipal resources shall be a subject of competitive 
relations. 

At the present the problem of an effective resource management is mainly investigated 
with respect of resource potential of the country, but the modern Ukrainian conditions require a 
separate and more wide research at the regional level, which is caused by a number of 
circumstances: 

First, territorial entities are forced to seek new revenue sources of socio-economic 
development. Second, reforming the state and municipal administration puts the qustion of 
increasing the effectiveness of housing and communal economy. Thirdly, the resolution of 
these questions determines the resource availability of the powers of local government in a 
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budget reformtion. Fourth, giving the economy the nature of innovation is an essential 
conditiontion for improving the quality of life. 

So, along with deepening and systematizating of research on resource management 
subsystem at the regional level, it is relevant to the study the problem at the municipal (local) 
level. Municipalities are trying to compensate the gap between resource opportunities of 
municipal (public) entities and obligations imposed on them by the state bodies by finding not 
only additional financial resources, but also by the means of the search of innovational 
technologies in management of  financial resources of municipal (local) communities. In this 
context the reform towards greater organizational and economic independence of local 
authorities must become the factor that will balance financial relations in this sphere. 

Currently, violations in the management of local resources can be explained not only by 
the lack of local budgets, but also the lack of  appropriate legal documents or ignoring them in 
the activities of local government, lack of qualified personnel, and especially not sufficiently 
high level of theoretical and methodological evaluation of the effectiveness in local resource 
management. Both science and practice show that the standard of living of a nation and its 
well-being depend on a systematic approach to the management and efficiency of management, 
meaning the scientific and educational resource, which is the main component of 
innovativeness of the economy. Today, more and more value is created by intangible assets and 
intellectual capital. 

In this regard, for innovative development of certain municipal utilities (municipal) 
entities it is essencial to apply new approaches and principles aimed at the active use of 
innovation and new technologies in the municipal area. In the conditions of reformation of the 
state municipal management there is a need to develop effective approaches towards evaluating 
the effectiveness of resource management of municipalities. This fact makes it actual to study 
the whole complex of issues that involve resource management of municipal formations, 
particularly in the development of a resource management in the context of methodological and 
systematic approach in evaluating the effectiveness of management. Innovations in the field of 
housing and communal complex, namely in the administrative and management unit (as a 
subsystem of local authorities) are not quite clear not only in municipal management, but also 
in other types of business entity ownership. 

These objective circumstances require the formation of innovative resource 
management in state utilities area, the assessment of effectiveness of its functioning,the 
specification of the conceptual apparatus for the realization of this management system. 

The operation of the system of innovation management in the sphere of state utilities 
involves: the establishment of management objectives, the introduction of new organizational 
forms of production and management of enterprises, the formation of  an ordered system of 
management functions, the formation of indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of 
management, the development of methodological approaches towards the performance of 
management, the development and implementation of ministerial and regional target programs, 
the introduction of monitoring studies on the results of management; 

According to the municipal development strategy, based on innovation and using the 
method of program-target planning the system of so called “tree goals” is being formed 
together with the objectives in achieving the main goal. Adequate resources should be allocated 
for each of the functions (tasks), which in turn should be a subject of continuous monitoring. 
The goals and benchmarks of performance in the various areas of public utilities will look the 
fallowing way. The general objective of utilities is based on the innovational basis of 
improving the quality of life. This goal in turn implies to an improving of the usage  of 
economic resources in public services. 

According to the key objective of the first level of the “tree”, one of the most important 
purposes one of the main goals of the second level (subsystem) of public utilities is to ensure 
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the effective utilization of economic resources with the aim to maintain high rates of economic 
development of the municipal complexes. 

The objectives of the third and next level or the effective use of the economic resources 
are represented as follows: 

1. The efficient use of natural resources that are in the territory of a state. 
2. The effective use of fixed and current assets, which are municipally owned. 
It is essential to build appropriate organizational structure taking into account the 

institutional approach while implementing the strategic goals of the management subsystem. 
According to the goal which is set regarding the development of state utilities the new 

organizational forms of management of utilities should be implemented. They will ensure the 
consolidation of the interests of the population, business and local government on many 
fundamental issues of social and economic development of territorial entities and will void the 
duplication of functions and consequently irresponsibility. In order to implement the goals and 
objectives one should clearly define the set of functions, and they must be tied directly to the 
responsibility of local authorities. 

 
Conclusions 
 
Thus, in the basis of reforming the municipal unities lies an unsuccessful application of 

the basics of both classical and neoclassical theory, which involve the analysis and 
implementation of reforms and applications development in isolation from social, political, 
psychological and other factors. There is also the lack of effective system of management in 
the context of complete ignorance of basic laws, approaches and principles of operation and 
development of the organization. 

The specialities of the communal enterprises as socio-economic systems, arising from 
the specificity and mode of communal governance and being the objects of this management, 
have been established. The main feature is that the population acts simultaneously as the target 
object and the subject of management, therefore, a person is the main local resource that is tied 
to a particular place, because the municipality is an organization of a primarily social character, 
which pursues non-profit goals and managing it is much harder because of the global 
dependence of the municipal (local) power on the will and interests of the population and many 
problems being simultaneously solved.  

 It is necessary to introduce the new organizational forms of management in the sphere 
of state utilities that will ensure the consolidation of the interests of the population, business 
and local government on many important issues of socio-economic development of territorial 
entities and will void the duplication of functions resulting irresponsibility. In order to 
implement the goals and objectives one should clearly define the set of functions, and they 
must be tied directly to the responsibility of local authorities and people responsible for the 
implementation.For the establishment of the promising directions for further research it is 
logically to include the process of development of new organizational forms in the functioning 
of utility’s sphere of economy with regional structures taking into account.  
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Ковалевская О. П. Концептуальные принципы формирования государствен-
ного управления жилищно-коммунальным хазяйством 

Исследована система взаимоотношений области, органов местного самоуп-
равления и субъектов управления ЖКХ. Определены региональную модель функцио-
нирования системы взаимоотношений в ЖКХ. Обоснованно муниципальную модель 
функционирования системы взаимоотношений области, органов местного самоуп-
равления и субъектов управления ЖКХ. 

Ключевые слова: государственное управление, жилищно-коммунальное хозяйст-
во, институциональная составляющая, модернизация, рыночный механизм, функцио-
нирование. 

Introduction 
One of the reasons of the critical state of housing and communal services sector lies in 

insufficient attention from the state to the institutional component of its modernization process. 
It has priority significance for this sector’s growth and creation of necessary conditions for the 
life of the population by improving the quality of housing and communal services. This calls 
for implementation of structural reforms which will deliver a new model of exploitation and 
development of housing stock to ensure its reliable and high quality service with regard to the 
interests of consumers. Otherwise, the cost of housing and communal services will maintain at 
a high growth rate in parallel with reduction of their reliability and quality. 

Analysis of recent research 
On the relevance of state governance of housing and communal services’ 

modernization process indicate numerous theoretical studies and generalizations of both 
domestic and foreign scholars, including: B. I. Adamov, V. N. Amitan, A. V. Babak, L. V. 
Bezzubko, P. Y. Belien’ky, I. K. Bystryakov, B. M. Borschevsky, M. P. Butko, B. M. 
Danylyshyn, O. I. Datsiy, V. M. Inyakin, B. T. Kliyanenko, N. Y. Konyscheva, M. H. 
Koretsky, G. O. Kramarenko, V. I. Kutsenko, Y. V. Makogon, Y. M. Mantsevych, L. V. 
Melnyk, N. I. Oleynik, Y. V. Ostapenko, T. M. Strokan’, G. I. Onischuk, V. P. Poluyanov, 
Y. M. Samokhin, D. M. Stechenko, V. I. Torkatyuk, L. M. Shatenko and others. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to investigate the relations’ system in housing and communal services sector, local 

authorities’ bodies and subjects of housing and communal services’ governance; 

- to define regional model of functioning of relations’ system in housing and 
communal services sector; 

-  to justify municipal model of functioning of relations’ system in housing and 
communal services sector, local authorities’ bodies and subjects of housing and communal 
services’ governance. 
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Results 
At present one of the main problems in housing and communal services sector in 

Ukraine is the lack of effective market mechanisms. To understand the reason of this 
phenomenon one should bear in mind a significant difference of this sector from other sectors 
of economy. They are not forming systems; they are rather complementary systems of 
economic sectors that are not independently involved in the international and national domestic 
division of labor, but support the functioning of sectors of specialization, thus affecting the 
competitiveness of the latter [6, p. 112]. 

Let us consider scientific bases of state governance of the housing and communal 
services sector’s development [3, 5]. As it is known market economy of any country can have 
the following options for its operation and development: 

1. Copying of international experience, global development of small and medium 
business and immediate inclusion in global processes. This leads to the elimination of the 
majority of producers of agricultural and manufacturing industries at the expense of imports, 
including allied export-oriented sectors with all the consequences of that.  

2. Orientation on the domestic market with creation of the “iron curtain” that will 
ensure the survival of domestic production, but with a low level of labor productivity and a low 
level of population’s income. 

3. Export orientation (with certain restrictions on export) of raw materials and 
innovative productions with very high customs duties on imports for the protection of domestic 
producers. 

4. Creation of fundamentally new governance model based on a combination of 
global stimulating of market activity of all segments of the population with integrating this 
activity into the systemic organization of society. In this case the state’s economy will get such 
additional general systemic effect, at the expense of which it will be able not only to override 
the individual over-expenditures, but also to use forms of public-private partnership in housing 
and communal services sector and social infrastructure for a long time. 

For Ukraine the combination of two latter options is acceptable. Accelerating the 
implementation of projects, including in housing and communal services sector, public-private 
partnerships contribute to the acceleration of the modernization of the economy. The 
infrastructure is developing and new technologies are rapidly introduced. In order to obtain the 
right on project realization, public-private partnership must provide sufficient social and 
economic profitability, which means to be economically justified and beneficial to the society. 

Here there are such fundamental properties of social and economic systems as: both 
cumulative and synergistic effects; the ratio between alternative (mutually exclusive) and 
synergistic (mutually empowering) bonds; the principle of system integrity; the principle of 
homeostasis in the economic, ecological and social processes; the golden rule of accumulation; 
principle of economy, which is expanding; contribution to the systematic organization of 
society, the economic fundamentals of confederation and federalism. The nature of the 
manifestation of these concepts when reforming housing and communal services sector is 
possible with the optimum combination of state and market mechanisms at the expense of 
management of overall risks associated with external circumstances as well as risks of design, 
construction and operation stages. Let us consider only three possible options. 

Firstly, market relationships’ subject orientation at maximizing its contribution to the 
systematic organization of society. The latter, represented by the government, sends a large 
part of this contribution for reimbursement of individual expenditures of this s market 
relationships’ subject (domestic and foreign), reinforcing its position in domestic and foreign 
markets and expanding its capabilities for further increasing its contribution. This corresponds 
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with the principle of economy that is expanding and the related no less hypothetical golden rule 
of accumulation (each generation preserves for future generations at least the same part of the 
national income, which was left for this generation from the previous one). It is evident that 
only in this case the principle of sustainable development of housing and communal services 
sector may be implemented.  

Secondly, focus on the systemic organization of society based on the totality of the 
aforementioned concepts in combination with monopolies’ information transparency and 
scientific organization of state regulation. Known thesis that every monopoly leads to 
degradation turns into its opposite - any de-monopolization of production leads to lower labor 
productivity and the competitiveness of the national economy. In particular, in housing and 
communal services sector the stimulation of the creation of public-private partnerships’ model 
that can compete with private corporate structures should be forced.  

Thirdly, focus on individual market activity of small and medium businesses, which 
will lead (with the exception of high technology), to a significant increase in capacity resources 
of GDP in the system, dominated by alternative bonds. They virtually exclude the possibility of 
using benefits from intra regional and intra regional division of labor and also from the 
optimization of sectoral and territorial concentration of production and settlement. Obviously, 
national interest for modern Ukraine lies in increasing the competitiveness of the Ukrainian 
economy, preventing physical, genetic and intellectual degeneration and moral degradation of 
the population, strengthening economic and political foundations of federalism. 

The government can only be guided by those ideological provisions and interests of 
only those segments of society that correspond with the national interests. Simultaneously, this 
approach allows separating two very important concepts – “legitimate” law and “legal law”. 
Law is legitimate, if it is adopted in accordance with procedures of its development, discussion, 
approval, statement and implementation approved in other laws. Only that law is legal, that 
corresponds with the national interest. 

From words spoken above follows another very important conclusion: the optimal 
combination of efficiency and democratic governance is achieved only when the procedures of 
laws’ legitimization comply with the principles of cybernetics. In terms of cybernetics long-
term national interest lies in the need to shift the country on the principle of economy, which is 
expanding, and maintain the country’s development trajectory in the plane close to settlement. 
Current national interest reflects the appropriate scale of development patterns’ realization of 
each separate sector of the economy in the specific circumstances of this particular period. 

At the same, infrastructure sectors’ self-financing, including housing and communal 
services sector, to ensure the reproduction of existing capital assets is possible only under 
conditions of normal commodity-money relations, when the current tariffs reflect the objective 
needs of the sector. And consumers, by paying for the services received, ensure the 
reproduction process. 

As it is known, for any market economy it is important to create mechanism of 
competitive structures to provide services in the housing and communal services sector. Under 
conditions of very worn-out equipment and engineering networks it is necessary to create 
conditions for simple reproduction of capital assets. 

Peculiarity of Ukrainian situation has some specific restrictions on the market of 
housing and communal services. Namely in the current environment it is not possible to reform 
housing and communal services sector of the economy based on 100% costs’ compensation [4, 
p. 114]. This approach will inevitably lead to social tensions. 

Budgetary subsidies to the housing and communal services sector (as all social sectors 
of the economy) must be combined with the principle of targeting. The latter is necessary for 
two reasons. First, to ensure that each resident is responsible for maintaining housing, for 
participation in public works on the objects of the communal sector and for economical use of 
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resources. Secondly, in order to differentiate the principles of budget support according to 
property and demographic types of families. 

Expenditure’s stabilization and ensuring the competitiveness of Ukrainian economy 
are only possible under the condition if the state at the expense of: 

a) land rent provides partial address support for the poor; 
b) natural rent offsets the increased costs that occur on energy production, on 

transportation of goods and passengers, on elimination of prices’ disparity in agricultural sector 
of the economy; 

c) structural policies ensures decreasing of the growth in the need of resources. 
Under state regulation of the modernization of housing and communal services sector 

it is necessary to ensure a comprehensive approach to this problem at all levels of regional and 
territorial governance by radically changing the technology of housing and communal services 
sector’s management of at all levels of governance. It is especially important to comply with all 
the principles of society’s systemic organization and interaction of upper, middle and 
downstream levels of governance. At the same time the effectiveness of the system is 
determined by the effectiveness of its primary elements and its lower tiers. 

The residential market functions just as any other commodity market, where there are 
goods (dwelling), supply and demand. Demand comes from the desire of people to obtain 
dwelling; the supply comes from new construction and downtime (unoccupied) dwelling. 

At the same time dwelling is a specific product for the following reasons: long term of 
life, permanent demand, large monetary value, many specific functions (quality 
characteristics), and binding to specific places. 

The main consumer unit is the family. Families can be grouped into different 
consumer groups depending on age and social position; ranging from family of one young 
person who left parents and just starts his/her professional career, to family, consisting of 
several generations (grandmother parents, children), which intends to always live in that 
particular area. 

The main commodity unit is a unit of dwelling (apartment, single family house), 
where family can meet its housing needs (rest, hygiene, food, etc.). 

There are several mechanisms of demand integration of different types of families on 
different dwelling units. Herewith important characteristics are: the number of families that 
enter the market; economic and demographic characteristics of these families; tastes and 
preferences of families; prices, availability and interchangeability of housing as a commodity 
market, forecasts of housing prices and housing services; availability of loans and welfare. 

All offers of dwelling on the market can be divided into a large number of categories. 
At that the main ones are: residential units in private ownership of residents that is opposed by 
public and private housing that is leased; the new housing that is opposed to housing in the old 
building; single family houses are opposed to apartments, urban housing is opposed to country 
(cottage) home. 

After the classes of goods from the supply side are prescribed, the consumer groups, 
that have similar characteristics and requests, are determined that enables to perform analysis 
of the market based on demand. These groups consist of a combination of the following 
characteristics: age, economic status (income), psychographic characteristics (lifestyle). 

Factor of the demand is the number of consumers (families). Probable demographic 
data makes it possible to calculate capacity of the market, to prognosis its future prospects. For 
example, a large number of divorces means creating new families, consisting of one person; 
compatible living tradition of several generations means demand on housing with a large 
number of rooms, etc.; age structure of the family largely determines the performance of 
demand for quality and size of dwelling; household income is a key indicator of financial 
capacity of demand on the market; conditions of housing loans and mortgages are the main 
factors affecting the demand and its monetary capacity. 
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Factors of supply on the real estate market are closely related to general economic 
conditions and forecasts. The main factors are the productivity (in residential construction) and 
the cost of construction and repair work. Structure of the factors that affect the supply includes 
the following: the cost, which is a quality factor at the stage of construction and repair work; 
productivity, which is a quantitative factor of the stage of construction or repair; the number of 
property developers and builders (contractors) on the market; developers’ predictions on the 
volume of dwelling sales on the market. 

Review of the housing market in Ukraine has shown [1, 2] that the country has 
developed commercial housing market as a separate sector of commercial real estate market. 
Currently, this sector of the market attracts a small portion of sales of residential property as a 
marketable mass. 

In Ukraine there is almost no market of public housing and residential services. 
Significant volume of social housing sector remains in public housing stock, which is under 
full administrative management and is not involved into the market turnover. 

With regard to housing policy, this led to the following consequences: total gross 
amount of the subsidies for residential sector was decreased, the transition from predominantly 
subjective subsidies objective ones took place; partial privatization of social housing stock was 
carried out; the structure of housing market was changed, namely the sector of rental 
residential housing declined and housing sector in private ownership increased. 

In the sector of rental residential housing the following changes are occurring: a 
special non-market sector of social housing is gradually released, which is intended for 
households with low incomes and low social status; regardless of ownership landlords of rental 
housing (private, public, etc..) operate on an open competitive market, establishing market 
prices for housing rents; share of rental housing sector is reduced in total share of the housing 
stock. With this there is a danger of reducing it below the minimum required level (25%). 

Analysis and synthesis of domestic and foreign experience in the formation and 
development of housing markets requires analysis and researches in the area of housing policy 
in Ukraine and systematization of factors that affect the market as well as development of 
mechanisms of housing market’s regulation and functioning at the regional level. 

The general concept of operation and development of housing markets includes: 
- formation of housing market’s institutional entities, homeowners and managers of 

organizations. 
This recommendation is aimed at engaging of a large proportion of dwelling in a 

market turnover and increasing competition in the market. 
It can be implemented through the gradual provision of operating managerial 

organizations with full rights as subjects of the housing market, and also the development of 
legal framework regulating the creation and activities of non-government institutional 
residential managing organizations.  

- further shift from object-subsidization of residential sector to the subject-one. 
This recommendation is aimed at significantly reducing the overall budgetary burden 

on the maintenance of residential sector and creating economic conditions for prevention of 
housing stock’s physical deterioration; 

- improving the system of property rights’ registration and real estate transactions. 
This recommendation is aimed at increasing the level of property rights’ protection as 

means of increasing the capitalized cost of housing (i.e., an increase of the investment capacity 
of the entire housing sector of the economy); 

- creation of tax incentives for legal part of the rental housing market. 
This recommendation is aimed at the withdrawal of a large part of the housing market 

from the zone of “gray” economy; 
- creating a competitive environment in the sector of residential services. 
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This recommendation can be implemented by: a) the abolition of the territorial 
principle of the existing management organizations’ activities (elimination of local 
monopolism); b) compulsory open publication in the mass media of all proposals in the social 
housing sector, presenting the results of the competition for the candidates; 

- organizing relations of landlords (homeowners) and renters (tenants). 
This recommendation is aimed at progressive improvement of property rights 

protection in the housing sector. It can be implemented by means of concluding civil and legal 
agreements between landlords and tenants and gradually receiving complete juridical 
personality by governing housing organizations (receiving rights of use and disposal of 
residential real estate); 

- reducing risks for the subjects of real estate markets. 
This recommendation can be implemented by means of a partial change in existing 

legislation about the order of ensuring property rights: differentiation, accounting registration 
of real estate operations, management. It is necessary: a) to introduce mandatory insurance of 
risks during operations, b) to empower authorities, which deal with registration, with full civil 
and legal responsibility for actions undertaken by them. 

On the local governance bodies fall all the most difficult work, especially in the 
modernization of objects of housing and municipal services sector, forming associations of 
dwelling’s users and targeting principle of social protection of population when paying for 
housing and communal services. 

The basic postulates of the general concept of forming effective governance in 
housing and communal services sector of the economy are: 

- The development of housing and communal services sector for the country 
with high labor costs of the same quality can not go on the path of increasing the share of costs 
for public on housing and communal services since it will lead to the inflation growth, to the 
reduction of the competitiveness of the national economy and to the growth of social tension, 
which reduces even more the efficiency of production. 

- There is the necessity of the problem’s solution of the significant increase 
of productivity of individual and social labor in a modern market economy that will allow in 
the perspective the population to make full scope payments for the housing and communal 
services. Thus, a necessary condition for the effectiveness of modernization of housing and 
communal services sector is a combination of: gradual reduction of costs of the poor parts of 
population for housing and communal services as a result of targeted approach to each type of 
family; formation of the of population’s responsibility for maintaining housing and for 
economical use of resources; organization of public-private partnership on financing, creating 
and modernizing infrastructure objects of housing and communal services sector. 

The source of financing operating expenses and reproduction of housing and 
communal services’ objects must be, other than payments of consumers, also natural and land 
rent and the national system of specialized loans with developing mechanisms for managing 
overall risk. 

The main condition of the effective housing and communal services sector of the 
economy is to ensure a complex approach based on the synchronization of actions at national, 
regional and local levels. 

To create sufficient capacity in order to ensure sustainable operation of housing and 
communal services sector of the economy the leverage actions on the interests of the 
population should be formed at the strategic level of management through the widespread 
establishment of users of dwellings’ associations; provision of targeted protection for low-
income population groups; creation of guarantee funds for public housing and modernization of 
housing and communal services’ objects. 
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Instrumental basis for reforming the housing and communal services system should 
become the model system of the housing and communal services sector’s functioning on the 
regional level and sector, local authorities and subjects of housing and communal services on 
the local level. Such a system would enable the information transparency in communal 
(infrastructural) and housing management companies on the basis of a three-tier system of 
management: portfolio management, asset management and operational management for the 
maintenance real estate objects. 

Economic reliability of residential management foundation’s functioning depends on 
the relationship between the size of profitability, service quality and price for services, since 
the integral value of the economic reliability of the system varies with the change of these 
components. 

Conclusions 
 
Therefore, necessary conditions for the effectiveness of modernizing the housing and 

communal services sector of the economy are, firstly, a combination of gradual reduction of 
expenditures of the poor population groups on housing and communal services payments as a 
result of targeted approach, formation of public responsibility for maintaining the housing 
stock and for economical use of resources; organization of public-private partnership to 
finance, create and modernize the infrastructure objects of housing and communal services 
sector; thirdly, the source of financing the operational costs and reproduction of housing and 
communal services sector’s objects should be, except for consumer payments, the natural and 
land rents, the system of national targeted loans; fourthly, the main condition of successful 
modernization of housing and communal services sector is the provision of an integrated 
approach based on the synchronization of actions at national, regional and local levels; fifthly, 
the need to identify instruments of influence on interests of the population through the 
establishment of homeowners associations; sixthly, the basis of modernization should be the 
introduction of models of the functioning of housing and communal services sector of the 
economy on regional and local levels. 
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biznesibiznesibiznesibiznesi    
 
 

    maia soselimaia soselimaia soselimaia soseliaaaa    
ekonomikis akademiuri doqtori, 

   TamarTamarTamarTamar    rostiaSvilrostiaSvilrostiaSvilrostiaSviliiii  
ekonomikis akademiuri doqtori 

    
funqcionaluri donis konkurentuli strategiebi mcire funqcionaluri donis konkurentuli strategiebi mcire funqcionaluri donis konkurentuli strategiebi mcire funqcionaluri donis konkurentuli strategiebi mcire 

biznesisaTvisbiznesisaTvisbiznesisaTvisbiznesisaTvis    
 

funqcionaluri strategiebis dedaarsi mdgomareobs gegmur-mmarT-
velobiTi gadawyvetilebebis SemuSavebaSi xelsayreli miznobrivi baz-
ris dasabuTebis, myidvelebis maqsimaluri odenobis mozidvisa da sa-
surveli Semosavlebis misaRebad warmatebuli pozicionirebisaTvis. 

gasaRebis miznobrivi bazrebis dasabuTebis funqcionaluri stra-
tegia gulisxmobs gegmur-mmarTvelobiTi gadawyvetilebebis integracias 
lokalur doneze iseT sakiTxebTan dakavSirebiT, rogoricaa: gasaRebis 
romel bazrebze unda gavideT? ra dros? ra moculobiT vawarmooT sa-
qoneli da momsaxurebebi daukmayofilebeli moTxovnilebebis gaTvalis-
winebiT? rogori misaRebi fasebiT SevudgeT saqonlisa da momsaxurebe-
bis realizacias? 

bazris dasabuTebis strategiis mTavari miznobrivi funqciaa maqsi-
maluri Sedegebis miReba minimaluri danaxarjebiT da riskebiT. 

momxmarebelTa mozidvis strategia umniSvnelovanes rols asru-
lebs miznobrivi bazris aTvisebaSi. momxmarebelze orientacia sark-
iseburad asaxavs marketingis analitikur funqcias, romelic pirdapir 
gavlenas axdens firmis komerciul warmatebaze. 

firmis marketinguli Zalisxmeva koncentrirebuli unda iyos momx-
marebelTa mosazidad sxvadasxva modelebis SemuSavebaze. am Zalisxmevis 
safuZvelia moxmarebis motivaciis kompleqsuri analizi, romelic moi-
cavs Semdeg mimarTulebebs: 

• moTxovnis struqturisa da misi cvlilebebis dinamikis analizi 
am moTxovnis daukmayofileblobis gaTvaliswinebiT; 

• samomxmareblo dakmayofilebulobis, informirebis, SeZenis arCe-
vanze gavlenis mqone faqtorebis analizi; 

• ZiriTadi konkurenti savaWro markebis imijis analizi produqci-
is saboloo momxmareblebTan; 

• korporaciuli savaWro markis erTgulebis Sefaseba da brendis 
formirebis SesaZlo rezervebis gamovlena. 

momxmarebelTa mozidvis strategiis ZiriTadi arsia segmentaciis 
procesi. 

momxmarebelTa segmentacia bazris nawilis gamoyofaa, romelSic 
myidvelebi erTnairad reagireben SemoTavazebuli saqonlisa da momsa-
xurebebis samomxmareblo Tvisebebze. momxmarebelTa erTobliobis erTg-
varovan miznobriv jgufebad dayofis aRniSnuli procesi gvaZlevs Se-
saZleblobas, maqsimalurad gaviTvaliswinoT myidvelTa moTxovnebi da 
sasurveli mimarTulebiT warvmarToT marketinguli Zalisxmeva. 

momxmarebelTa segmentaciis procesis Sedegebia: 
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• momxmarebelTa moTxovnebisadmi swrafi adaptacia da maTi maqsi-
maluri dakmayofileba; 

• daukmayofilebeli moTxovnis gamovlena, romelic mogvcems Se-
saZleblobas, saTanado koreqtivebi SevitanoT marketingul strategieb-
Si; 

• axali saqonlis koncefciis organuli dakavSireba miznobriv 
segmentSi sasicocxlo ciklis strategiasTan; 

• kompaniis konkurentuli upiratesobebis gaZliereba fasebis zRv-
ris drouli Sefasebis, xelsayreli asortimentisa da klientTa servi-
suli momsaxurebis xarjze; 

• pozitiuri sazogadoebrivi azris Camoyalibeba myidvelTa miz-
nobriv auditoriebSi. 

praqtikaSi segmentaciis mravalmxrivi procesi xorcieldeba mTe-
li rigi kriteriumebisa da niSnebis gaTvaliswinebiT. segmentaciis 
procesis ZiriTad kriteriumebad gaTvaliswinebuli unda iqnes: 

1. raodenobriv sazRvrebi, romlebic warmoadgens momxmarebelTa 
gamoyofili jgufebis gazomvadobis kriteriumebs, saxeldobr: realuri 
da potenciuri momxmareblebis raodenobas; segmentis farTobs; sabazro 
wils da gayidvebis moculobas; segmentis tevadobas da potencials. 

2. segmentis misawvdomoba, rac asaxavs kompaniis erTobliv SesaZ-
leblobebs informaciuli uzrunvelyofis, xelsayreli distribuciis, 
logistikuri formebisa da materialuri nakadebis marTvis meTodebis 
TvalsazrisiT. 

3. segmentis mdgradoba, romelic gulisxmobs moTxovnis stabilu-
robis Sefasebas korporaciul saqonelsa da momsaxurebasTan dakavSi-
rebiT momxmarebelTa gadaxdisunarianobisa da sabazro kanonzomiere-
bebis gaTvaliswinebiT. 

4. segmentis sargeblianoba, romelic moicavs mis Semosavlianobas, 
mogebis zrdis tendenciebs mimdinare da xangrZliv perspeqtivaSi er-
Toblivi danaxarjebis SesaZlo ekonomiis gaTvaliswinebiT, konkuren-
ciisgan daculobas. 

5. segmentis komunikaciuroba gulisxmobs masobrivi informaciis 
saSualebebis, sazogadoebasTan kavSiris, masmediisa da internetis efeq-
tian gamoyenebas imijisa da pozitiuri sazogadoebrivi azris Camosaya-
libeblad. 

momxmarebelTa segmentaciis procesis organizacia gamoyofs iseT 
niSnebs, rogoricaa qceviTi, socialur-demografiuli, fsiqografiuli 
da geografiuli. 

segmentaciis procesis kompleqsuri Sefasebis Sedegad xelmZRvane-
lobas gamoaqvs verdiqti sabazro monawileobis mizanSewonilobis, mar-
ketingul saqmianobaze biujetis nawilis gamoyofis Sesaxeb. 

momxmarebelTa mozidvis strategia warmoadgens funqcionaluri 
donis faqiz instruments, romelic mowodebulia potenciuri myidve-
lebis miznobrivi jgufebis gamosayofad erToblivi kriteriumebisa da 
niSnebis gaTvaliswinebiT. mocemuli strategiis warmateba xels uwyobs 
marketingis marTvisadmi sistemuri midgomis gamomuSavebas. 

segmentirebisaTvis gaweuli muSaoba gansazRvravs miznobrivi baz-
ris arCevans. miznobrivi bazari saerTo moTxovnilebebisa da saWiroebe-
bis mqone myidvelTa erTobliobaa, romlis momsaxurebasac apirebs kom-
pania. miznobrivi gasaRebis bazris arCevani xorcieldeba sam etapad:  
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mimzidveli gasaRebis bazrebis ranJireba xorcieldeba sabazro 
garemos faqtorebis, konkurenciis, SesaZlo riskebis, saxelmwifo regu-
lirebis sistemis, samomxmareblo moTxovnis daukmayofileblobis xa-
risxis, bazris wilis da myidvelTa miznobrivi auditoriebis qcevis 
tendenciebis kompleqsuri Sefasebis gaTvaliswinebiT. 

miznobrivi bazris kompleqsuri analizi  moicavs ganawilebisa da 
promouSenis arxebis; konkurenciis lideris; bazris ZiriTadi maCveneb-
lebis, misi tevadobis, koniunqturis, segmentaciis; saqonlis sasicocx-
lo ciklis strategiis; servisulobis SesaZlo donis Zirfesvian Sefa-
sebas. 

strategiis SemuSaveba firmis realuri SesaZleblobebis gaTva-
liswinebiT  (mesame etapi) sruldeba kompaniis umaRlesi xelisuflebis 
mier pirveli ori etapis sistemuri Sefasebis gamoyenebiT. muSavdeba 
sabazro monawileobis strategiebi, m.S. portfeluri, korporaciuli da 
operaciuli.  

bazris segmentaciis Semdeg saWiroa muSaobis Catareba pozicioni-
rebis rukis asagebad, romelic gamoiyeneba sawarmoTa konkurentuli 
poziciebis Sesafaseblad.   

pozicionirebis rTuli procesis ZiriTadi mdgenelebia: 
1) sabazro tendenciebisa da kanonzomierebebis marketinguli 

kvlevebi uaxlesi informaciuli teqnologiebis gamoyenebiT; 
2) myidvelTa qcevis sistemuri analizi yoveli klientis daukmayo-

filebeli moTxovnis safuZvlianad gaTvaliswinebis poziciidan, raTa 
Seiqmnas momsaxurebaTa individualuri speqtri, romelic moicavs fass, 
xarisxsa da saimedoobas; 

3) strategiebi da marketinguli programebi pozicionirebis mimar-
Tulebebis mixedviT; 

4) biznesis diversifikacia samuSaoebis, saqonlisa da momsaxure-
bis axali saxeebis SemuSavebis Sedegad; 

5) marketologebis maRalprofesiuli gundi, romelic flobs me-
nejmentis Tanamedrove meTodebs. 

miznobrivi bazrisa da momxmarebelTa mozidvis dasabuTebisaTvis 
funqcionaluri strategiebis arsebiTi danamatia poziciuri strategi-
ebi. 

poziciur strategiebSi vgulisxmobT gegmur-mmarTvelobiT gada-
wyvetilebebs -kompaniis popularobisa da maRali imijis Seqmnis mizniT 
efeqtiani marketinguli komunikaciebis organizaciisaTvis  

zemoT aRniSnulidan gamomdinare, SeiZleba davaskvnaT, rom konku-
rentuli strategiebi iZleva SesaZleblobas: 

• droulad gamovlindes daukmayofilebeli moTxovna da xarisxia-
nad dakmayofildes igi; 

• racionalurad iqnes gamoyenebuli resursuli potenciali da 
sworad warimarTos mcire organizaciis resursuli potenciali; 

• Camoyalibdes Rirseuli imiji da mopovebul iqnes momxmarebelTa 
aRiareba. 
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COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES OF FUNCTIONAL LEVEL FOR BUSI NESS 

Summary 
 

Functional content of the planned strategies for small organizations - management 
decisions in the development of evidence favorable target market, buyers and attract maximum 
amount of income you receive for successful positioning. 

Competitive Strategies enables us to: 
• identify unsatisfied demand for timely and quality to satisfy it; 
• rational use of the resource potential and properly managed the organization's resource 

potential; 
• establish a dignified image and obtain the recognition of consumers. 
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vasil xizaniSvilivasil xizaniSvilivasil xizaniSvilivasil xizaniSvili    
i. gogebaSvilis saxelobis Telavis saxelmwifo  
universitetis asistent-profesori,  socialur 

 mecnierebaTa doqtori ekonomikaSi 
 

biznes eTika da misi mniSvnelobabiznes eTika da misi mniSvnelobabiznes eTika da misi mniSvnelobabiznes eTika da misi mniSvneloba    
    

vidre uSualod SevexebodeT biznesis eTikas da mis mniSvnelobas, 
marTebuli iqneba Tu or sawyis kiTxvas vupasuxebT:  

1. ra aris eTika? 
2. ra aris biznesi? 

eTika (berZ. ethike < ēthos-zne) filosofiuri mecnierebaa zneobis, 
moralis Sesaxeb. igi exeba moralisa da gonis gamoyenebas konkretuli 
wesebisa da principebis garkvevisaTvis, romlebic gansazRvraven “swo-
ris” da “arasworis”  sakiTxebs nebismier mocemul situaciaSi. eTika ga-
nuyofelia yoveldRiuri yofisagan rogorc calkeuli adamianis cxov-
rebaSi, ise korporaciul samyaroSi. cdilobs ra sworis arasworisagan 
garCevas, eTika ayalibebs sasurvel damokidebulebas sazogadoebriv ga-
remoebaTa gansazRvrul situaciaSi, iTvaliswinebs moralur kodeqsebs, 
normebs, rwmenebsa da praqtikas.  

biznesi (ingl. business – saqme, saqmianoba) ganixileba rogorc eko-
nomikuri saqmianoba da ukavSirdeba saqonlis / momsaxurebis uwyvet da 
regularul warmoeba – ganawilebas. Tanamedrove gagebiT biznesi aR-
niSnavs warmoebisa da vaWrobis erTian kompleqss kerZo seqtorSi da 
gulisxmobs mogebis miRebas da Semdgom samewarmeo saqmianobas. biznesSi 
warmodgenili subieqtebi _ sawarmo, kompania Tu firma warmoadgens or-
ganizacias, romelic myisierad reagirebs bazris moTxovnebze, orien-
tirebulia momxmareblebze, swavlobs ra maT molodinebs survilebTan 
da fasebTan mimarTebaSi, da romlis saqmianobac determinirebulia 
socialuri pasuxismgeblobis niSniT.  

ramodenime aTeuli wlis win, biznesis mzardi sazogadoebrivi gav-
lenis Sedegad aSS-Si rogorc diskretuli sagani aRmocenda biznesis 
eTika. biznesis eTika exeba moraluri principebis Seswavlas, rac iZ-
leva adamianebsa da garemoze biznesorganizaciebis saqmianobis xaris-
xisa da efeqtis Sefasebis SesaZleblobas.  

biznesis, anu korporaciuli eTika aris gamoyenebiTi eTikis forma, 
romelic ikvlevs eTikur principebsa da problemebs aRmocenebulT biz-
nesis garemoSi. es Aaris moraluri samarTlis specialuri sfero, kon-
centrirebuli moraluri standartebis gamoyenebaze biznesinstitucie-
bis irgvliv. biznesis eTika exeba biznesis warmarTvis yvela aspeqts da 
relevanturia calkeul pirebTan, organizaciebTan Tu mTel sazogadoe-
basTan mimarTebaSi. biznesis eTika aris swavleba biznessituaciebis, 
biznessaqmianobebisa da biznesgadawyvetilebebis Sesaxeb, sadac sworis 
da araswori sakiTxebi ganixileba,1 anu is fokusirdeba msgavsi moralu-
ri standartebis identificirebaze, Tu rogor gamoiyeneba isini 
moqmedebebSi rogorc biznesinstituciebis SigniT, ise sxva Sesabamis 
organizaciebTan mimarTebaSi. aqve SevniSnavT, rom “sworis” da “araswo-

                                                   
1 Andrew Crane, Dirk Matten, Business Ethics (A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE), Oxford University 
Press, 2004, P.8 
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ris” cnebebSi igulisxmeba moralurad swori da moralurad araswori, 
gansxvavebiT magaliTad, komerciulad, strategiulad an finansurad 
sworis an arasworisagan. 

biznesis eTikis mier sworis da arasworis gansazRvris Tvalsaz-

risiT, bunebrivad Cndeba kiTxva samarTalTan dakavSirebiT, radgan es 
ukanaskneli xom aseve exeba sworis da arasworis sakiTxTa garkvevas. 
diax, namdvilad arsebobs mniSvnelovani damTxveva eTikasa da samar-

Tals Soris. sinamdvileSi, samarTali arsebiTad warmoadgens eTikis 
institucionalizacias anu kodifikacias konkretul socialur nor-

mebSi, regulaciebsa da proskrifciebSi. miuxedavad amisa, isini mainc 
ar arian eqvivalenturi, magram eTika da samarTali savsebiT SesaZle-

belia gaazrebul iqnas rogorc ori urTierTgadamkveTi dargi. kanonma 
SeiZleba isaubros qcevis misaRebi standartebis gansazRvrebaze, Tumca 
bevri moralurad sakamaTo sakiTxi biznesSi, rig SemTxvevaSi aSkarad 
ver poulobs asaxvas samarTalSi. magaliTad, mravali sawarmos mier 
sakuTari produqciis cxovelebze gamocda. analogiuri msjeloba SeiZ-
leba sakiTxebze, romlebic ganekuTvnebian samarTlis sferos, magram ar 
ukavSirdebian eTikas. magaliTad, kanoniT daregulirebuli satrans-

porto mimosvlis wesebi. garkveuli azriT SeiZleba iTqvas, rom biz-

nesis eTika iwyeba iq, sadac mTavrdeba kanoni. meti sicxadisaTvis, _ 
biznesis eTikas upiratesad exeba is sakiTxebi romlebic ar ganekuTvne-
bian samarTlis sferos, an sadac ar arsebobs gansazRvruli konsensusi 
Tu ra aris “swori” da ra – “araswori”. swored am mizeziT xSirad 
ismis _ biznesis eTika biznesis ruxi sferoa, an rogorc mis Sesaxeb 
amerikelma mecnierebma Camoayalibes: ‘faseulobebi imyofebian konf-

liqtSi’2. rogorc gamocdileba aCvenebs, swored biznesis eTikis am rux 
sferoSi, anu iq sadac faseulobaTa konfliqtia, xdeba problemaTa 
gadawyvetis mcdeloba, rac mianiSnebs maszed, rom jer kidev mravali 
sakamaTo da gaurkveveli sakiTxi rCeba Riad da bundovnad. swored 
amitom da amgvar situaciebSi biznesis eTikas eniWeba gansakuTrebuli 
mniSvneloba zneobrivad dasabuTebuli gadawyvetilebebis miRebis Tval-

sazrisiT, vinaidan sazogadoebam kargad uwyis msoflioSi cnobili 
biznesskandalebis Sesaxeb, roca korporaciebi arRvevdnen sazogadoe-
baSi sayovelTaod miRebul qcevis wesebsa Tu standartebs. kerZod, kom-
paniebi manipulirebdnen finansebiT, raTa eCvenaT ukeTesi balansi vidre 
sinamdvileSi gaaCndaT. adgili hqonda toqsikuri narCenebis mdinareebSi 
Cadinebis, biznessaqmianobis gasaumjobeseblad moqrTamvis, bavSvTa Sro-

mis faqtebs. xSiri iyo diskriminaciuli praqtikis SemTxvevebic, rac 
xels uSlida garkveuli jgufebis wevrTa dasaqmebasa da Semdgom 
dawinaurebas.3 maSin rodesac sawarmoebi moqmedeben araeTikurad, farTo 
sazogadoebisaTvis maTi saqmianoba xdeba moralurad miuRebeli. amgvar 
mizezTa gamo ukanasknel xans dasavleTSi biznesis eTikam SeiZina gansa-

kuTrebuli aqtualoba da is Zalzed cnobili biznesTema gaxda, romlis 
irgvliv debatebi atarebs sistemur xasiaTs da amave dros iwvevs sa-

zogadoebis did interess. media mudmivad fokusirebs korporaciul 

                                                   
2 Treviňo, L. K. and Nelson, K. A., Managing Business Ethics: Straight Talk about How to do it Right, 2nd 
edn. New York, 1999, P. 4 
3 Business Ethics – QFinance; www. qfinance. com/.../12/2/business-ethics.pdf 
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darRvevebsa da araeTikur qcevebze. Sedegad ki, Tavad firmebi sul uf-

ro aRiareben eTikis, an ukidures SemTxvevaSi eTikis ganxilvis faq-
tors biznesis warmatebaSi.  

yovelive zemoT Tqmulis gaTvaliswinebiT SegviZlia movaxdinoT 
ZiriTad mizezTa CamonaTvali, Tu ratom aris biznesis eTika mniSvne-
lovani :  

1.  dRes biznesis Zalaufleba da gavlena sazogadoebaze gacilebiT 
didia, vidre odesme yofila. movlenebi4 * cxadyofs, rom sazogadoebis 
mniSvnelovani nawilis SeSfoTeba ukavSirdeba swored amgvar proce-
sebs. biznesis eTika gvexmareba gavigoT Tu ratom xdeba es, rogori Se-
iZleba iyos misiT gamowveuli Sedegebi, da rogor SegviZlia ganvixi-

loT msgavsi situaciebi. 
2.  biznesis kanonsawinaaRmdego moqmedebebs gaaCniaT potenciali, 

raTa uzarmazari ziani miayenon calkeul pirovnebebs, sazogadoebriv 
jgufebsa da garemos. gvexmareba ra gavigoT gacielbiT meti amgvar 
kanonsawinaaRmdego saqmianobis mizezebsa da Sedegebze, biznesis eTika 
eZiebs adamianis mdgomareobis gaumjobesebis SesaZleblobebs. 

3.  biznesisadmi wayenebuli moTxovna iyos eTikuri sakuTar aqcio-

nerebTan, xdeba sul ufro kompleqsuri da moTxovnadi. biznesis eTika 
gvTavazobs am problemebis naTlad Sefasebisa da gagebis saSualebebs, 
raTa firmebma SeZlon efeqturad daakmayofilon es eTikuri molo-

dinebi.  
4.  dasavleTis qveynebSi biznesmenebi iReben oficialur ganaTlebas 

biznesis eTikaSi an gadian profesiul momzadebas (treiningebs). biz-

nesis eTikas SeuZlia daxmareba menejerTaTvis Sesabamisi codnis da 
unar-Cvevebis aRWurviT, rac maT im eTikuri problemebisa da dilemaTa 
identificirebis, diagnostirebis, analizisa da marTebuli gadawyveti-

lebebis SesaZleblobas miscemT, romlebsac isini awydebian praqtikaSi.  
5.  biznesSi mudmivad aqvs adgili sxvadasxva saxis darRvevas, sadac 

dasaqmebulTa TiTqmis naxevari rogorc wesi nebsiT Tu unieblieT 
yovelwliurad Cadis raime araeTikur an arakanonier saqciels. biznesis 
eTika gvTavazobs SesaZleblobas davinaxoT am problemaTa mizezebi da 
gamovnaxoT is gzebi, riTac menejerebisTvis SesaZlebeli iqneba msgavsi 
problemebis gadawyveta.  

6.  biznesis eTika gvTavazobs im upiratesobaTa da problemebis Se-
fasebas, romlebic sxvadasxvagvarad dakavSirebulia eTikis marTvasTan 
organizaciebSi.  

7.  da bolos, biznesis eTika aris, gansakuTrebulad sintereso da 
miSvnelovani imdenad, ramdenadac is gvaZlevs im codnas, romelic ga-

modis biznesis kvlevis tradiciuli CarCoebidan da exeba sazogadoebi-

saTvis mniSvnelovan sakiTxebs.  
amgvarad, biznesis eTikas gaaCnia arsebiTi mniSvneloba nebismieri 

sawarmos grZelvadiani warmatebuli funqcionirebisaTvis. globaliza-

ciis epoqaSi biznesis eTika mniSvnelovnad zemoqmmedebs aqcionerebze, 
TanamSromlebze, klientebze, mimwodeblebze, konkurentebze, xelisuf-

                                                   
4 igulisxmeba globaluri transnacionaluri korporaciebis sazogadoebaze, erovnul 
ekonomikebsa da garemoze uxeSi Carevisa da mzardi gavlenis gamo bolo aTwleulis 
masobrivi gamosvlebi sietlis, stokholmis, genuis, londonis, niu orkisa da msoflios 
sxva didi qalaqebis quCebSi. 
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lebasa da samoqalaqo sazogadoebaze. msgavs mocemulobaSi organiza-

ciebs marTebT yuradRebis gamaxvileba eTikur sakiTxebze, romlebsac 
isini awydebian iseT funqcionalur sferoebSi, rogorebicaa _ marke-
tingi, finansebi, humanuri resursebi, warmoeba, ICT da a.S.  

 
Khizanishvili  Vasil 
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BUSINESS ETHICS AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
Summary 

 
Business ethics has arisen in the USA several decades ago. Business Ethics explores 

the established ethical principles and problems in business environment. Business ethics is the 
study about business situations, business activities and business decisions, where is discussed 
the issues of right and wrong. In terms of defining of business ethics right and wrong naturally 
raises the question of regarding the law, because, really there is a significant coincidence 
between ethics and law. Business ethics has the essential importance for long-term successful 
functioning to any company, firm. 
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THE  CONCEPT  OF  FORMATION  AND  IMPLEMENTATION  O F  THE 
RESTRUCTURING  POLICY IN  INDUSTRIAL  PRODUCTION 

 
Substantiates the concept policy formulation and implementation of restructuring of 

industrial production. Determined the regulation of economic behavior of market service and 
economic relations. 

Keywords: state regulation of economic behavior, the national economy, industrial 
policy, industry regulation, formation. 

Анпилогова Ж.Д. Концепция формирования и реализация политики реструк-
туризации промышленного производства  

Обоснована концепция формирования и реализации политики реструктуризации 
промышленного производства. Определены регламентацию хозяйственной поведения 
субъектов рынка и обслуживающих хозяйственные отношения. 

Ключевые слова: государственное регулирование, хозяйственное поведение, 
национальная экономика, промышленная политика, промышленность, регламентация, 
формирование. 

Introduction 
Industry is one of the most important structural elements of the national economy and 

it has one of the key values in providing economic and political security of the country, it’s 
economic independence, increase of a welfare. It is the leading branch of the Ukrainian 
economy, as it provides all sectors of the economy with tools, raw materials, is the most active 
factor in scientific and technical progress and expanded reproduction in general. Among other 
sectors of the national economy industry is being distinguished by complex functions. The 
functioning of the whole economy is largely dependent on how the industry operates.  

Therefore the tempos of growth, the level of development and the structure of industry 
are the most important indicators of not only the quantitative, but also the qualitative 
characteristics of the economy, and also the standard of living which is being shown by the 
employment structure. 

Analysis of recent research 
Numerous theoretical studies and generalizations of domestic scientists indicate the 

relevance of the problem of the structural development of the industry as a priority in the 
public policy. These scientists are: O. Alymov, O. Amosha, I. Andel, B. Andrushkiw, J. 
Bazhal, S. Bila, L. Anodonta, M. Bilyk, B. Bodrov, R. Boyko, M. Butko, Z. Varnaliy, O. 
Veklych, M. Amano, A. Galchinsky, V. Hornyk, V. Heyets, O. Hoychuk, B. Gubsky, B. 
Danylyshyn, J. Zhalilo, M. Koretsky, B. Muntian, B. Paskhaver, Yuri Pakhomov, Y. 
Pashchenko, T. Pepa, S. Saliga, O. Skydan, A. Fedoryscheva A., V. Shlemko, L. Yaremko and 
foreign, such as: A. Altukhov, C. Barrett, I. Bogdanov, L. Vodachek, O. Vodachkova, 
S. Glazyev, A. Gorodetsky, G. Stolyarov, N. Furs and others. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to justify the concept of formulation and implementation of the restructuring policy 

in industrial production; 
-  to determine the regulation of economic behavior of subjects in market and serving 

economic relations. 
Results 
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During discussions on improving economic policy of transition and deepening reforms 
the central idea had been arisen concerning strengthening the regulation role of government in 
the economy. In general, an efficient state industrial policy is especially important in our time – 
in the period of economic recovery and development of the country's economy. This is due to 
the need to clearly define the objectives and directions of restructuring industry, to improve the 
efficiency of both individual sectors of the economy and each single company, to form such a 
regulatory framework, which would be able to provide the increase in competitiveness of 
domestic products in domestic and foreign markets. In this regard the key task of science is to 
justify an open and nuance concept of state regulation in a market economy’s transformation. 

Analysis of international experience makes it possible to reach an important 
conclusion: the stability of an economic growth of a state cannot exist without precisely 
formulated state industrial policy, which is well-adapted to Ukrainian realities (particularly 
institutional). Throughout and targeted state industrial policy makes it possible to direct the 
development of real sector of the economy in the direction of such changes that can provide not 
only the progress in economic (and political) independence, but also help to take a worthy 
place among developed countries. 

The question of construction of industrial policy is extremely important for the 
developed capitalist countries like the United States: "We will not progress if we do not refuse 
an absurd idea that any planning on a national scale is the attack on the capitalist system. This 
idea gives us such a fear that we remain the only developed country in the world that doesn’t 
have its own industrial policy”. [6, p. 128]. 

Before we try to define the adequate contours which are suitable for today's realities in 
Ukraine’s version of this policy, let us briefly characterize the main elements of the concept of 
"industrial policy" and their systematic relation taking into consideration the specifics of a 
transformational economy. 

Despite the very great attention that is given to industrial policy in the scientific 
literature, there is no unambiguous definition of what it is. In our opinion that is not a 
coincidence, because the goals and objectives of its developers had been changing depending 
on stages of implementation of market reforms and conceptual frameworks embodied in them. 

Initially (in 1992) postulates for deregulation of an economy had been established. At 
that time there were no talks about any regulation from a side of a state, about the mechanism 
of its interaction with the market. Polish Minister of Industry in 1989, said: "The best industrial 
policy - is the lack of such" [8, p. 14]. It was a common point of view, because it was thought 
that all the processes of transition go very quickly if, on one hand, to give the maximum 
development to the market forces, and on the other - to limit the role of the state to a minimum. 

But soon after (in late 1992 and in 1993) measures of general (frontal) support of the 
industry by the means of offsetting debts of enterprises and concessional lending began to be 
applied under the threat of catastrophic deepening and accelerating of industrial downturn. It is 
exactly then when the definitions of an industrial policy appeared, which were characteristic 
for many official documents. "The main priority of an anti-crisis program is the creation of the 
necessary conditions for overcoming the crisis in the socio-economic sphere as a whole, and 
not individual specific enterprises". [1, p. 87]. 

"Industrial policy is a system of legal, economic and organizational activities of public 
authorities of Zaporozhe region, aimed at improving the efficiency of industry, based on socio-
economic interests of the region."  

Then the idea of selective support of certain types of production in accordance with 
state-formulated priorities had been proclaimed. "Selective governmental intervention with the 
aim of implementing the priorities of national structural policies, which are based on clearly set 
strategic objectives, as well as on clear understanding of national competitive advantage - that 
is an universally approved tool of overcoming the constraints of growth, which are  associated 
with an imperfection of market mechanisms. This is what sets the meaning of an industrial 
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policy" [2, p. 24]. However, the number of "priorities" had appeared to be excessive and their 
determination, to put it mildly, was not free from subjectivity. In connection with this the risk 
of industry lobbying and total "dissipation" of funds had increased. That is why declarations on 
the criteria of branch selection surrendered to the statements about criterion principle regarding 
higher efficiency of projects, their competitiveness (in 1994 there was a presidential decree on 
investment competition based on public examination). According to the Concept of Industrial 
Policy developed by the Ministry of Economy of Ukraine the definition was formed, under 
which industrial policy is a set of measures taken by the state to increase the efficiency and 
competitiveness of domestic industry and the formation of its structure, which should 
contribute to achieving this goal. 

In years 1995-1996 "macroeconomic approach" reigned, meaning that the rate was 
made on financial stabilization as a necessary and sufficient condition for economic growth, 
stimulation of investment activity and large-scale foreign investment’s flows into domestic 
production. the required level of production and investment, infrastructure development and 
human potential and mechanism of foreign trade to the quantitative, qualitative and structural 
improvement of domestic production" [5], and software applications a number of political 
organizations:" The industrial policy refers to a system of interconnected targeted government 
measures as direct action, such as public procurement, and through financial and credit levers 
and other necessary measures to tackle the crisis, economic growth, improve competitiveness 
of domestic industry at the international and domestic markets" [4, p. 45]. This approach, in 
particular, was accomplished in determining industrial policy as proposed by the authors of the 
publication "State regulation of the market economy", where industrial policy is understood as 
"a coherent organization of works to create conditions for effective development and 
interaction of public and private sectors, to maintain the required level of production and 
investment, to develop an infrastructure of development and human potential as well as the 
mechanism of foreign trade to the quantitative, qualitative and structural improvement of 
domestic production" [5], and program applications from a number of political organizations:" 
The industrial policy refers to a system of interconnected targeted government measures as of 
direct action, such as public procurement, and also through financial and credit levers and other 
necessary measures of tackling the crisis, ensuring economic growth, improving 
competitiveness of domestic industry at both international and domestic markets" [4, p. 45]. 

Attempts to specify the nature of industrial policy with the help of specific tasks to be 
solved by society at a particular historical interval of its development, in our opinion, it is not 
justified in the theoretical sense, because it does not give the opportunity to see the main thing 
that defines its essence. In this regard, we shall determine what lies as a ground for the 
industrial policy and formulates its views on the matter with the help of considered definitions. 

Key importance in determining the merits of industrial policy has, in our view, the 
allocation of emphasis on understanding what constitutes a policy in general. 

To our point of view, in this context the identification of policy with some form of 
relationship that characterizes the political, class approach to the definition of this concept 
takes place. Obviously, this is not by chance, taking into account the encyclopedia and 
reference literature sources, where one can get information about this concept, and the time of 
its publication. Thus, philosophical Encyclopedic Dictionary defines "policy is the scope of 
activities connected with relations between classes, nations and other social groups, the core of 
which is the problem of winning, keeping and using of state power" [9, p. 16]. A distinguishing 
feature of the policy is its direct or indirect relationship with state authorities. 

We believe that policy consists of directions for realization of interests of associated 
and organized subject, which can be represented by a state and other organizations. Industrial 
policy is the realization of national interests in the specific field of its activity. 

Exactly the state interests underlay as a ground for the formation of this or other 
policies that characterize the situation in modern Ukraine. In a democratic society, where 
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broader national interests are being formed on the basis of consensus from a side of leading 
political forces, their degree of their convergence or divergence is molded thorough regulative 
politics. "The main source of economic instability of the 1990s was a permanent political 
crisis, the inability of the leading political parties and interest groups to reach consensus on the 
basic problems and goals of economic policy" [7, p. 23]. 

At the same time one must take into account the subjective factor in determining 
policy. Policy (even scientific) is an art and a science in one. For instance, economic need can 
be expressed in various political decisions which content is largely dependent on the discretion 
of persons eligible to take this decision. The range of deviations caused by the actions of 
subjective factors is objectively limited. But it is quite sufficient in order to lead to ambiguity 
of political action. 

The necessity for realization of public interests concerns different areas and aspects of 
social life, including economics. "As for the nature of political interaction (with the subject of 
interest) policy is divided into sections (areas). If social groups interact (or co-operate) with 
each other concerning affairs in the economy, then this economic policy, if it regards natural 
environment and the conditions of its exploitation is an environmental policy. There are 
demographic, cultural, educational and other policies (spheres of relations), and also a social 
policy" [1]. "Depending on the sphere of social relations, which is the object of political action, 
we can talk about the economic, social, cultural, technical and others types of policies" [3, p. 
136]. 

In fact we are talking about the position of the state, which is based on its interests in 
respect to different objects and processes that occur in a society. In this case expression from a 
side of a number of economic and political activists concerning the question what industrial 
policy becomes more precise.  

As it is noted in the scientific journals, the right radicals actually established the 
primacy of political-ideological and power purposes by the way of taking the levers of state 
and economic management and beginning the liberal-monetarist reform, which consisted in 
accelerated overcoming of socialist, collectivist characteristics in the organization of economic 
and social life, in forced formation of a large capital and in creating an innumerous but 
financially powerful social standing as a pillar for the political regime that established itself in 
the country after the dissolution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (1991). This 
approach, based on the interests of the government, determined an appropriate industrial 
policy, although it was not officially stated anywhere.   

All this leads to the conclusion that while determining industrial policy in a particular 
stage of social development it is impossible to be completely abstracted from the interests of 
the government. The state itself forms the state policy, and therefore the claim that any 
exchange of economic goals and criteria to political gain should be categorically excluded, is 
just a matter of a wish.   

Therefore industrial policy is a direction of the interests of the state (government) in 
industrial production. If in the current conditions the initial state interests are related to the 
continuation and strengthening of market reforms, the essence of industrial policy is to further 
liberalize (de-bureaucratize) relations in the sphere of industrial production and to create 
conditions of choice for business entities of such conduct that satisfies the requirements of 
social development. With that liberalization does not mean complete abandonment of the 
active position of the state in elimination of all obstacles in economic growth, which cannot be 
eliminated by the natural course of events. 

With all the perfection of the market mechanism as a regulator of the proportions of 
social reproduction in accordance with supply and demand, which is constantly changing, into 
his "competence" comes only a relatively narrow segment of social relations, whereas beyond 
it there is a wide range of closely related social, economic, ethnic, interstate and other relations. 
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Market makes a significant impact on these areas of social life, but is unable to regulate them. 
This function must hold by the state. 

It should be noted that the role of a government in economic management 
qualitatively varies at different stages of the functioning of a society: on the stage of the 
formation of market relations and in conditions of a stably functioning, well-established, 
regulated economy with built market institutions. Self-organization and the market is a classic 
example of self-organization, characterized by rather stable system and ineffective in the 
transition period from one system to another. It is important to note that in the terms of socio-
economic transformation the principle of self-organization enhances conservative, protective 
functions, the return of the economy in the former state of things, uprooting old trends. This is 
very dangerous. 

In addition, the absence of any regulatory framework in the transitional period leads to 
the inevitable growth of random processes. The fact is that during the transitional state of 
things, with the absence of governmental intervention regulatory functions play the role of 
inertia, keeping the old system alive. Any system wants to keep its former condition. This 
includes the distribution of product, standardization, regulation, etc. Therefore, at the stage of 
reform, as it happens in Ukraine, the state should be more active than in a debugged economy. 
With an absence of governmental intervention at the stage of market economy spontaneous 
development increases, which contributes to the emergence of new forces of opposition that 
monopolize production processes. 

The fact that the ratio of non-market and market methods is entirely determined by the 
specific situation is being proved by the experience of many countries. The sharper the 
economic situation is, the greater role of the direct non-market methods there is. The more 
stable position is, the more scope for market mechanisms and indirect controls (taxes, credit, 
prices, etc.) exists. However, in all circumstances, no matter how varied the level of state 
regulation is, it could never fall below a certain threshold, as in this case the reproductive 
process alone would become impossible, and the market methods of regulation would lead to 
such distortions and imbalances that they could have caused unpredictable economic and social 
turmoil. 

In this context, the authors specify the content of the term "state regulation of 
economics". As noted in several scientific journals, today it is more often treated as one or 
another form or measure of "state intervention in economic life." And in such limited 
interpretation this category is being criticized from the liberal point of view as one that carries 
a potential threat to market freedoms and contains calls for the restoration of the command-
administrative methods of the economy’s administration. 

In fact, enhancing the role of the government  means: 1) to effectively reduce the role 
of officials, while increasing the effectiveness of the legal framework of economic 
development, 2) to facilitate the effective management of the existing state property (which 
does not provide the mandatory increase in the size of the latter), and 3) to engage an 
authentically market mechanism that optimally combines competition and regulation, 4) to 
littermate stabilizers of social development, 5) to protect national interests in the process of 
expanding global economic relations. Moreover, increasing the role of government means 
raising it to the level of personification from the side of the nation.  

Conclusions 
Thus, state regulation in adequate (broad) interpretation includes the following main 

elements: 1) the regulation of economic life (in the forms of production, financial, commercial 
activities, etc.), creating a set of rules and codes of conduct for business entities, which define 
their rights and responsibilities, the range of opportunities and the extent of mutual 
responsibility (including the introduction of certain restrictions designed to prevent the loss of 
market, to protect the interests of both producers of goods and services and the consumers), 2) 
the formation of public and private organizational and economic structures which ensure strict 
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control over compliance with generally accepted norms in regards of regulating economic 
behavior of market service and economic relations, and 3) the development of social and 
economic policy, determination of the effective use of organizational and economic 
mechanisms of its implementation (the actual regulation of socio-economic processes). In other 
words, the rate on strengthening the state regulation is absolutely not identical to suppression 
of liberal principles in economy and returning to a situation where the state is the "main 
business entity". 
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FORMATION OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY UNDER RESOURCE CONST RAINTS 
 
Defined information and methodological aspects of decision making and models of 

industrial policy under resource constraints. The methods of industrial policy (within the 
meaning and nature of exposure to the object). 

Keywords: State Industrial Policy, institutional transformation, competitiveness, 
industry, selective approach, technological way. 

Матийко С.А. Формирование промышленной политики в условиях ресурсных 
ограничений 

 Определены информационно-методические аспекты принятия управленческих 
решений и модели формирования промышленной политики в условиях ресурсных 
ограничений. Обгрунтовано методы промышленной политики (по содержанию и 
характеру воздействия на объект). 

Ключевые слова: государственная промышленная политика, институциональные 
преобразования, конкурентоспособность, промышленность, селективный подход, 
технологический уклад. 

Introduction 
Industry is the basis of country’s economic potential. Only a competitive industry can 

ensure competitiveness of a country as a whole. Therefore, public policy, namely, state 
programs that are developed, legislative acts, procedures of regulation and government support 
measures should be subordinated to ensure the competitiveness of domestic industry. The main 
purpose of structural changes should be in increasing the technological way of industrial 
production in the country for making a larger share of value added industrial products. 

Analysis of recent research 
Formation and implementation of national industrial policy is discussed in a quite 

detailed manner in the works of V. S. Yerohin, L. Kuznetsova, V. Landyk, A. Mikhailenko, A. 
Nikiforov, V. Novitsky, M. Pashuta, V. Semynozhenko, L. Yakovenko, M . Jakubowski and 
other scholars. 

Statement of research objectives 
- to identify the informational and methodological aspects of decision 

making and models of industrial policy’s formation under resource constraints; 
- to justify methods of industrial policy (in content and in character of 

impact on the object). 
Results 
Further growth of industrial production in Ukraine and creation of preconditions for 

positive changes in its structure are not possible without meaningful and purposeful state 
industrial policy. Moreover, in the most favorable version this policy should serve as a tool of 
implementation, which is based on public consensus on the strategy for industrial development 
of the country. During the formation of national industrial policy there is a need to solve 
fundamental question of what structure of industrial production do we plan to create. 

One point of view at the optimal structure of the industry we would have if  we assume 
it is based on the concept of integration into the global structure of the economy, and another - 
if it is based on the concept of autonomous (isolated from the world economy) universal 
structure of the national industry. In the first case the bases of the criteria is the 
competitiveness of national businesses in domestic and world markets and the task of public 
services is to assist strong industrial structures by creating needed institutional environment. In 
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the second case lists of weak sectors of the industry are made, for which the state should 
provide help through the mechanisms of structural policies (usually through direct financial 
assistance from the state budget, tax benefits etc). In contemporary market conditions the first 
option is preferred while priorities for the criteria are based on purely market character. 

The correct definition of the place and role of the state industrial policy at the present 
stage is one of the important conditions for accelerated economic growth and social well-being 
of the Ukrainian people. The role of the state in the process of reforming the industry comes 
down to taking a set of measures that can “accelerate the adaptation of production to the market 
economy” [7, с. 59]. 

Before turning to the disclosure of the nature, methods and content of national industrial 
policy, we consider it appropriate to give a definition of the industrial policy. In general, under 
the state industrial policy we understand a system of targeted agreed measures implemented by 
the state in order to increase the competitiveness of goods and services of domestic producers 
in domestic and foreign markets and to overcome threats to country’s economic security. 

In the process of economic transformation attitude towards the industrial policy in 
Ukraine was not straightforward: from complete rejection of regulation to selective support. 
Postulates of deregulation, denying the necessity of state regulation of industrial development 
were heard the most in 1992. Threatened to deepen and to accelerate the decline in production 
the measures of total (front) industry’s support by offsetting debts of enterprises and 
concessional lending were introduced in late 1992 and in 1993 that had damaging effects of 
inflation. 

Thereafter, the main idea was a selective support for certain types of production based 
on the state priorities. However, “the number of “priorities” was excessive, their definition, to 
put it mildly, was not devoid of subjectivity, risk of industry’s lobbying and waste of state 
money increased” [6]. In this regard, the criteria of branch selection gave way to the criteria for 
higher efficiency of the projects (Presidential decree on investment projects competition based 
on state examination appeared in 1994: the winner could expect to receive 20% of investment 
funds from the state). However, due to financial crisis the state failed to fulfill the promise. 

“Macroeconomic approach” reigned in 1995-1996, that means that the stress was made 
on the financial stabilization. This was seen as a necessary and sufficient condition for 
economic growth, stimulation of investment and large-scale flow of foreign investment in the 
domestic production. Despite the success in suppressing inflation in 1996-1997, the expected 
“investment boom” had not occurred. And in August of 1997 one of the heads of the executive 
branch of government at that time stated that Ukraine still could not afford the industrial 
policy. It is obvious that the costs of implementing this or that course of the state should not be 
determined in the statics but in dynamics, considering the associated with that real national 
economic effects (including multiplier effect of demand), clearly evaluating losses caused by 
lack of investment of this or other projects. In this approach, projects of industrial policy may 
have a competitive internal rate of return and, respectively, they become quite acceptable for 
the budget available for the forecasting horizon.  

Since mid-1999s theorists and practitioners have paid much attention to industrial 
policy as a tool to influence the development of industry, but to date still have not managed to 
develop socially recognized, theoretically understandable and practically effective industrial 
policy. Thus, in academic and in practical terms, the question remains open. 

Today there are several conceptual and methodological approaches to industrial policy. 
Some of them are based on theoretical bases and practical nature of the liberal-monetarist 
model of market reform that had been implemented for several years in Ukraine: in 1992-1993 
- in the most difficult and its odious form (variant of “shock therapy”); in 1994-1996 - in the 
relatively more moderate manifestation (associated with a gradual move towards the 
implementation of liberal purposes); in 1997-1998 - with an emphasis on the application of 
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monetarist methods for saving achieved so far quite fragile and relatively depressed 
stabilization [3]. 

Liberal monetarist model assumes that the market formation is a spontaneous process: 
economy should be liberalized and relationships of its subjects will start to effectively self-
govern themselves under the influence of “the invisible hand of the market”. Therefore, 
emphasis is made on deregulation, on removal of inherent state economic restrictions (centrally 
controlled and planned distribution) on the involvement of market mechanisms. Policy is made 
for maximum openness of the economy to the world market, including minimizing barriers for 
importers’ expansion. Economic relations are built on the principle of natural selection, 
challenging regulatory role of the state, at least until financial stability is achieved and inflation 
is suppressed at any price. Methods of such suppression lie in strict restriction of money 
supply, the essence of which, in our opinion, is in oppression of the real sector. 

Thesis that “lack of national industrial policy is the best policy” is a principled position 
of liberal reforms’ authors [2; 4]. However, the history of market economy showed that the 
liberal-monetarist model (its specific variation implanted by the IMF), is inadequate to 
Ukrainian conditions: its complete collapse was marked by financial crisis. 

Most of Ukrainian economists (theorists and practitioners) follow a different approach 
to economic reform, including measurement of the value of industrial policy in this process [1; 
5]. The essence of this approach is in reliance on state regulation with the use of not only 
market methods, but firstly methods of direct state support, direct redistribution of resources 
and their concentration in the priority development areas of the real economy. 

The practice produced two main types of state industrial policy – system-wide and 
selective. The essence of the system-wide industrial policy is the creation of general conditions 
that contribute to the development of industry and acting as if horizontally. Its actions do not 
have any electoral purpose (a clear focus on the industry, corporation, region), and more or less 
uniformly affect all market players, creating economic and institutional, organizational and 
legal environment of their activity. It is mainly macroeconomic in nature. 

Such policy has liberal character, because its binding vector is in providing at least 
formal equality of external conditions (economic and legal) for all market actors. In this regard 
it substantially relies on measures of financial stabilization of property relations’ 
transformation. However, system-wide industrial policy has a nature of conducting: based on it 
state forms in a sense the economic order, which sets for the abovementioned entities some 
generally acceptable frameworks of activity and allegedly from the outside state imposes on 
them rules of economic behavior. It certainly includes measures of state influence on economic 
life, tax, monetary, currency and customs regulations, labor laws, technical and environmental 
standards, etc. 

Unlike the system-wide, selective industrial policy acts as targeted influence on defined 
groups of subjects on the market (companies, certain types of production or entire industries or 
regions). Its action is directed vertically: making regulative influence from the center on the 
stage of national economic hierarchy up to the primary production (the company), it is in this 
sense primarily microeconomic in nature. In this kind of policy regulative and management 
activities of the state are more clearly manifested, its interventions in relation to the real sector. 

Active and effective systemic selective industrial policy provides for certain mandatory 
economic and organizational conditions. Selective approach in supporting selected industrial 
units is used primarily in circumstances of recovery of the economy after the economic crisis, 
when the normal process of expanded social reproduction begins to recover and the first real 
possibilities of real accumulation appear. 

Today many different methods of industrial policy are known in the world. They were 
tested in practice in many countries and form a standard set. In our opinion, it is appropriate to 
classify these methods according to the content (and also in the nature of impact on the object). 
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The feasibility of using methods of information is that the main objective of state 
industrial policy is to ensure that the industrial development entities (enterprises, relevant 
governing bodies) have structured, processed using scientifically based methods data on the 
social-economic environment that give these subjects a possibility to make more effective 
decisions in their production activities (including development of marketing). This forecasting, 
analytical and information activities of the state have a possibility of influencing the 
participants by orienting them in industrial and economic processes.  

Methods of macroeconomic regulation are aimed at creating the necessary for the 
development of general real production environment, especially to achieve financial stability, 
to overcome state budget deficits and to suppress inflation, to ensure a positive balance and 
stability (or at least predictability) of the national currency. Failed attempts to deploy active 
industrial policy in 1992-2000 years in Ukraine are largely due to instability at the level of 
macroeconomics. Thus, the condition of macroeconomic environment is a prerequisite for 
industrial policy and a restrictive factor in setting its objectives and in applying some of its 
methods. 

Resource methods, in our opinion, are the most effective ways of a direct impact on 
industrial facilities. They can be also called secured because they aim to give market actors 
reproductive resources for solving problems of industrial development. Specific forms of 
resource use various methods. First of all, they are associated with the system of government 
contracts and procurement to address subsidies and loans, formation and use of insurance risks 
funds (investment, exports, etc.) with tax benefits. From this perspective, industrial policy 
includes financial support for training and retraining, as well as necessary labor migration, 
implementation of basic research and R&D applied nature. State may also completely or to 
some extent bear the social costs, which allows mitigating the effects of industry restructuring 
and the transfer of social facilities. 

Institutional methods are the methods and techniques of industrial policy formation in 
accordance with market principles, legal, organizational and economic environment, approved 
general market economic order for all business, i.e., affecting not selectively, but the industrial 
system as a whole. They have an adjusting and stimulating impact on the subject of 
management. Implementation of institutional methods does not involve spending resources 
directly on the subjects of industrial policy (economic sectors, types of production, enterprises, 
and regions). Costs are associated only with holding the organizational and economic 
transformations, the creation of appropriate market institutions and regulation of industrial 
development. 

The class of methods of influence on industrial development analyzed here includes all 
sorts of administrative techniques and instruments: quotas, licenses, standards (requirements 
for quality goods and services, sanitary standards, guaranteeing food security for humans), and 
environmental standards. Tools of economic legislation are also included to the class of 
methods of influence on industrial development, including those that provide legal basis of 
employment under complicated market conditions. 

During the market transformation period from all objects of institutional transformation, 
in our view, the crucial importance has the ownership arrangement and development of the 
rules of privatization of state property. If the privatization process is not finished, not brought 
to its logical conclusion, which is the emergence of effective owner, sensible industrial policy 
in general is impossible, since the latter essentially influences the conscious economic interest 
inherent in a legal owner. Occupying and trying to expand its niche in the market, owner does 
not simply want to increase revenues, but he wills to reinvest obtained profits to strengthen his 
current and future positions in the market. And so he may be interested partner of the state in 
implementing the priorities of industrial development of the state. 

Another significant task of applying institutional methods of industrial policy is the 
formation of organizational and economic structures needed to solve industrial problems: all 
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kinds of industrial and commercial associations, primarily on corporate basis (corporations, 
holding companies, financial-industrial groups), special economic zones and other forms of 
associations of producers and consumers, the creation of market infrastructure serving the 
interaction of its subjects. 

 
Conclusions  
 
Thus, the formation of the securities market, which gives adequate capital mobility, is 

particularly important for the industrial development. In Ukraine, “the core of the reform 
program of the industrial complex must become institutional arrangements and organizational 
measures aimed at improving its integrity level”. Stimulating and de-stimulating impact on 
organizational and economic structure of industry, aimed at realization of national interests, is 
done with the tools of state industrial policy. In this case, virtually everything that characterizes 
economic policy in general is used (economic legislation, regulation of ownership, antitrust 
actions and support competition, fiscal, monetary and pricing policies, regulation of foreign 
economic activity, planning and development of various targeted programs, etc.). 
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regionuli ekonomikaregionuli ekonomikaregionuli ekonomikaregionuli ekonomika    
    

giga maisuraZegiga maisuraZegiga maisuraZegiga maisuraZe    
ekonomikis akademiuri doqtori 

    
saqarTvelos mTiani raionebis socialursaqarTvelos mTiani raionebis socialursaqarTvelos mTiani raionebis socialursaqarTvelos mTiani raionebis socialur----ekonomikuri ekonomikuri ekonomikuri ekonomikuri 

ganviTarebis perspeqtivebiganviTarebis perspeqtivebiganviTarebis perspeqtivebiganviTarebis perspeqtivebi    
 
saqarTvelos ekonomikur-geografiuli raionebi uSualod ukavSir-

deba socialur-ekonomikuri procesebis dinamikurobas da ganisazRvreba 
qveynis meurneobrivi cvlilebebiT, politikuri movlenebiTa da sagareo 
ekonomikuri kavSirebiT. am mxriv sayuradReboa gasuli saukunis miwu-

rulis saqarTvelos politikuri da socialur-ekonomikuri cvlilebebi. 
igi ganicada qveynis meurneobis dargobrivma struqturam, ekonomikis 
ganviTarebis donem warmoebis teritoriulma organizaciam. amis gamo 
Sesustda maprofirebeli dargebis mniSvneloba da gadaxalisda meur-

neobis prioritetuli dargebi, moiSala ekonomikuri kavSirebi, daqveiT-

da raionebis sawarmoo potenciali da dairRva regionuli dargTa-

Sorisi SeTanawyoba. amave dros qveynis regionuli diferenciaciis 
sakiTxi kvlav Riad darCa. dRis wesrigSi dgas qveynis daraionebis axa-

li principebis gamoZebna. 
analizi cxadyofs, rom saqarTvelos mTeli rigi mTiani da maRal-

mTiani raionebis mosaxleoba depresiul mdgomareobaSia. Sromisunarian-

Ta umetesi nawili dausaqmebelia, xolo sasoflo-sameurneo warmoe-
bidan miRebuli Semosavali umniSvneloa. aseTi regionebisaTvis damaxa-

siaTebelia migracia, rogorc qveynis SigniT, ise mis farglebs gareT, 
ramac arnaxul masStabebs miaRwia, progresulad mimdinareobs mosax-

leobis daberebis procesi, sagrZnoblad Seicvala mTiani raionebis mo-

saxleobis demografiuli qceva. aqedan gamomdinare, bevri regioni (raWa, 
xevi, xevsureTi) demografiulad momakvdavTa ricxvSi moixseneba. aRniS-

nuli faqtis determinantebia: mosaxleobis kleba, Sobadobis katastro-

fuli Semcireba, Sobadobisa da mokvdaobis uaryofiTi procesebi, mo-

saxleobis asakobrivi struqtura. 
mTiani regionebis problematikasTan uSualo kavSiri aqvs bunebri-

vi da sazogadoebrivi sawarmoo Zalebis gamoyenebis racionaluri gze-
bis mignebas. am SemTxvevaSi sakvlevi teritoria unda gaviazroT ara 
rogorc ubralod sivrce, aramed rogorc socialur-ekonomikuri mov-
lenebis (procesebis) mimdinareobis, sawarmoo Zalebis gadanawilebis da 
specializaciis (SerCeviTi, soflis meurneobis memcenareoba-mecxovele-
oba, turindustria da a.S.) ganviTarebis areali. aucilebelia landSaf-

tebis (bunebriv-teritoriuli kompleqsebi) bunebrivi da anTropogenuri 
faqtorebis erToblivi zemoqmedebis Sedegad mimdinare procesebis mec-

nierulad Seswavla da marTva. resursebze moTxovnilebis zrdis kval-

dakval izrdeba anTropogenuri faqtoris zemoqmedeba landSaftebze, 
rac iwvevs mTis bunebis arasaxarbielo, zogjer katastroful cvlile-
bebs, sabolood ki landSaftebis mravalferovnebis mkveTr Semcirebas. 
saqarTvelos mTian regionebs Soris bunebrivi landSaftebis mravalfe-
rovnebiT mcxeTa-mTianeTi gamoirCeva. aucilebelia regionebis mixedviT 
teritoriebis swori sameurneo Sefaseba. dRevandeli mdgomareobiT 
mTis raionebis  sameurneo aqtivoba da Sesatyvisad maTi wili qveynis 
mSp-Si umniSvneloa, Tumca misi zrda SesaZlebelia. saerTo ekonomikuri 
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ganviTarebis donis daxasiaTebisaTvis SeiZleba gamoyenebuli iqnes 
ekonomikuri aTvisebis indeqsi  

Ri = Vi /Si 
Ri-i-uri regionis ekonomikuri aTvisebis indeqsi 
Vi-i -uri regionSi Seqmnili damatebiTi Rirebuleba 
Si-i-uri regionis farTobi 
Tu gaviTvaliswinebT mTiani raionebis ekonomikur potencials da 

maT Soris zogierTi dargis (turistuli industria da sxvadasxva rek-

reaciuli servisi, ekologiurad sufTa produqtebis warmoeba – bio-

meurneobebis formireba) maRal multiplikatorul efeqts, maSin na-

Teli gaxdeba _ mTis raionebis sruli SesaZleblobebis gamovlena gan-

sakuTrebuli fenomenia da ganviTarebis kargi perspeqtivebi aqvs. pir-

vel etapze saWiroa ganisazRvros specializaciis Taviseburebani, rac 
aucileblad ganxiluli unda iqnes samTavrobo doneze (dafiqsirdes in-

dikatur gegmaSi) da gaTvaliswinebuli iqnes konkretuli miznobrivi 
programebis Sedgenisas. TiToeuli raionis teritoriis racionaluri 
sameurneo aTvisebis (gamoyenebis) efeqtianobis donis dadgena warmoad-

gens ekonomikis ganviTarebis strategiis  SemuSaveba-realizaciis amo-

saval pozicias. aqedan gamomdinare SesaZlebeli iqneba ganvsazRvroT 
konkretuli raionis ekonomikaSi calkeuli maprofilebeli dargis 
sabazro wili, adgilobriv biujetSi Semosavlebis done da rigi socia-

lur-ekonomikuri maCveneblebi. saqme imaSia, rom raionis sakuTari Se-
mosavlebis ukmarisobis SemTxvevaSi, misi adgilobrivi biujetis mudmi-

vad centraluri biujetidan finansuri daxmarebiT (transferebiT) Sev-
seba araefeqturi xdeba. am SemTxvevaSi efeqturia biznesis aqtivizacia, 
misi prioritetuli mimarTulebebis gamokveTa,dabegvris preferenciuli 
sistemis SemoReba, gadasaxadebis ganakveTebis mkveTri diferencireba da 
misi umetesi nawilis adgilobriv biujetSi mimarTva.  

miuxedavad imisa, rom mTiani teritoriebis aTvisebisas pirvel-

sawyisi ekonomikuri efeqti did danaxarjebs moiTxovs, Tu gaviTvalis-

winebT arsebuli bunebriv-geografiuli resursebis gamoyenebis did 
mniSvnelobas da mTisa da baris ganviTarebis doneTa Soris arsebuli 
gansxvavebis likvidaciis aucileblobas, saboloo SedegebisaTvis kapi-

taluri dabandebani mTian zonaSi savsebiT gamarTlebulia. 
miuxedavad imisa, rom mTiani raionebi Tavisi bunebrivi sawarmoo 

ZalebiT CamorCebian baris raionebs da amitom sustad gamoiyeneba da-

saxlebisaTvis, maT mainc mniSvnelovani resursi gaaCniaT. didi farTo-

bebi uWiravT mTis tyeebs, subalpur da alpur mdeloebs, rac jerovnad 
gamouyenebelia. aqve sayuradReboa socialuri ganviTarebis indeqsi da 
teritoriis biologiuri tevadobis erT sul mosaxleze maCveneblis 
gamoyeneba. pirveli moicavs sicocxlis saSualo xangrZlivobas, ganaT-

lebis dones mSp moxmarebis erT sulze, xolo meore biologiurad 
saSualo produqtiuli miwis ramdeni ha modis erT sul mosaxleze. 
mTiani raionebis resursebis racionaluri aTviseba bevradaa damoki-

debuli sazogadoebrivi sawarmoo Zalebis ganviTarebisa da qveyanaSi 
damkvidrebul moqmed sabazro ekonomikur modelze. rogorc baris zo-

naSi, ise mTian regionebSi bunebriv-geografiuli da sazogadoebrivi 
faqtorebis gavleniT yalibdeba mosaxleobisa da meurneobis (ekono-

mikis) ganviTarebisa da teritoriuli ganlagebis konkretuli suraTi. 
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sabolood es garemoeba vlindeba qveynis ekonomikur da kulturul 
progresSi,  mosaxleobis cxovrebis pirobebis CamoyalibebaSi. 

mTiani raionebis sameurneo da eTnikuri TvalsazrisiT aTviseba 
pirveli rigis amocanad unda miviCnioT. sawarmoo ZalTa racionaluri  
ganlagebiT sul ufro meti teritoriebi unda moeqces sameurneo brun-

vaSi - unda gaizardos ekonomikurad aqtiuri teritoriebis xvedriTi 
wili. gamoikveTos regionaluri specializaciisa da urbanizaciis Tavi-

seburebani, romelTa gaTvaliswinebiTac, Cveni azriT, mizanSewonili 
iqneba regionebis socialur-ekonomikuri ganviTarebis, investiciebis 
mozidvis da konkretuli miznobrivi programebis SemuSavebis erTiani 
procesis formireba. 

Tu 1 kv km-ze gamoSvebuli produqciis moculobiT, anu terito-

riis ekonomikuri aTvisebis indeqsi dedaqalaqSi saSualod 1669,6 lars 
Seadgens, yvelaze dabali analogiuri maCvenebeli raWa-leCxumis, svane-
Tisa da fSavdxevsureTis mxareSia 3,7, 13,9 4,7 aT lari anu Sesabamisad 
420, 120, 355-jer naklebi. 

mniSvnelovani diferenciaciiT gamoirCeva daqiravebulTa da dasaq-

mebulTa saSualo Tviuri xelfasi. qveynis masStabiT igi saSualod 
154,6 lars Seadgens, am monacemiT kvlav liderobs dedaqalaqi - 278,7 
lari, xolo yvelaze dabali es maCvenebeli, raWa-leCxumsa da qvemo sva-

neTis regionebSia, saSualod Sesabamisad 81,8 da 78,7 lari. 
amrigad, zemoTqmulidan gamomdinare, unda gamovitanoT daskvna, 

rom mTlianad qveynis sawarmoo Zalebis ganviTarebaSi mniSvnelovani 
roli ekisreba mTian mxareebs. maTi bunebrivi resursebis gamoyeneba ki 
bevradaa damokidebuli imaze, Tu ramdenad dasaxlebuli iqneba es 
teritoriebi, radgan meurneobriv winsvlaSi mTavari roli adamianma 
unda Seasrulos, rodesac sakiTxs am TvalsazrisiT vixilavT, ar SeiZ-
leba ar SevamCnioT erTgvari paradoqsi: erTis mxriv, qveynis interesebi 
moiTxovs mTiani mxareebis bunebrivi resursebis sameurneo brunvaSi 
maqsimalur moqcevas, xolo, meore mxriv, mTiani regionebi kargaven 
Tavis mTavar sawarmoo Zalas-mosaxleobas. amis Sedegad ganaxlebis are-
ali TandaTan mcirdeba mTian zonaSi, dasaxlebul teritoriebze kle-

bulobs mosaxleobis simWidrove da sabolood sul ufro metad 
rTuldeba mTiani zonis bunebrivi resursebis ekonomikaSi gamoyeneba. 

mTaSi mosaxleobis Semcirebis Sedegad warmoiSva agreTve Semdegi 
socialur-ekonomikuri problemebi: mTian zonaSi depopulaciis procesi 
zRudavs qveynis mosaxleobis kvlavwarmoebas, aCqarebs mTis mosaxleo-

bis daberebis process. soflebis gauqmebis Sedegad viwrovdeba 
ganaxlebis areali, araTanabari xdeba mcxovrebTa teritoriuli gan-

lageba, amas Tan mosdevs isedac mciremiwian Cvens qveyanaSi teritoriis 
nawilis aqtiuri sameurneo brunvidan amoReba, rac sabolood mniSvne-
lovnad aferxebs misi bunebrivi resursebis gamoyenebas. 

mTis regionebis ganviTarebis problemebi marto ekonomikuri ki 
ara, upirveles yovlisa, adamianebis problemebia. mdgomareobidan ga-

mosvlis erT-erTi umniSvnelovanesi gzaa Sromis organizaciis da koo-

peraciis axali formebis danergva (mcire da saSualo biznesis xelSew-

yoba, sasoflo-sameurneo kooperativebisa da glexTa sakredito kavSi-

rebis aqtiuri mxardaWera da waxaliseba). Semosavlebis zrdam, socia-

luri sferos gardaqmnam, cxovrebis pirobebis gaumjobesebam, migraciis 
aRkveTasTan erTad, arsebiTi roli unda Seasrulos Cveni qveynis mTiani 
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mxareebis sawarmoo Zalebis aRmavlobis, mTisa da baris socialur-
ekonomikuri ganviTarebis doneTa Soris jer kidev arsebuli sxvaobis 
Tanmimdevrulad daZlevis RonisZiebebis ganxorcielebaSi. 
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There are discussed development perspectives of mountain regions and its role of 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE INSTITUTES OF INTERACTION 
BETWEEN THE STATE TERRITORIAL COMMUNITIES AND BUSIN ESS 

 
Аnnotation 
Priorities in the development of civil society organizations that provide partnerships 

between government and business in the region are determined. The analysis of institutional 
preconditions for harmonizing partnerships between government bodies and business entities 
in the region is provided. 

Keywords: аdministrative barriers, harmonization, public administration, institutional 
requirements, partnerships, region. 

Жук В.П. Развитие эффективных институтов взаимодействия 
государства, территориальных сообществ и бизнеса 

Аннотация 
Определены приоритетные направления развития организаций гражданского 

общества, обеспечивающих партнерские отношения власти и бизнеса в регионе. 
Проведен анализ институциональных предпосылок гармонизации партнерских 
отношений органов власти с бизнесом в регионе. 

Ключевые слова: административный барьер, гармонизация, государственное 
управление, институциональная предпосылка, партнерские отношения, регион. 

Introduction 
The most important motivation in the behavior of people is their interests, especially 

economic. To some extent this applies to the territorial community of people. Their appearance 
is due to the fact that the development of productive forces is going towards the socialization of 
production, characterized by the relationship and interdependence of economic actors in the 
process of social production. This tendency manifests itself under the influence of two areas of 
social development: the division of labor and the integration of social production. 

The first is characterized by the high differentiation of production process and its 
division into braches. The second constitutes the formation of sectoral and territorial 
organization of production, which is the form of realization of sectoral and regional party entity 
which ensures implementation of relevant interests: a) departmental and b) territorial local 
interests. 

Analysis of recent research 
Questions of regulatory policy in regional economic development were investigated 

by Ukrainian scientists: A. Amosha, E. Boyko, Z. Varnaliy, A. Galchinsky, V. Heyets, B. 
Danylyshyn, Y. Dyachenko, V. Kravchenko, I. Lukinov, O. Rudchenko, I. Chugunov, A. 
Chukhno, M. Chumachenko and foreign scientists: James D. Hvortni, Richard L. Straup, M. 
Lendel, J. Hanesen, D. Yull, E. Blekli, P. Fok, R. Green, D. Hammer. 

Statement of research objectives 
 - to define the priorities in the development of civil society organizations that provide 

partnership relations between government and business in the region; 
- to analyze the institutional preconditions for the harmonization of partnership 

relations between government bodies and business entities in the region. 
Statement of research objectives 
Interests of business entities are related to the production and marketing of products; 

these relations are of a particular industry and bring revenue. Individuals and groups of 
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enterprises serve as carriers of industry’s departmental interests. Territorial local interests are 
characterized by dynamic changes in the socio-economic status. Local interests include the 
complex development of the area, providing opportunities of employment, environment etc. 
People living in this area serve as carriers of their own interests [2, p. 109]. 

Thus, the task of promoting civil society has a complex character and must be 
implemented within the legal and institutional framework. The main purpose for the 
development of institutions of a civil society is strengthening those bodies of civil society 
which are representing the interests of different social and economic groups. The priorities in 
the development of civil society bodies that provide partnership relations between government 
and business are: 

а) the modernization of legislation governing the activities of nonprofit organizations, 
including: giving nonprofit organizations the right to receive donations without  notification of 
their legal form; elimination of discrepancies which exist in the Civil Code of Ukraine, Law 
"On the non-profit organizations" and "On Charity and Charitable Organizations" concerning 
the definition of legal forms, the structure and the order of management of non-profit 
organizations; reducing administrative barriers in the field of activities of nonprofit 
organizations; providing educational, informative and advice support to nonprofit 
organizations; 

b) ensuring equal access of both private and public nonprofit organizations into the 
market of social services; 

c) ensuring transparency of activities of nonprofit organizations, public authorities and 
local governments, including the promotion of development of independent boards of trustees 
in order to prevent conflicts of interest; 

d) development of mechanisms of  independent  public examination and socio-public 
consultation in the early stages of preparation and decision making; 

e) development of mechanisms of public monitoring, including: the promotion of 
public monitoring of the result of implementation of reforms, development of the mechanisms 
of social control; 

f) establishment of the mechanisms that contribute to straightening of the social 
responsibility of business, including distribution of reports from the side of the companies 
reporting about resolving of various social matters.  

The diversity of relations in local communities is being reflected in numerous social 
institutions designed to meet specific community needs in organizational structures that are 
built on various grounds. There are institutions of political, economic, legal, cultural, 
confessional, nature etc. With the system point of view a region is the environment in which 
these institutions operate. The development of effective institutions of interaction between 
state, local communities and businesses is one of the important conditions of effective 
economic policies, increasing innovation activity, development of economic and social 
infrastructure [3]. 

The system of territorial administration is being implemented by special structures 
(institutions) which, as any other control system, have their meters, rules for the development 
of regulations as well as executive bodies. In actual practice two objectives are carried on it: 
firstly, the redistribution of internal energy between institutions, which is necessary for their 
effective development, and, secondly, - management of energy which is being produced by 
these institutions and sent to the community for its improvement. The current civil society and 
its institutions are based on public databases in their activity, modern intensive information 
technologies, which in turn increase the importance of social control over the activities of state 
and society, their social institutions [4]. 

In the context of the institutional theory the state development of regions is considered 
as a dynamic system of interacting entities - population, businesses, organizations of different 
forms of ownership and regional and local authorities, among which in the institutional 
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environment financial, social, communication and information ties are being implemented . It 
is their mutual dependence and optimal balance which creates conditions for the harmonization 
of partnership relations between regional state authorities and business entities, reduces 
transaction costs of their interaction. 

Restructuring and the empowerment of local communities, creating institutional 
conditions for social cohesion is critical for the formation of accountability of institutions at 
local, regional and national levels. In order to prevent the consolidation of discriminatory 
practices in the treatment of local or private institutions, public policy should provide 
incentives that induce these institutions. We have already pointed out is that the key element of 
the institutional environment in local communities is a public trust held to them in connection 
with innovative transformation. Thereby the ability of a state and economic institutions to 
minimize the transaction costs and to increase the total income of a corporation goes up. 
Institutional environment also creates conditions for the formation of partnership relations 
between government bodies and business entities. 

In real modern life institutions take the form of legal norms, traditions, informal rules, 
cultural stereotypes. There are so called system creating institutions that determine the type of 
economic order and the institutions that make up a particular system. Thus, one can talk further 
about the system of creating institutions in the first order and the system of its own in the 
second order. Fundamental institutional changes are usually slow and the higher the 
institutional uncertainty is the higher the costs of such changes are [5]. Thus, institutions in 
local communities grow in localized environments with which they are directly related to, and 
in the process of development are transforming themselves into community, which is the 
environment for all its institutions. 

The formation of the institutional environment in local communities should take into 
account the trajectory of the previous development, which is defined as the relationship 
between society, economy and a human. Institutional environment creates the conditions for 
selecting the most effective elements of the institutional structure of the alternative forms of 
economic coordination. The study confirms the fact that the institutional environment always 
helps to choose the best options for the development of regional socio-economic systems, and, 
conversely, it can strengthen those institutions that are contrary to the interests of the 
community. We attribute this primarily to the institute of corruption, which substitutes the 
partnership relations between government bodies and business entities, and creates conditions 
not for the development of the community but for the enrichment of particular individuals 
within this community particularly in connection with public authorities and some members of 
the business. 

Summarizing the analysis of institutional preconditions for the harmonization of 
partnership relations between business entities and government bodies the following problems 
which are facing the territorial community should be emphasized: 

1. There is a need to re-build a system of cooperation between all branches of the 
government, based on professional experience of most managers of regional and local 
authorities and experts, analysts, who are effectively working in the territorial administration. 

2. It should be learnt how to denounce the issues of local life, local government, 
residents not only to the government but also to business enteties and the general public. 

3. It is important to create a permanent system of providing quality services - 
informational, methodological, and legal – by the managers and specialists of the territorial 
government. 

4. Personnel work associated with the selection, training and promotion of employees, 
including their promotion into public authorities should be a priority. 

Despite the fact that people generally are members of a few grassroots of social 
organizations at territorial levels (labor team, neighbors, relatives), only a few identify 
themselves with an abstract "community" and demonstrate the willingness to act for the benefit 
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of the community. Moreover, the sharp socio-economic stratification of Ukrainian society, 
which took place in recent years, has destroyed many social ties that united people within 
communities. Where such strong communities still exists, they do not necessarily cover the 
inhabitants of one region, city or village. 

The weakening of social and economic integrity of local communities is also evident 
in the reduction of internal consolidation and coordination of business processes in enterprises 
of different ownership forms. Such features of the management  of the regions as marketing, 
logistics, organization of production, personnel processes, etc., are not enough coordinated, 
have no strategic plan and generate unnecessary costs. 

The main factors that ensure advantages in competition of the areas, according to 
some authors are: 

- clear, institutionally supported strategy that is based on careful analysis (SWOT - 
analysis); 

- development of conditions or opportunities for business enterprises in the region; 
- infrastructure, including education, health, etc.; 
- "flagship" (priority) projects, especially of regional, national and international 

importance; 
- modernization of the economic system with the establishment of the "areas and 

development centers"; 
- development of innovation and entrepreneurship; 
- training of people during their lifetime, getting the economic and social benefits 

from the interaction with economic institutions; 
- improvement of social support and protection; 
- improvement of the environment, especially if one wants to keep or attract additional 

investment; 
- marketing and the creation of network structures within the region for the stability 

and development of a potential; 
- participation in international network structures. 
In this context competitive are the areas which provide cohesion, partnership and 

institutional flexibility of the regional community. In the process of competition and increasing 
globalization, this time regions are competing for the capital, investments and enterprises, 
target groups for the labor market and population’s structure, for institutions (organizations) 
that are important for political, cultural and social life.  

Along with the traditional, such as a significant source of investment into the social 
sphere, in our view, could also be considered the charity activity, as well as the independent 
fund-raising development funds, including international. According to the results of the study 
of causes of business interest in corporate philanthropy, the following reasons can be noted: 

- the business community representatives understand the need for the social activity of 
companies; many of them are willing to invest extra money in this; 

- the main purpose of charity managers is finding a better company’s image; 
- charitable activities in Ukraine are generally of a haphazard nature: the decision on 

the allocation of funds is usually made up on the basis of personal preferences of the first 
leaders of the company whereas charity does not always agree with the strategy of the 
company; 

- because of non-confidence in nonprofit organizations brokers generally practice a 
direct one-time events support, which doesn’t allow creating an effective market infrastructure 
of social projects; 

- charitable activities in Ukraine are actively growing, but its development is possible 
only in case of corporations realizing their benefits from charitable activities and the 
development of the institution of independent charitable organizations. 
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Changing institutional environment of Ukraine in the division of splitting the budget 
authority requires rapid decisions on the development of social partnership at the level of 
regions of Ukraine, an effective system of contractual regulation of social and labor relations 
and employment. 

A serious problem that needs to be resolved in a short run is increasing the efficiency 
of employment services, which have become an important tool of redistribution of labor. 

This is especially important in times of crisis. In this regard, the main directions of 
improving the quality of services in promoting employment are: 

• improving public awareness of the labor market and employment opportunities in 
different sectors; 

• implementation of preventive measures in order to promote employment of citizens, 
implementation of effective conversion of unemployed people; 

• improvement of vocational training and training of people who are looking for work; 
• expanding the range and development of service standards of the state employment 

service; 
• interaction with NGOs in promoting employment. 
One of the most pressing problems in the formation of the state of development of 

regions is a high level of administrative barriers for companies that conduct business. These 
barriers can be characterized as a set of decisions of state regulations of business activity in the 
market, compliance with which is essential for conducting this activity. And they impose 
charges for passing bureaucratic procedures that are required for these rules, which usually 
don’t come into the budget. 

The most clear is the following grouping of administrative barriers: 
1. In obtaining access to resources and their ownership rights (registration, registration 

of changes in the status of the company, its articles of association, the right to receive rent, 
access to credit, leasing facilities, etc.). 

2. In obtaining the right to conduct business (licensing, product registration, 
certification of products and services, etc.). 

3. In the current economic activities (sanctions for violations of the rules, coordination 
of decisions of regulatory bodies, receiving different benefits). 

One of the most serious obstacles is the significant economic cost of a society. A. A. 
Auzan separates the economic losses from the existence of administrative barriers for carrying 
out business activities into two parts: 

- transaction costs associated with the need to overcome barriers, many of which are 
being transmitted into the loss of population by raising retail prices (direct loss); 

- reduction of the resource efficiency and the cost of non-delivery (availability of 
administrative barriers significantly complicates the entrance into the market, especially for 
small and medium-sized businesses, leading to a reduction in competition and, consequently, 
the overall efficiency of the economy - consequential loss) [1, p. 123-124]. 

Any attempts to cancel certain entry barriers are faced with the resistance of interest 
groups within the state apparatus and commercial structures that are doing business with the 
help of the "barriers". In addition, in the introduction of new barriers are interested not only 
had those who receive rent directly from the barrier, but also those who implement the current 
control. Thus, the tendency to expand barrier-regulation is associated not only with the 
inefficiency of the existing barriers, but also with a direct economic interest of certain groups. 
Clearly, companies and organizations operating in this area are interested in expanding the 
barriers. 

Conclusions 
So the "barrier" system of regulation is being self-supported, despite to its inefficiency 

and significant loss of economy under the condition of its presence. In order to access other 
more effective schemes the government must dramatically revise the regulatory framework and 
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public pressure, which causes barriers to rent-oriented behavior of certain groups of 
administrative and business personnel. 
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informaciainformaciainformaciainformacia    
    
    

2008 wlidan daarsda paata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutis  
samecniero  Sromebis  krebuli, romelic gamodis periodulad.  

Sromebis krebulSi daibeWdeba mecnier ekonomistTa (mecnierebaTa 
doqtorebi, akademiuri doqtorebi) Sromebi, aseve, bakalavrebis, ma-
gistrebis, doqtorantebisa da praqtikos ekonomistTa saTanado mecnie-
ruli donis statiebi.    

avtorTaTvis krebulSi statiebis gamosaqveyneblad moqmedebs Sem-
degi wesebi: 
1. krebulSi gamosaqveyneblad gankuTvnili samecniero naSromebi un-

da iyos damoukidebeli kvlevis Sedegi. naSromi ar unda arRvevdes 
saavtoro uflebebs da ar unda iyos gamoqveynebuli romelime sxva 
organoSi. 

2. redaqciaSi warmodgenili statiis originali xelmowerili unda 
iyos avtoris, xolo Tanaavtorobis SemTxvevaSi yvela Tanaavtoris 
mier saxelis, gvaris, samuSao adgilis, samecniero xarisxisa da 
wodebis, sruli safosto misamarTis, telefonis, faqsis, eleqtro-
nuli fostis miTiTebiT. 

3. statia dabeWdili unda iyos 1,5 intervaliT, A4 formatze, 12 fon-
tiT. redaqciaSi statiebis warmodgena aucilebelia or nabeWd eg-
zemplarad, eleqtronul versiasTan erTad (MS WORD, qarTuli 
teqsti SriftiT ACADNUSX, xolo inglisuri _ TIMES NEW 
ROMAN).  

4. erTi gverdis Rirebulebaa 5 lari. 
 
naSromebis gamogzavna SegiZliaT eleqtronuli fostiT Semdeg 
misamarTze: economics_institute@yahoo.com, nbibilashvili@rambler.ru  
 
 institutis xelmZRvaneloba da krebulis redaqcia mzadaa Tanam-

SromlobisaTvis. 
 
damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:  

q. Tbilisi, qiqoZis q. #14, t.: 299-68-53.  
 

paata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutispaata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutispaata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutispaata guguSvilis ekonomikis institutis    
gamomcemlobagamomcemlobagamomcemlobagamomcemloba    

 
qarTul, rusul da inglisur enebze 

SeRavaTian fasebSiSeRavaTian fasebSiSeRavaTian fasebSiSeRavaTian fasebSi    
  gTavazobT nebismier sagamomcemlo saqmianobas:  

• masalis akrefa, dakabadoneba, redaqtireba  
 gamoicema:gamoicema:gamoicema:gamoicema:    
    

• samecniero wignebi da naSromebi, enciklopediebi, leqsikonebi, 
cnobarebi 

• perioduli gamocemebi (samecniero SromaTa krebuli, samecniero 
Jurnalebi, konferenciis masalebi) 
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• originaluri da naTargmni mxatvruli literatura, saxelmZRva-
neloebi, sabavSvo wignebi, albomebi da gzamkvlevebi 

• eleqtronuli dargobrivi Jurnalebi  
 

            misamarTi: Tbilisi, geronti qiqoZis q. #14misamarTi: Tbilisi, geronti qiqoZis q. #14misamarTi: Tbilisi, geronti qiqoZis q. #14misamarTi: Tbilisi, geronti qiqoZis q. #14    
                                                        222299993 22 60;  3 22 60;  3 22 60;  3 22 60;  551551551551    10 07 0410 07 0410 07 0410 07 04. . . .     
                                                        el.fosta:  el.fosta:  el.fosta:  el.fosta:  economics_institute@yahoo.com    
 

Jurnal “ekonomistSi” statiebis warmodgenis  wesebiJurnal “ekonomistSi” statiebis warmodgenis  wesebiJurnal “ekonomistSi” statiebis warmodgenis  wesebiJurnal “ekonomistSi” statiebis warmodgenis  wesebi    
    

1. JurnalSi gamosaqveyneblad gankuTvnili samecniero naSromebi unda 
iyos damoukidebeli kvlevis Sedegi. naSromi ar unda arRvevdes 
saavtoro uflebebs da ar unda iyos gamoqveynebuli romelime sxva 
organoSi. 

2. redaqciaSi warmodgenili statiis originali xelmowerili unda 
iyos avtoris, xolo Tanaavtorobis SemTxvevaSi yvela Tanaavtoris 
mier saxelis, gvaris, samuSao adgilis, samecniero xarisxisa da wo-
debis, sruli safosto misamarTis, telefonis, faqsis, eleqtronuli 
fostis miTiTebiT. 

3. statia dabeWdili unda iyos 1,5 intervaliT, A4 formatze, 12 
fontiT. redaqciaSi statiebis warmodgena aucilebelia or nabeWd 
egzemplarad, eleqtronul versiasTan erTad (MS WORD, qarTuli 
teqsti SriftiT ACADNUSX, xolo inglisuri TIMES NEW ROMAN). 

4. JurnalSi statiebi gamoqveyndeba redaqciaSi maTi Semosvlis rigis 
mixedviT. redaqciis mier statiis warmodgenis TariRad CaiTvleba 
redaqciis mier saboloo teqstis miRebis TariRi. 

5.5.5.5. statia, romelic srulad ar pasuxobs zemoT moyvanil moTxovnebs, 
redaqciis mier ar miiReba.        

6. erTi gverdis Rirebulebaa 5 lari. 
 
naSromebis gamogzavna SegiZliaT eleqtronuli fostiT Semdeg 
misamarTze: economics_institute@yahoo.com, tealazarashvili@rambler.ru 
 
institutis xelmZRvaneloba da Jurnalis redaqcia mzadaa Tanam-

SromlobisaTvis. 
damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:damatebiTi cnobebisaTvis dagvikavSirdiT Semdeg misamarTze:  

q. Tbilisi, qiqoZis q. #14, t.: 293-34-44; 599 97 01 03. 
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